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ABSTRACT

THE ROLE OF FOUNDATIONS IN AGING:

GRANTMAKING IN AN ERA OF COST-CONTAINMENT HEALTH POLICY

Constance W. Mahoney

The relationship of grantmaking allocations for the

elderly and the present national health policy of cost

containment is the subject of this dissertation, which uses

a political economy perspective to examine the role of

foundations in society. Data from Foundation Center

databases for 1985 on 226 foundations and 974 grants in

aging are used in bivariate and multivariate analysis to

test hypotheses. Foundation participation in both health

and cost-containment grantmaking is analyzed by five "supply

side" characteristics of foundations: size (assets); type

(independent, corporate or community) ; scope (national,

regional, state, or local); an interest in health; the

position in aging; and by grant size.

Findings indicate that a concern with health dominates

grantmaking in aging. Health grantmaking is predicted by

grant size; that is, health grants are larger than non

health grants in aging. The emphasis is on cost

containment. The national health policy goal of cost

containment has apparently been normalized in health

grantmaking in the field of aging. Cost-containment grants

are most likely to be awarded by foundations in aging with

the largest assets, suggesting that, in aging, it is the
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largest foundations that are investing the most resources to

promote the cost-containment agenda. Whether or not a

foundation participates in health grantmaking, or, within

health grantmaking, in cost-containment grantmaking, depends

on a foundation's position in aging. Participation is a

matter of "opportunity" -- foundations that award the most

grants in aging have the most opportunities to participate

in health grantmaking and in cost-containment grantmaking.

This research shows a strong relationship between

foundations, a major supply side component of the nonprofit

sector, and public policy. In 1985, foundations in the

field of aging allocated grantmaking resources in ways that

supported a national health policy agenda that benefits the

interests of both government and business. The extent to

which foundations' allocations for cost containment are

likely to benefit older persons remains unknown.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject of this dissertation is the role of

philanthropic foundations in the field of aging during the

present era of cost-containment health policy. An important

reason for looking at foundation grantmaking for the elderly

within the health policy context is that the current policy

emphasizing control of health care expenditures renders

Problematic the access and availability of health care for

the elderly -- and for the rest of society. During the past

decade, federal and state governments, the public sector,

and major corporations in the private sector (Bergthold,

1986) have each taken major steps to limit their

responsibility for health care in an effort to control

rising health costs; roles have changed and boundaries have

shifted among the public sector, the private for-profit

sector, and the nonprofit sector. Given the present changes

in roles and boundaries, the questions are: What is the role

Sf foundation grantmaking in aging? How, and in what ways,

is foundation grantmaking in aging related to the nation's

Present health policy of cost containment in the 1980s? Is

foundation funding for programs for the elderly independent

*rom, reinforcing of, or alternative to government and

*usiness health-care cost-containment goals and strategy?



CHAPTER I

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Foundations are an integral part of the nonprofit,

voluntary, "third" sector of society. The third sector has

been described as the locus wherein philanthropic giving and

Volunteering is translated into goods and services for the

Public good (The Commission on Private Philanthropy and

Public Needs, 1975). The third sector is involved with the

Pursuit of the collective good, without expectation of

direct or exclusive benefit and that the existence of a

third sector is "logically required by the limitations of

both market economics and democratic politics" (Douglas,

1983, p. 143). Whereas government is dependent upon taxes

for its support and business is dependent upon profits, in

theory, the third sector is unique in that it is supported

Principally by private philanthropy (Rockefeller III).

*raditionally, the claim has been made that the third sector

is separate and independent from both the constraints of

Rolitics and the constraints of the marketplace:

It is not government -- that is, its component
organizations do not command the full power
and authority of government, although some may
exercise powerful influence over their members
and some may even perform certain functions of
government. On the other hand, the third
sector is not business. Its organizations do
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not exist to make profit and those that enjoy
tax immunities are specifically prohibited
from doing so, although near the boundaries of
the sector many groups do serve primarily the
economic interests of their members (The
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public
Needs, 1975, p. 31-32).

According to John D. Rockefeller III, the existence of a

third sector "is critical to the maintenance of our way of

life and to the resolution of the many difficult problems we

face today" (1978, p. 28). Foundations are not only an

integral part of the third sector, they are major suppliers

of capital for the sector.

Within the nonprofit sector, foundations exist as

Private entities and are incorporated by the state. They

are classified as "charitable organizations" and, as such,

are freed from the burden of paying taxes because they

Gontribute to the public or collective good and relieve

Sovernment of a financial burden that would otherwise be

incurred in providing needed public services (Hopkins,

1980). Their status is grounded in this country's early

history of attending to community needs outside the

structure of government; their status also reflects this

Sountry's belief in two important philosophies that shape

this society: pluralism and individual initiative

(Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 1975).

*oundations have remained relatively hidden from public view

(Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs;

3



Nielsen, 1985); and until recently, they have received

little scholarly attention (Boris, 1983; Mahoney, 1984;

Simson, 1979). They justify their role in society by

defining themselves as creators of "social and cultural

innovation" wherein solutions to social problems are

"introduced and tested by social and cultural entrepreneurs

supported by philanthropic venture capital" so that

"successful innovations come to constitute a claim on

public funds" (Payton, 1984, p. 77).

Given the stated commitment of foundations to

introduce and test solutions to social problems and thereby

contribute to the public good, and given the national health

Policy emphasis on controlling costs, the subject of this

dissertation is the question of how foundations are

allocating their resources in the field of aging. This

SIuestion is particularly problematic because the elderly

Population is growing rapidly and the relationship of that

Population cohort to the total U.S. population is changing

significantly. Questions and proposed answers to the

SIuestions about how society (or a sub-sector of society) is

Sealing with the changing demographics of aging and how

society is treating the growing elderly population involve

Politics as well as demography, according to Hendricks and

Salasanti (1986). Moreover, as Estes (1979) reminds us,

*ven the determination of who is old, as well as how the old
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are treated in society, is socially constructed. The "aging

bc.cºm" is far more than just a significant demographic fact,

it is a phenomenon that touches our social, economic, and

political lives (Pifer and Bronte, 1986; Rice and Estes,

1984). Given the magnitude of issues facing society with

respect to the dramatic growth of the elderly population,

and the stated commitment of foundations to act as social

entrepreneurs and creators of innovative solutions to

address important social issues, the role of foundations and

grantmaking for the elderly has important social

significance. The extent to which foundations allocate

their resources to address issues associated with aging and

the growth of the elderly population, provides not only

important resources for nonprofit sector organizations

addressing the needs of the elderly, it also signifies, to

some degree, society's concern with issues of aging.

Issues of aging are not the only important social

Soncerns facing society -- rising health expenditures have

*lso been identified as a major problem confronting society.

Sost containment has become the focus of health policy

S■ uring the 1980s. The extent to which the health policy

*mphasis on controlling health costs affects foundation

Srantmaking in aging is not known. The impact of the

Surrent policy emphasis on controlling health costs on

foundations' grantmaking in aging raises important questions
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alo cut the role of foundations in society and the

cornsequences for the elderly of foundation grantmaking in

the field of aging in the present health policy context?

The focus of this dissertation is the patterns and

distribution of allocations by foundations in the field of

aging during the present era of cost-containment health

policy. There are several reasons for studying foundation

grantmaking in aging within the health policy context of

cost containment. First, health status is the number-one

concern of older persons (Williams, 1986). Second, health

care expenditures now consume a larger percentage of the

average older person's income (over 15%) than before the

enactment of Medicare legislation in 1965 (U.S. Congress

House of Representatives, 1985). Moreover, out-of-pocket

health-care expenses are disproportionately borne by

households with incomes under $5,000 (U.S. Congress Budget

ºffice, 1983). Third, the elderly consume the largest share

Sf U.S. total health care expenditures, making the issue of

health-care spending for the elderly a societal concern as

Well as a concern of the individual older person. Fourth,

because the elderly population is growing, particularly the

Ropulation aged 85 and older, utilization of health care

*esources is likely to increase, because the oldest old are

the population cohort most likely to be frail and in poor

health (Rice and Estes, 1984). This utilization includes
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not only medical services, but also social services to

assist with daily living tasks. A fifth and very important

reason for looking at the impact of the present health

policy on the field of the philanthropy of aging is that

foundations have a strong history of making important

contributions in the field of health (Ginzberg, 1987;

Merrill and Somers, 1986). Furthermore, foundations

allocate a larger share of funding to health (23.7% in 1984)

and to general welfare (27.5% in 1984) than to any other

category (Hodgkinson and Weitzman, 1986).

Major cost-saving initiatives undertaken by federal

arid state governments, the public sector, and major

corporations in the private sector during the past decade to

control costs have resulted in important changes in the

*oles and boundaries among the public sector, the private,

for-profit sector, and the nonprofit sector in the field of

health. One consequence has been that increased

*esponsibilities and the funding burden for health and

social services for the elderly have been transferred onto

*he local community, the family, and the individual (Wood,

Fox, Estes, Lee and Mahoney, 1986). The well-documented

Sorporatization of health care (Relman, 1980; Starr, 1982;

Stevens, 1985) has resulted in role changes and a blurring

Sf boundaries among the for-profit, nonprofit, and public

sub-sectors in the health care "industry" which both

7



facilitate and reflect the present public policy emphasis on

cost containment. As Estes (1986) points out, this process

may well be part of a larger process of the restructuring of

capital that occurs in times of crisis (O'Connor, 1984).

During the 1980s, foundations have begun to reassess

their role in the field of health (Iglehart, 1982; Wallace,

1984). They are reevaluating how they can best allocate

resources in view of the rapid escalation of health care

costs that has taken place in America since the mid-1960s

(Beinecke, 1985; Ginzberg, 1987; Merrill and Somers, 1986).

A survey of foundations in 1982 by Foundation News indicates

that health-care cost containment is a major concern of

foundations (Unger, 1982) and that a number of initiatives

to address the issue of controlling health costs have been

undertaken by foundations (Unger; Wallace). Foundations

report facing difficult dilemmas in deciding priorities for

allocation of their resources for health, given that society

is dealing with two competing priorities: reducing costs of

both private and public health care and maintaining equity

and access. According to senior officers at the Robert Wood

Wohnson Foundation:



In the future, foundations must be even more
selective. As public support declines, there
will be a greater need to focus in areas where
funding can make a difference both to "pick up
the slack" and to help identify new problem
solving approaches that will be less dependent
on traditional, but dwindling, sources of
support (Merrill and Somers, p. 317).

The extent to which foundations' expressed concern

with cost containment has influenced their grantmaking

allocations for the elderly in the mid-1980s is not known --

and is the subject of this dissertation research. The

question of foundations' role in grantmaking for the elderly

during this era of cost-containment health policy is both

empirical and theoretical, calling attention to the core

relations in the social order of contemporary society in the

United States. The convergence of a rapidly growing elderly

population with a health policy focused on cost control and

a health care "industry" in the process of major

transformation provides an historic moment for studying

foundations and their contribution to the "public good."

According to Alford and Friedland (1985), it is during

moments of historical crises that both the inner logie ""

the contradictions of society are best revealed, exposing

the "essential character" of relations in a society. The

study of foundation grantmaking for the elderly and *
relationship of resource allocations to current health

Policy emphasizing the control of expenditures, a”***

*



what Mills calls both the "personal troubles of milieu" and -

"the public issues of social structure" (1959, p. 8). It

locates the "personal troubles" of aging (via programs for
-

the elderly) within the larger framework of the "public

issues" of social structure and social policy. .

The discussion of the research questions presented in

this chapter has served as an introduction to my

dissertation. The first five chapters provide a framework

for my research and analysis of the role of philanthropy.

That framework is bounded, necessarily, by my underlying

assumptions about the social order. Those assumptions, as

they apply to the dissertation, are made explicit in the

next section of this chapter.

ASSUMPTIONS

My world view is grounded in a perspective which

seeks to explain the social order primarily at the level of

society (class perspective) rather than at the level of

individual actors or groups (the pluralist perspective) or

at the level of organizations (the managerial or elite

Perspective). The societal level is best understood in

terms of the contradictions in relations among capitalism,

bureaucracy, and democracy and the ways in which the

10



patterns of those relations both reinforce and undermine the

sccial order (Alford and Friedland, 1985).

I perceive all reality as socially constructed

(Berger and Luckman, 1966), including theory which is used

to explain reality and the "centrally important issues of

social life" (Ritzer 1983, p. 3) . I propose to locate my

research and analysis on the role of foundations within a

political economy theoretical perspective. By giving

Drominence to the health policy context and locating the

research on the role of foundations in the field of aging

within the political economy perspective, I acknowledge the

importance of the social setting as a basic subject matter

for sociological intellectual inquiry (Ritzer).

Theories which explain society in terms of the

structure and function of society emphasize the

interrelation of social forces and the use of consensus in

r■ aintaining social order. The dynamic aging of the American

society, the on-going transformation of the major segments

Sf the "health care industry" from nonprofit enterprise to

ISrivate-sector "big business," and the shift in the national

health policy focus from equity and access to a stance for

Sost control all point less to the integration and consensus

Sf society than to the conflict and contradictions in

society. Such phenomena are appropriately dealt with

through a political economy perspective. Symbolic

11



interaction theories focus on individuals and groups by

explaining social reality in terms of how actors define

their social situations and the effect of these definitions

on action and interaction; these theories are less concerned

with the societal level of analysis and the interface of

business, government, and segments of the nonprofit sector

and issues of public policy. Outside the discipline of

sociology, the political economy theoretical perspective

provides an alternative theoretical and analytical

perspective to that of neo-classical economics, the

normative ideological framework presently guiding the

distribution of public as well as private resources within

capitalist society (stone and Harpham, 1986; Wolin, 1981).

Political economy is also an alternative to the dominant

political perspective of pluralism which seeks to explain

social reality in terms of the behavior of individuals and

interest groups without taking into consideration

differences of power and class.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

The political economy perspective has been embraced

by social scientists from a variety of political persuasions

to move beyond the restrictive confines of narrow"Y defined

disciplines in order to understand society in a **

comprehensive way (Harpham and stone, 1986) • ****
12
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speaking, the perspective examines the interconnections

among market systems, the political structure, and evolving

social institutions. It explores

the interrelationships between the polity,
economy, and society, or more specifically,
the reciprocal influences among government,
. . . the economy, social classes, strata, and
status groups. The central problem of the
political economy perspective is the manner in
which the economy and polity interact in a
relationship of reciprocal causation,
affecting the distribution of social goods
(Walton, 1979, p. 9).

My assumptions follow the common themes of the

political economy perspective outlined by Harpham and Stone

(1986). First, political economy necessitates an historic

analysis of the interface between the economy and the

political process as its starting point and seeks to

understand the present as emerged from history. Second, a

political economy analysis is holistic -- "seeking to

integrate an understanding of ideology, the economy, social

stratification, and the state into a coherent whole and to

study particular problems in terms of the whole" (p. 17).

Third, it rejects the notion of actors, interest groups, and

behaviorism as too narrow a focus to explain the social

order. Fourth, it addresses

facets of social life often taken for granted
. . . the existence of a market-based
capitalist economy in which many (but not all)
decisions affecting the material well-being
are integrally connected with the well-being
of the component business firms (p. 19).

13



Fifth, it directs the researcher to explore questions of

value and to look at alternative arrangements for segmenting

spheres of human activity.

The political economy perspective provides an

appropriate theoretical framework for my research on the

nature of foundation allocations for the elderly in an era

of cost-containment health policy. First, the shifts in

boundaries among the various components within the health

field render problematic the role of foundations in aging,

given the efforts of both government and business to control

rising health-care costs (the policy focus) and the fact

that a growing elderly population is consumes an increasing

share of health care resources. Foundations have long

claimed to have the freedom to "take a long view" usually

denied to government (public policymakers) and the

marketplace (health care industry); they claim to function

as social entrepreneurs, targeting and leveraging their

resources where they perceive the greatest need and greatest

potential for advancement (Merrill and Somers, 1986). This

necessitates examining the role of foundations in terms of

the pattern of relationships within the economy, the polity,

and the beliefs and values of society to gain understanding

of their role in aging during this period of a health policy

emphasizing cost containment.
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Second, because foundations claim to contribute to

the public or collective good, it is necessary to look at

their role in society holistically. Political economy

provides a framework for analyzing foundations' contribution

to the public good by asking questions about what groups or

classes benefit from foundation allocations: Who benefits

when foundations leverage and target their resources where

they perceive the greatest need and potential? Third, it is

important to examine foundations' relationships with the

economy and to assess critically the nature of capitalism

and the dominance of capitalist society's orientation toward

economic growth and profitability. A critical approach to

the role of foundations in the distribution of resources in

society renders problematic the benefits of capitalism taken

for granted in most analytic frameworks applied to, and used

by, the nonprofit sector, including foundations. Fourth,

the political economy perspective is important in studies of

aging because its use has led to increased recognition that

public policies for the elderly, particularly health

policies, "mirror the structural arrangements of U.S.

society and the distribution of political, material

(economic), and ideal (values and beliefs) resources within

it" (Estes, Gerard, Zones, and Swan, 1984, p. 2). Moreover,

as Bond (1982) points out, the political economy approach to

issues of aging is necessarily a policy approach because it

reveals the structural dependency of the elderly in society.

15



According to Bond, the social status, economic resources,

level of dependency, and the health of the elderly can best

be understood in terms of the economy, the labor market, and

the social and political policies of the capitalist economy.

This chapter provides an introduction to the research

problem and presents discussion of the theoretical

assumptions underlying the research. Chapter II provides a

review and summary of the literature on the nonprofit

sector, philanthropy, and foundations, discussion of the

need for research, and a summary of the major issues that

emerge from the literature. Chapter III reviews the policy

context in which foundation allocations in the field of

aging for grant-reporting year 1985 takes place. Chapter IV

provides background information on foundation grantmaking in

health and foundation grantmaking in aging. Chapter V sets

forth the methodology for the research. Chapter VI examines

total United States foundation grantmaking for grant

reporting year 1985. Chapter VII locates grantmaking in

aging within the context of total U.S. grantmaking. Chapter

VIII describes the patterns and variations in foundation

allocations for aging. Chapters IX and X focus on

foundation grantmaking for health within the field of aging.

Chapters XI and XII present an analysis of foundations' role

in cost-containment grantmaking and Chapter XIII examines

the range of cost-containment initiatives. Chapter XIV

16



explains the relationships described in chapters VII through

XII. Chapter XV summarizes the findings. Chapter XVI

presents conclusions and discusses implications that emerged

from the research.
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CHAPTER II

A LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a review of the major

literature on the nonprofit sector, philanthropy and

foundations. After a brief discussion of the nature of the

literature and the need for research, the literature is

summarized. The chapter concludes with a review of the

principal themes in the literature likely to be relevant the

dissertation research on the role of foundations in the

field of aging and the impact of cost-containment health

policy on foundation grantmaking in aging.

BACKGROUND

NA OF T BODY OF LITERA

The theories, concepts, and methods used to create

the body of knowledge on the nonprofit sector, philanthropy,

and foundations are themselves socially produced. That

foundations have played an important role in the production

of knowledge, specifically in the creation of academic

disciplines and professions and in the shaping of

intellectual paradigms and world views is generally

unrecognized. [1] According to Berman, foundations have

18



exerted an extraordinary degree of influence
in determining how knowledge is organized,
what knowledge is considered to be legitimate,
and what issues should be discussed at a
particular time. Indeed, they have helped to
determine the very parameters of inquiry and
meaningful discourse for many intellectual
workers. They have, in short, helped to
establish the intellectual agenda (1986, p.
91).

Much of the literature on the nonprofit sector,

philanthropy, and foundations has emerged during periods of

economic and political crisis in response to perceived

threats to the sector. The body of knowledge about

foundations, philanthropy, and the nonprofit sector has

increased significantly during the present era of austerity.

O'Connor (1973, 1984) has identified the late 1970s and

early 1980s as a period of fiscal and accumulation crisis

when downturns in the economy, international in scope,

squeezed profits, reduced the tax base, and curtailed the

previous expansion of the welfare state and the delivery of

public goods and services. When government and business

redefined their roles and responsibilities for the welfare

of the general public, the role of the nonprofit sector

became problematic, and, according to Nielsen (1979), the

sector itself became endangered. It is in this "crisis"

climate that "knowledge" about the nonprofit sector,

philanthropy, and foundations once again surfaced in popular

and scholarly literature.

19



NEED FOR RE

Varying reasons have been offered for the lack of

scholarly research on philanthropy, foundations, and the

nonprofit sector: the power of the nonprofit sector

establishment (Levy and Nielsen, 1977); the fact that the

subject is not mainstream (Simon, 1979) ; and the absence of

an appropriate theoretical framework (Berman, 1986). In

response to the latter, Berman suggests that research on the

nonprofit sector, philanthropy, and foundations be located

within a theoretical framework that recognizes both the

political and economic context. Schervish, Herman and

Rhenisch (1986) also advocate a political economy framework

for the analysis of philanthropy.

NONPROFIT SECTOR LITERATURE

The nonprofit sector is the term often used

inclusively to describe foundations even though foundations

are not the same as the nonprofit sector (also called the

third sector, the voluntary sector, and most recently, the

independent sector). Foundations are only a part of one of

four types of organizations generally classified, according

to tax status criteria, as qualifying for inclusion within

the nonprofit sector: 1) churches; 2) organizations serving

a membership; 3) charitable and educational organizations

providing a service that extends to the community beyond

20



membership of the organization; and 4) fund-raising or

resource distributing-organizations -- the category

including foundations (Salamon and Abramson, 1982).

Foundations are also not synonymous with "philanthropy";

philanthropy involves the giving of gifts by living persons,

personal bequests, and direct giving by corporations, as

well as the awarding of grants by foundations (Hodgkinson

and Weitzkin, 1986). Finally, not all organizations

identified as foundations are philanthropic entities; that

is, not all foundations give gifts. The subject of the

dissertation is philanthropic foundations -- foundations

that award grants to nonprofit organizations in the

voluntary or third sector of society.

While foundations are not the same as the nonprofit

sector, in order to understand the role of foundations in

society, it is important to take into account major works

about the nonprofit sector. This is because 1) much of the

literature on the nonprofit sector provides the theoretical

underpinnings for theorizing about philanthropy and

foundations, and 2) the term "nonprofit sector" is used

inclusively to include foundations (as well as nonprofit

organizations that receive awards from foundations) in much

of the literature.
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NONPROFIT SECTOR LITERATURE AND THE FILER COMMISSION

The Filer Commission appears as a bench mark in the

literature on the nonprofit sector; it is used to establish

the legitimacy of implicit theoretical formulations grounded

in the pluralist tradition. The sector is described by the

commission as the locus wherein philanthropic giving and

volunteering (input) is translated into goods and services

for the public good (philanthropic output). The existence

of a separate sector and its definition by the commission

are accepted unproblematically in most of the literature

emerging from the commission and in much of the literature

that has developed since the commission.

The first major effort to coordinate research on

philanthropy and the nonprofit sector was undertaken for The

Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs (Boris,

1983) ; this commission was popularly known as the Filer

Commission, after its chairman, John H. Filer. Following a

decade of criticisms about foundations which culminated in a

Congressional hearing and the Tax Reform Act of 1969, John

D. Rockefeller III called together a commission to evaluate

private philanthropy's role in society because of his

concern that positive steps be taken to preserve and

strengthen the role of voluntary organizations (Knauft,

1984). The Filer Commission "literally put philanthropy on

the map in terms of serious research into the economics and

22



impact of the sector" (Boris, p. 296). While the commission

was called to evaluate private philanthropy's broader role

in society, the decision was made at the very beginning to

avoid broad public policy issues and concentrate instead on

"making a case for the voluntary sector" (Knauft, p. 15).

This decision was in keeping with Rockefeller III's

suggestion: "Instead of struggling to make the word

"philanthropy' intelligible to everyone, we should place the

focus on the much larger dimension of American life of which

philanthropy is a part" (1978, p. 26). Thus the emphasis of

commission research and subsequent recommendations switched

from the original focus on philanthropy, specifically the

evaluation (and, according to Knauft, the proposed

legitimation) of the role of foundations, to the broader

category of the nonprofit sector -- a category which

includes both the givers and the receivers of philanthropy.

Ninety-one background papers were compiled by the

commission (Rudney, 1977); most of these papers represent

original research commissioned for the session to fill the

gap discovered by the commissioners in their search for

tº state of the art" scholarship on the field. Thus one of

the important, if unintended, outcomes of the Filer

commission was the recognition of not only the paucity of

research on the sector, but also of the critical need for
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extensive and basic research on the nonprofit sector (Boris,

1983; Knauft, 1984).

Papers prepared for the Filer Commission reflected

the tensions of the times and the Commission's quest to

justify philanthropy and to reestablish the legitimacy of

the charitable deduction as a useful incentive to

philanthropic giving (Boris, 1983) ; they were not

commissioned as theoretical formulations on the nature and

role of the sector. The emphasis was on economics and law

to justify the existence of the sector. According to

DiMaggio (1983), this emphasis provided an "implicit"

theoretical base for most of the theory on the sector

developed after the commission. DiMaggio's criticism points

to several important conceptual considerations: the impor

tance of the historical context, the growth of sector

responsibilities and shifting boundaries among the sectors,

and the importance of organizational theory in analysis of

the sector.

THE EMERGENCE OF LITERATURE FOLLOWING THE FILER COMMISSION

Since the Filer Commission, the nonprofit sector has

placed a growing emphasis on promoting scholarly research on

philanthropy and the nonprofit sector (Boris, 1983). The

Program on Nonprofit Organizations at Yale (an organization

chaired by Rudney, the director of research for the Filer
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Commission) was the earliest pioneer organization focusing

on research in the nonprofit field -- a field that has

subsequently grown into a sizeable research enterprise.

More recently, the Independent Sector, a private, nonprofit

sector organization formed in response to a Commission

recommendation to strengthen the sector, has championed the

cause of promoting serious scholarship on the sector.

Working with the Associations of American Colleges, the

Independent Sector has been instrumental in developing a

research agenda which not only positions the sector in the

forefront of academic mainstream scholarship, but also

promotes the professionalization of the sector (Van til,

1988).

Much of the early literature following the commission

addressed issues of economics and law. Important

theoretical work focused on questions of the role and

boundaries of the sector. Major contributions to the

literature includes works by economists Boulding (1973) and

Weisbord (1977), and by political theorists Nielsen (1979)

and Gamwell (1984). Boulding theorizes about resource

distribution in the grants economy; he postulates that

grants reallocate resources in the direction the grantor

finds most desirable. Weisbord postulates that nonprofit

Srganizations exist as "quasi-governmental" bodies

>esponding to consumer demands for collective-type goods and
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services, and that nonprofit organizations can be

differentiated by their "collectiveness index" -- the extent

to which their revenues are derived from gifts or grants, in

contrast to "earned" income for service.

Nielsen (1979) points to government's expansion in

the social services as the cause of the sector's becoming

"endangered"; he suggests, however, that the relationship

between government and the nonprofit sector has been that of

historic "collaboration" and that the idea of firmly fixed

boundaries separating the sectors is a myth. Gamwell (1984)

points out the symbiotic relationship between political

theorizing and theorizing on the nonprofit sector, and the

lack of clear definition of the terminology used in the

theorizing, given that the nonprofit sector claims its

identity based on its non-identification with the public and

private, for-profit sectors.

Voluntarism is an important aspect of the nonprofit

sector that has received research attention. Kramer's

(1981) research on voluntary organizations differentiates

three concepts implied by the term voluntary. First,

voluntarism is used as an ideology justifying reliance on

free markets. Second, voluntarism implies complementarity

and expansion of the state. Third, voluntarism refers to

the mobilization of unpaid labor. Another important work on
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voluntarism is Stevens' (1985) historical research on

voluntarism in health care. Stevens points out that in the

health arena current threats to the survival of the

nonprofit sector have come not from government, but from the

for-profit sector.

Extensive literature on the "role" of the nonprofit

sector is contained in O'Connell's (1983) collection of

excerpts reprinted from speeches, books and articles on the

nonprofit sector. This book, edited by the President of the

Independent Sector, was developed to provide a convenient

reference work for writers and speakers. A review of some

of the works in that volume provides a catalog of nonprofit

sector "role" functions, particularly as the sector relates

to government. Some of these specified functions are

particularly relevant to foundations. Smith (1983) lists:

1) the identification of social integration (to avoid

conflict and to provide support for the economic system),

and 2) the provision of a "latent" resource of time, money,

and nonmonetary goods as important roles of the sector. In

an often quoted speech on the importance of philanthropy in

American society, Rockefeller III (1983) addresses two

important role functions of the nonprofit sector: 1) its

geographic scope -- the sector functions locally, but is a

national phenomenon, and 2) its role in maintaining the

status quo: "The business sector and the third sector are
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both rooted in the free enterprise system. The best way to

preserve the system will be to keep the third sector healthy

and strong" (p. 23).

RECENT EMPIRICALLY-BASED RESEARCH

A recent national study conducted by the Urban

Institute (Salamon and Abramson, 1982) points out the extent

to which recent decreases in federal funding have resulted

in a significant decrease in resources available for

community organizations, particularly organizations

providing social services. Salamon (1985) suggests that a

theory of "third-party government" and a theory of

"voluntary failure" explain the role of the nonprofit sector

and its extensive ties with government better than implicit

theories emerging from the Filer Commission. These two

theories place the present situation in historical context;

nevertheless, they continue to reinforce the dominant

paradigm values of individualism and pluralism. The

voluntary failure theory is predicated on the assumption

that, because the local community is the locus of strongest

social obligation, it is the failure of the community to

meet its obligations that brings about "third party

government." Four dimensions of voluntary failure are

identified by Salamon: philanthropic insufficiency,

philanthropic particularism, paternalism, and amateurism.
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Research on the nonprofit sector from the Institute

for Health and Aging is significant not only because it is

empirically based, but also because it has generated

critical theorizing about the role of the nonprofit sector.

The writing of Estes (1985) and of Estes and Alford (1988)

contribute to the development of theory of the nonprofit

sector by using the political economy perspective to examine

concepts taken-for-granted in much of the literature which

is based on pluralist theory.

Of particular interest is the identification of the

restructuring process that is occurring in the service

delivery segment of the nonprofit sector among organizations

providing community-based health and social services for the

elderly. Estes (1985) identifies restructuring as part of a

larger process of the crisis of capital accumulation. New

opportunities for profits are being pursued through the

vigorous corporatization of many aspects of traditionally

nonprofit health care services, particularly those aspects

of nonprofit social services that are profitable. The drive

for increased profits and for new markets for capital

investment is no longer limited to the pursuit of foreign

markets and the internationalism of capital (O'Connor,

1984). Estes and Alford (1988) suggest that the viability

of the nonprofit sector is threatened not only by the

reduction of federal funding (Salamon, Musselwhite, Jr. and
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DeVita, 1986), but also by the use of the ideology of

voluntarism as a rationalizing strategy to further capital

accumulation. Retrenchment and restructuring of the

nonprofit sector are seen as emerging from the resurgence of

two ideological traditions: individualism and conservatism.

Those same factors were identified by O'Connor (1984) as

fueling the accumulation crisis of contemporary capitalism.

Estes and Alford question that the nonprofit sector is a

clear and distinct sector, separate from state and capital,

particularly given the present political and economic

conditions operating in American society. Consistent with

this perspective, Estes and Bergthold (1985) have questioned

the relevance of traditional pluralist theoretical

explanations for changes that are occurring in nonprofit

sector service delivery organizations, noting that the

voluntary sector is an increasingly large enterprise, "a

comfortable partner of corporate America" (p. 28).

PHILANTHROPY AND FOUNDATION LITERATURE

Philanthropy has been a topic of inquiry before the

recent focus on the nonprofit sector, which, for the most

part, dates to the Filer Commission. Early literature

illustrated by the excerpts reprinted in O'Connell's 1983

book justify the existence of philanthropy and foundations

by a variety of explanations which reinforce the rhetoric of
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pluralism -- that philanthropy reflects and shapes the

American character and that it relieves class tensions

(Curti, 1983) ; that foundations manifest and contribute to

voluntarism, pluralism, decentralization, and individualism

(Smith, 1983; Yarmarinsky, 1983) ; that foundations provide

"venture capital" for projects not likely to gain popular

approval (Andrews, 1983) ; and that foundations contribute to

the existence of pluralism by fostering innovation,

creativity, and constructive change (Rockefeller III, 1983).

Not all of the early literature is complementary.

Goulden (1971) and Nielsen (1972, 1979) point to a lack of

public accountability in foundations. Whitaker (1974), in a

critique of foundations from an international perspective,

brings up issues of ideology, class, and power of the elite,

issues that are seldom mentioned in American literature.

Whitaker's work is rarely referenced in the literature.

Since the Filer Commission, there has been an increase in

the production of literature on philanthropy and

foundations, and in what appears to be an increase in

pluralist rhetoric.

There has also been the emergence of a small but

growing body of literature critical of foundations. This

literature has come from both conservative and liberal camps

as part of a larger struggle to construct ideas,
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particularly ideas for policy (Stone, 1981). On the far

right, a critical voice in the ideological battle over the

role of philanthropy emerged from the Institute for

Educational Affairs (IEA), which was founded in 1978 as a

clearinghouse for conservative organizations to advise

corporate and foundation grantmakers on issues of

philanthropy, and to function as a bridge between academia

and business in the "war of ideas" in promoting the

conservative viewpoint (Stone). Colwell's (1980) research

on foundations and public policy carefully documented the

role of foundations in setting the agenda for public policy

through their contributions to "think tank" institutions.

In the past decade, a few new foundations have made large

contributions to "think tanks" on the far right, a change

from earlier years when old-line, well-established

foundations made the major contributions to older, more

liberal "think tanks." Criticism has also come from The

National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy (NCRP), an

organization founded in 1975 to represent the minority

viewpoint voiced by the grantee bodies at the Filer

Commission. A survey by NCRP on public disclosure of the

nation's largest foundations suggests that, overall, almost

a decade after the Filer Commission, foundations continue to

operate "in the shadow" of public accountability (Bruce,

Moe, Saasta, Abernathy, Jr. and Bothwell, 1980).
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THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO PHILANTHROPY AND FOUNDATIONS

The theory of philanthropy and foundations that

appears as the most comprehensive in the literature reviewed

is that developed by Vidich in the early 1960s (1963a,

1963b). His work is both empirically and theoretically

rich, formulated in a framework that examines issues

historically and holistically, considering the political,

economic and social dimensions of philanthropy in mature

capitalism. Several concepts identified by Vidich are

relevant for research and analysis of foundations in the

present era. First, the capacity to be philanthropic is

directly proportional to income distribution. Second,

because philanthropy produces services and therefore

provides an ever expandable market, it buffers against the

perils of overproduction endemic to mature capitalism.

Third, like taxation, philanthropy is redistributive in that

it redirects dollars from the private sector toward "the

public good." However, the allocation of philanthropy is

not subject to public accountability (as is the allocation

of tax revenues); philanthropy is also voluntary in contrast

to taxation, which is mandated on the public at large. In

addition, according to Vidich, philanthropy keeps taxes

lower by using private sector dollars for public sector

services; however, this fosters private sector control by

diverting dollars from public sector accountability. Mature

capitalism posits a need for increased accumulation; this
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brings about increased private sector efforts to control

costs and promote favorable tax treatment to strengthen

philanthropy and maintain private sector control. Four,

rationalization of philanthropy through centralization and

coordination promotes increased corporate political power in

the community. Finally, philanthropy is a form of social

control, a system of social validation fostering integration

and a (false) sense of community, while promoting corporate

control.

More recently, Thompson (1983, 1985) has developed a

theory of charity which identifies major axioms important to

understanding the role of foundations in the present era.

His axioms, similar to major theoretical concepts identified

by Vidich (1963b), are: 1) accumulation is based on

inequities; 2) accumulation precedes charity; 3) a major

goal of charity is (therefore) the production of wealth; and

4) charity organizations migrate to the private (for-profit)

sector when they become self-supporting (or sufficiently

subsidized, as has been the case in the health industry).

A general theory of philanthropy by Schervish,

Herman, and Rhenisch (1986) emerges from their study of the

uses of money by the wealthy. They define philanthropy as

"voluntary or non-legislatively mandated accumulation and

distribution of resources to meet unfulfilled needs and
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interests" (p. 224). In a capitalist society, there is a

tendency toward the "simultaneous and casually

interconnected production of the need for philanthropy and

the means for carrying it out" (p. 224). Therefore, it is

important to consider the degree to which foundations

reproduce the social system, the degree to which they

transform the social system, moving it either to the left or

to the right, and the degree to which they both reproduce

and transform the system. Thus, philanthropy relates to

accumulation and all the possibilities for accumulating

capital in any particular era of capital production.

Philanthropy is a means to redistribute resources. The

researchers locate philanthropy "within the larger sweep of

political-economic theory as structurally conditioned by the

contradictions in the free enterprise economy and

articulated to the social structure of accumulation

characterizing each historical period" (p. 227). They

suggest that philanthropy "actually produces (rather than

simply runs or influences) the organizational world at the

cutting edge of society" (p. 226). This thinking is also

evident in Colwell's (1980) research on foundations and

public policy which carefully documented the extent to which

foundations actually set the agenda for public policy

through their contributions to "think tank" institutions.
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LITERATURE ON SPECIAL AREAS OF THE FIELD

Phi thro Foundations, and a Chanqing Societ

A major assumption of this dissertation is that the

role of foundations is closely tied to the social, political

and economic changes taking place in society at any given

period (Yankelovich, 1982). Yankelovich identifies several

important social trends that he believes will affect the

future of philanthropy, including: 1) the nuclear arms race,

2) the revitalization of the U.S. economy, 3) new moral

dilemmas involving vulnerable groups in society, and 4) the

aging of society. He predicts more social experimentation

by foundations, particularly at the local level. In an

extensive philosophical work on the nature of philanthropy,

Payton (1984) sees competing and conflicting perceptions and

assumptions about what is good for individuals, what is good

for society, and how to balance the two "goods" as inherent

in the work of foundations. Jenkin's (1987) historical

research on foundations' role in social change suggests that

foundations facilitate, rather than initiate, social change.

Moreover, those foundations that funded social movements

prefer to support "professionalized advocacy projects,"

rather than grass-roots organizations. Jenkins concludes

that overall, foundations are more supportive of extending

established values than of promoting new or different values

or practices. Eisenberg (1982) reports a lack of foundation
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support for neighborhood needs and the "human infra

structure" of communities.

Philanthropy, Foundations and Community

According to Wolpert and Reiner (1986), the role of

foundations also varies from community to community.

Standards for giving and for entitlement also vary locally.

Philanthropy and nonprofit organizations are expanding in

growing metropolitan areas of the south and west to

reproduce the role of philanthropy in older, established

cities. Local philanthropy rationalizes and preserves the

myth of a safety net.

Philanthropy and Its Involvement with the Sectors

There is a small body of literature addressing

corporate involvement in philanthropy. The literature is,

overall, not critical of the existing relationship. An

important and often quoted speech by Rockefeller III (1983)

speaks of the nonprofit sector as having the same goals as

the for-profit sector. Kristol (1980) proclaims that there

is no third sector, that there are only two sectors in U.S.

society, and that foundations are "part and parcel" of the

private sector. According to Kristol, foundations should 1)

be partisan in setting the national agenda in the public

interest; 2) support the private sector of which they are a
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part; and 3) remember that the money they spend is private

money, not public money.

In contrast, Cuninggim (1981) classifies the

foundation as a nonbusiness corporation. He labels

organized philanthropy -- a category including both

foundation giving and corporate direct giving -- "big

business." However, Cuninggim considers foundation money

"public money" to the extent that it has been recognized by

law for expenditure for public purposes. Cuninggim says

that foundations espouse the central values of the society,

and, by their work, make a moral or ethical statement in

support of what they consider to be the public good.

An historical analysis of corporate giving by Hall

(1985) assumes the intrinsic relationship between the

nonprofit sectors and the for-profit sectors. He traces the

efforts of early philanthropists to create the intellectual

environment which supported the growth of big business and

counteracted challenges to capitalism that emerged during

the last years of the nineteenth century. Finally, he

documents the connection of philanthropy and business in

creating new markets and in providing alternatives to state

funded welfare programs. According to Hall, early

philanthropists understood the connection between "doing

well and doing good" (p. 63). Hall's research documents the
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strong historical connection between business and

philanthropy and their shared interest in productivity.

Galaskiewicz (1985) has produced a major work on the

corporate grants economy. Basing his research on

grantmaking in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area (having assumed

that corporate giving is decentralized), Galaskiewicz

concludes that corporate giving is a strategy used by the

business elite in the pursuit of prestige within the

business community, not within the community at large.

Nonprofit organizations that received the most funding in

this study were those with the largest budgets, those with

associations with philanthropic leaders, and those which

government agencies funded and which contribution

professionals though well of . He suggests that the concern

of corporate philanthropy is to improve the community in a

way that benefits the business community as a whole;

enlightened self-interest leads to action that benefits the

business community rather than the larger social community.

However, corporate philanthropy tends to fund what

government funds and therefore complements support for the

public good.

The Role of Foundations in Aging and in Health

There is little theoretically based literature on the

role of foundations in either the aging field or the health
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field. Studies by The Florence F. Burden Foundation (Nee

and Bracco, 1986; Warm, 1980) provide valuable data on

grantmaking in aging from 1978 to 1982. In the field of

health, studies on foundation funding from 1975, 1980, and

1983 have been funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation

and reported in the literature (Dooley, Jackson, Merrill,

Reuther, and Tyson, 1983; Dooley, 1987). There is also a

wealth of historical studies documenting the role of

foundations in the emergence of scientific medicine (see,

for example: Berliner, 1985 and Brown, 1979). The

literature on foundations in the field of aging and on

foundations in the health field of health is reviewed in

Chapter IV.

OR THEME IKELY TO BE THEORETICALLY RELEVANT TO THE
RESEARCH PROBLEM

This dissertation research examines the saliency of

the major theoretical themes in the literature as they

relate to foundation grantmaking for the elderly. This

research seeks to discover both the empirical and

theoretical dimensions of the phenomenon as an issue of

national importance, given the growth of that population

cohort and the policy focus on controlling health care

expenditures. The phenomenon is also of importance for

local communities, given the attempted federal policy
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efforts to shift responsibility for meeting human needs away

from the federal to the local level.

THE ROLE OF FOUNDATIONS IN SOCIETY

The first theoretical construction that emerges from

the literature review is the problematic nature of

foundations' role in society and the relationship among

foundations, government, and the corporate sector. The

nonprofit sector, including foundations, has been defined by

the Filer Commission as separate and distinct from

government and from business. That independent status is

rendered problematic by recent theorizing (Estes and Alford,

1988). Yankelovich's (1982) observation is most salient for

the proposed research: foundations' role is closely related

to the social, political, and economic changes occurring in

society during the present decade. Hence, the political

economy perspective emerges as an appropriate framework for

research on philanthropy and foundations (Berman, 1986;

Schervish, et al., 1986).

Foundations and Capital Accumulation

The second theoretical construction that emerges from

the literature as an important theme is the extent to which

foundations are involved in the accumulation and

redistribution of wealth in capitalist society (Thompson,

1983, 1985; Vidich 1963a, 1963b). The survival and growth
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of philanthropy and foundations depend on inequalities of

wealth (Boulding, 1973; Vidich, 1963b); acquiring precedes

giving; therefore, inequality stimulates charity (Thompson,

1983, 1985); the first goal of philanthropy in capitalist

society is contributing to the accumulation of wealth

(Thompson, 1983, 1985; Vidich, 1963b) and the goal of

foundation grantmaking is the redistribution of resources in

the direction desired by the grantor (Boulding, 1973).

Foundations are a "latent resource" of wealth, producing not

only money, but also time and nonmonetary goods (Smith,

1983). Voluntarism, a social value promoted by the

nonprofit sector, functions as an ideology used to promote

an increase in productivity through the use of unpaid labor

(Kramer, 1981). Foundations redistribute their surplus

wealth through the generation of markets for new services

and the creation of demand for those services; since that

which is produced is service, the market supply is

"theoretically unlimited" (Vidich, 1963b).

FOUNDATIONS AND SOCIAL CHANGE

A third major theme emerging from the literature

postulates that it is important to address the degree to

which foundations reproduce the social system, the degree to

which they transform the social system, moving it either to

the left or to the right, and the degree to which they both

reproduce and transform the system (Schervish, et al.,
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1986). Foundations operate at the "cutting edge of

society," to a large extent creating the public policy

agenda (Colwell, 1980) as well as creating the intellectual

agenda of capitalist society (Berman, 1986).

At one end of the continuum is the extent to which

foundations reaffirm the value system, support the

institutional framework (Gardner, 1983; O'Connell, 1983;

Rockefeller III, 1983), validate the existing class

structure (Vidich, 1963b), and foster social integration

(Curti, 1983; Smith, 1983) endorsed by the existing

capitalist political economic system. In supporting the

status quo, foundations also act as social control agents,

validating the existing class structure and making "market"

corrections as necessary to integrate society (Vidich,

1963b).

At the other end of the continuum is the extent to

which foundations actually contribute to transforming the

social structure and institutional order, creating or

contributing to social change. Generally, foundations are

more likely to facilitate rather than initiate social change

and they are more likely to support "professional advocacy"

organizations rather than grassroots groups (Bothwell and

Saasta, 1985; Jenkins, 1987).
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FOUNDATIONS AND INNOVATION

Innovation is a theoretically salient theme that

emerges repeatedly in the literature, particularly

literature discussing the "role" of foundations. Innovation

is a construct that foundations attribute to themselves to

justify their contribution to the social good (Hopkins,

1980; O'Connell, 1983; Payton, 1984).

One dimension of "innovation" is the creation of new

markets for service, a process of capital accumulation

(Vidich, 1963b). Another dimension is the promotion of

social change generated to bring about changes in

institutions and values and transform the social system

(Schervish, et al., 1986). According to Jenkins (1987) this

dimension of innovation is not the norm in foundation

grantmaking.

These themes emerging from the review of the

literature provide a rich theoretical resource for the

development of hypotheses on the relationship of foundation

grantmaking in aging to cost containment health policy in

the mid-1980s. The next chapter provides an overview of

foundation history in the United States and the role of

foundations in the development and implementation of public

policy.
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NOTES

A small body of literature is developing about

this phenomenon. See Arnove's Philanthropy

and Cultural Imperialism: The Foundations at

Home and Abroad (1982) which contains a

collection of critical analyses of the role

played by foundations in the development of

higher education, research, and the emergence

of professions in the U.S. and abroad. Works

include: Slaughter and Silva (1982) on the

role of The Russell Sage Foundation in the

development of the profession of social work

and the adoption of the individual "case

method" approach; Marks (1982) on The Carnegie

Corporation and the development of the concept

of individual differences and the emergence of

educational psychology; Fisher (1982) on the

Rockefeller Foundation's role in the

development of social science as a pragmatic,

quantitative discipline; and Seybold (1982) on

the role of The Ford Foundation in the

development of behaviorism in political

science and the emphasis on individual

behavior in political sociology. See also
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Alchon (1986) on the role of foundations in

the development of economics and the rational

planning paradigm; Brown (1979) and Berliner

(1985) on the Rockefeller Foundation and the

development of modern medicine.
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CHAPTER III

THE POLICY CONTEXT

This chapter presents the policy framework for the

analysis of foundation grantmaking in aging for grant

reporting year 1985. The chapter reviews the emergence and

present status of health policy in the United States and the

emergence of the present emphasis on cost containment.

THE HEALTH POLICY CONTEXT

Before the 1980s, in the United States and in other

advanced industrialized countries, government had increased

its share of responsibility for the health care of its

citizens; access to needed care had improved as had health

status overall; and public expenditures for health care had

also increased. Rising health care costs have become

recognized as an international phenomenon. Klein (1981)

suggests that, in the United States, concern with

controlling health costs reflects 1) a "backlash" against

tax dollar expenditures for health, given that costs have

risen sharply since the implementation of Medicare and

Medicaid entitlement legislation for the elderly and the

poor; and 2) the belief that health care spending is an

overburden on the private, productive sector of the economy.
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Increases in the cost of health care have been declared to

be in a state of "crisis" in the United States (Califano,

Jr., 1986). However, the designation of "crisis" must be

recognized as being socially constructed and benefiting some

interest groups more than others (Estes, et al., 1984).

Altman suggests that "if there is, in fact, a 'crisis' in

health care costs, it's primarily a payer's crisis -- for

government, the largest payer, (financing 27% of the total

U.S. health expenditures) and for business" (1986, p. 103).

A holistic assessment of the health-care cost problem must

consider more than the issue of costs, it must also take

into account the political and economic health of the

nation, the health status of its citizens, access, and

availability of health services. Blendon and Altman call

attention to these issues:

The underlying health care cost problem is
still very much with us. In addition, a $200
billion federal deficit, an uncertain economy,
and the serious problem of 37 million
Americans without health insurance all provide
a real stimulus for continuing concern with
this problem by the nation's private and
public decision makers (1987, p. 50).

G º N S CO G H E C

Formal policy attention was first paid to the cost of

health care during the 1930s (Schramm, 1987). Following

World War II, federal policy (Hill–Burton Act, 1946) focused

on distribution of care through the financing of hospital

construction and modernization. During the 1960s, federal
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health policy focused on improving health status and

providing medical care as a right. The enactment in 1965 of

Medicare and Medicaid legislation set a precedent by

committing federal funding for health care for the elderly

and by committing matching funds for states for health care

for the poor. Little attention was given to the cost of

delivery of entitlement legislation (Medicare) or means

tested legislation (Medicaid) as provided by the medical

delivery system that was predominantly a fee-for-service

enterprise within a nonprofit health care service delivery

structure. Health policy emphasizing equity and access is

blamed for increased health service utilization (although it

improved health status, particularly for the poor and

elderly) and rising costs (Schramm).

The recession-troubled economy of the 1970s served as

a catalyst for calls for cost containment (Cohodes, 1987).

Other factors also triggered the federal government's

growing concern with the use and distribution of tax dollars

for health and medical care: inflation, lowered expectations

for continued economic prosperity in the 1980s, the rise of

high-tech medicine, the expected surplus of physicians

(until only recently proclaimed as being in short supply),

and the growing elderly population.
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At the federal level, response to rising costs dates

back to the Nixon administration and the retaining of wage

and price controls in the health sector long after they were

removed for the rest of the economy (Estes and Lee, 1986).

During the 1970s, the major federal policy strategy

undertaken to contain rising health care expenditures was

voluntary compliance. Regional and state health planning

was initiated to control utilization, unit costs, charges,

and capital expenditures. Efforts focused primarily on

certificate-of-need regulation, whereby hospitals had to

justify expenditures for expansion and high-cost technology.

Planning and regulation, however, did little to change the

basic structure of the medical delivery system and the

profit incentives for high-technology practice and increased

hospitalization that had already been built into the system.

Medical costs continued to rise. Disillusionment grew with

planning and regulation as effective policy strategies to

contain costs. With the downturn of the economy in the late

1980s, belief in continued economic progress and an ever

increasing availability of resources waned. Also

influencing the demise of planning and regulation policy was

the ever-present fear voiced by the powerful medical

profession that "too much" government planning and

regulation would lead to further government intervention,

socialized medicine, a loss of physician autonomy, and

interference in the doctor-patient relationship (Weller and
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Manga, 1983). As Klein (1981) points out, the politics of

resource distribution for health care (in the 1960s)

increasingly became the politics of resource redistribution

(in the 1970s and 1980s).

A policy alternative to both planning and regulation

models dealing with the continuing problem of rising health

costs was the development of policy based on the classic

model of supply and demand. Public policy reinforcing

increased competition and relying on market forces was

preferred by both the private sector and the medical

profession to increased regulation (Weller and Manga, 1983).

Consequently, the federal government began subsidizing,

first on an experimental basis and in sharp contrast to the

overall regulatory strategy, "competitive health care" as an

alternative to the traditional fee-for-service medical care

delivery system (Schlenker and Shanks, 1983). The early

HMOs (health maintenance organizations) were developed with

federal government seed money. The goal was to provide

health care at reduced costs, and by being competitive with

the fee-for-service system, reduce costs in general by

relying on the natural workings of free-market forces

(McClure, 1982). The rationale behind moving to a

competitive medical care system, which would be implemented

through public policy, was stated by McClure:
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If we can have effective market forces in our
private system aligned with the objectives of
public policy, then the regulation needed to
contain cost and to redistribute resources
appropriately will be minimal and more likely
to work (1978, p. 261).

Controlling Health Costs During the Reagan Administration

By the time Reagan was elected president in 1980, a

two-pronged health policy was ready to emerge as "normative"

policy in keeping with the Reagan administration's overall

domestic policy goal of New Federalism: opposing big

government, supporting regulatory reform, and promoting

private sector involvement (Salmon, 1983). Health policy

fostered: 1) decentralization, decreasing federal

government responsibility and spending; and, 2) pro

competition and anti-regulation, supporting increased

private sector initiatives (Estes and Lee, 1986). The

normative language of this policy is "cost containment" -- a

strategy rationalized as necessary for dealing with the

"crisis" of rising health-care costs, fueled by the growth

of the elderly population and (not incidentally) the growth

of the poor, the two population groups given "entitlement"

to health care during the 1960s.

The passage of OBRA in 1981 and the passage in 1982

of TEFRA had a major impact on health care for the elderly

and the poor: cutting funds for categorical health programs
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and community social services, cutting the federal matching

share of Medicaid, and shifting additional responsibility to

the states. The states, in turn, made cuts in Medicaid

eligibility resulting in further cuts in funding services

for the poor and nursing-home care for low-income elderly

persons (Estes and Lee, 1986). Because for most states, the

state's share of Medicaid expenditures (the largest

percentage of which goes to nursing homes for care of the

elderly) is the second largest, and fastest growing, budget

item, cutting Medicaid was therefore a priority during a

period of fiscal strain (Altman, 1986). States employed a

variety of strategies to cope with reduced federal share of

Medicaid monies: 1) increasing the share of consumer costs;

2) developing competitive contract systems for service

delivery; and 3) developing prospective pricing. The

importance of Medicaid policies, which are themselves

fragmented among 50 states, is that they have major

implications for the availability of resources for the

development of community systems needed to provide long term

care for a growing elderly population (Estes and Lee, 1986).

The policy thrust of cost-containment efforts then

shifted to controlling the cost of hospital care for the

elderly; this is not surprising given that federal

expenditures for health care for the elderly for hospital

care (Part A of Medicare) and for physician services (Part B
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of Medicare) comprise (respectively) the second and third

largest expenditures of the federal domestic budget (with

the federal share of Medicaid representing the fourth

largest expenditure) (Altman, 1986). The most significant

policy of the federal government to control health costs was

the enactment of The Social Security Amendments of 1983,

which changed reimbursement for Medicare from the original

highly inflationary retrospective system mandated in 1965 to

a prospective payment system for hospitals based on patient

diagnosis (DRGs). DRG regulations call for a four-year

phase-in period, after which all hospitals are to be in

compliance. The policy of prospective payment based on a

fixed-price, per-case charge is intended to be an incentive

for hospitals to reduce costs, thereby reducing health costs

overall, given that hospital costs are the largest share of

national health-care expenditures.

A more subtle strategy to contain rising health costs

was to shift the locus of responsibility away from society

and place it more firmly on the individual. An example of

that strategy is seen in the Administration on Aging's

campaign to foster health promotion for the elderly

population (Estes, Fox, and Mahoney, 1986). Another

strategy to control rising costs was to shift the emphasis

onto the important role of families (and volunteers) as

caregivers in caring for the sick, the disabled, and the
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elderly in their own homes, rather than in hospitals or

nursing homes (Estes and Binney, 1988).

BUSINESS 'S INTEREST IN CONTROLLING HEALTH CARE COSTS

sector

health

1982).

public

health

During the economic decline of the 1970s, the private

increasingly became aware that expenses for employee

care squeezed already declining profits (Iglehart,

In 1976, General Motors reported to the general

that it was spending more money per new car for

care than for steel (Marshall, 1977). Califano's

explanation of his work with Iacocca to save The Chrysler

Corporation illustrates the impact of health care costs on

private industry:

Chrysler's bill for health care costs was
rising at a greater rate than were any others
it was paying. Chrysler's predicament was
shared by many other businesses, particularly
smokestack industries coping with powerful
unions, dwindling productivity, aging,
shrinking work forces, and a ballooning number
of retirees getting old and consuming the most
expensive care. . . . Reducing the rate of
increase in its health care costs just one
percent could save the company almost $500
million over the next ten years. . . . The
gospel lesson is that hard-negotiating buyers,
who treat health care like other products they
purchase, can change the system -- and we are
only beginning to realize the benefits of
competition (1986, pp. 13-26).

Health care for employees and retirees is a

significant cost item in the corporation budget; for most

large employers, insurance coverage represents the single
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largest and fastest rising payroll cost (between 6% and 8%)

(Sapolsky, Altman, Greene, and Moore, 1981). Cohodes (1987)

predicts business will take an increasingly aggressive

stance to control employee-related health costs throughout

the 1980s and into the 1990s, controlling benefit design and

scrutinizing insurance payments. Thurow (1985) also

predicts cutting health care costs will continue to be a

major business goal and that business cost-containment

policies will affect the middle-class just as government's

cost-containment policies have their greatest impact on the

poor and the elderly.

During the 1970s and 1980s, the corporate sector, the

major purchaser of health care, awakened from being a

"sleeping giant" to transform the financing of health care

into a buyer's market (Renn, 1987). Corporations endorsed

classical economic theory (supply and demand) to regulate

the flow of goods and services via a competitive marketplace

as the most appropriate policy to control rising health-care

costs.

Private-sector strategy to reduce rising health care

costs has taken many forms in order to bring the control of

corporate health-care expenditures more directly under the

control of private-sector management, as well as influence

public sector health-care expenditures. Shenkler and Shanks
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(1983) have delineated five primary types of private sector

initiatives: 1) prepaid plans (HMOs); 2) preferred provider

organizations; 3) prudent buyer systems; 4) health

promotion and wellness programs; and 5) health care

coalitions to influence local health spending and public

policy. Renn (1987) identified self-funding of insurance

as by far the most popular business undertaking to control

health costs. Other private-sector strategies include

increasing deductibles and co-payments, requiring second

opinions, and more scrutiny of claims. The ideology of the

business sector is that these strategies reduce

"unnecessary" demand and encourage patients to accept

responsibility for the workings of the medical marketplace.

Perhaps the most significant change relevant to the

increased involvement of the private sector in health-care

issues has been the rise and growth of large, for-profit

corporations to provide health services. The expansion of

the private for-profit health industry has created more than

a competitive marketplace; it has transformed the medical

care delivery system (Starr, 1982). Health care for profit

began in the 1960s with the growth of the nursing-home

industry stimulated by the availability of guaranteed

profits subsidized by federal government third party

reimbursement for Medicare and Medicaid (Harrington, 1984).

In the 1980s, for-profit growth has been most dramatic in
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hospitals, home health agencies, and in the horizontal and

vertical integration of multi-hospital systems combining

different ownership and organizational forms to maximize

creative financing to expand fiscal resources (Goldsmith,

1981). Another important phenomenon in the private sector

has been the increasingly visible role of the insurance

industry in the financing, organizing, and delivery of

health care. Insurance companies have formed partnerships

with providers of care; they are entering into mutually

profitable "joint ventures" with hospitals, HMOs, and

physician groups (Cohodes, 1987).

THE PUBLIC'S INTEREST IN CONTROLLING HEALTH-CARE COSTS

Analyses of public opinion polls from 1977 to 1982 by

Navarro (1982) show that there is little evidence to support

what is frequently referred to by government as a "popular

mandate" for cuts in government-supported health-care

programs. The majority of Americans do not favor reductions

in government expenditures in health-care programs and in

programs for the poor and elderly, including medical and

health programs; nor do they favor reduction in health

related protection for the worker, consumer, or

environmentalist.

Another study of public opinion polls, this time for

the period 1981 to 1984, shows that the general public is
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much less interested in the issue of cost containment than

are leaders of government and business, the major payer's of

our nation's health-care bills. According to the

researchers:

The average American is not terribly troubled
by our rising expenditures for health. In
fact, even at a time when the public wants
federal spending reduced, public opinion polls
consistently show that most Americans favor
more federal spending for health, not less
(Altman, 1986, p. 105).

Citizens are concerned about other issues: 1) they

are more concerned about their own, not business's or the

government's health cost problems; 2) they are also

generally pleased with the country's present health-care

system (although 56% think the country presently spends too

little on health services for the elderly); 3) they are

trusting of their individual physician; 4) they feel no

responsibility for the nation's rising health care costs;

and 5) they want the deficit cut without cutting funds for

health (7.1% suggest cutting the defense budget) (Blendon and

Altman, 1987). Complaints about rising health-care costs

are voiced only occasionally by consumer interest groups,

the exception being that elderly organizations have become

increasingly active in the health-policy arena (Altman,

1986). Overall, there appears to be little public support

for major changes in health-care financing to deal with cost

containment.
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THE IMPACT OF COST=CONTAINMENT POLICIES

The present health-policy focus on cost containment

encompasses all aspects of health care, from policy

development to research and training, and the financing,

organization, and delivery of health and medical services.

Cost-containment policy involves more than federal level

interventions; it involves also state and local laws, and

hundreds of regulations and reimbursement policies

formulated to control public-sector health costs by reducing

government's share of responsibility. The goals and

strategies of cost-containment policy also encompass a

variety of private-sector initiatives which place increased

responsibility on private individuals, on the family, and on

private corporations.

The final impact of cost-containment policy on the

health status of the elderly and all citizens of this

country may not be recognized for many years, although

infant mortality has been rising in a number of states at

the same time that there have been cuts in federal Medicaid

programs. For the past decade, leaders in the health care

field have warned of the dangers of privitization and the

growth of for-profit health care (Iglehart, 1983; Relman,

1980), and the likelihood that the emphasis on cost-saving

will mask the resulting decline in services for the indigent
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(Ginzberg, 1983). Thurow (1985) predicts the emergence of a

socially accepted three-tiered health-care system: in the

first tier, government will provide a minimum level of care

for the poor and the elderly; in the second tier, private

sector corporations will determine the level of care for

their employees; and in the third tier, those who can afford

to pay will purchase individual health care in the free

market. At last estimate, over 35 million Americans are

living without any health-care coverage (Estes and Binney,

1988), existing outside the three-tiered system predicted by

Thurow. The health-care market, Weisbord (1983) reminds us,

does not work according to the standard economic theories of

supply and demand.

Research on the impact of recent federal and state

policy changes documents a major restructuring of the

community-based health and human service delivery system

that provides services for the elderly (Wood, et al., 1986).

Changes in funding and reimbursement policies have resulted

in changes in the structure and goals of nonprofit

organizations providing services for the elderly. The most

profitable services are being "privatized" or taken over by

the for-profit segment of the health industry. Services are

being "medicalized," or restructured to provide primarily

medical services as opposed to a combination of social

support and health services needed by the elderly to
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maintain independence and avoid institutionalization. This

legitimates acute-care medical needs while delegitimating

the need for support services in light of drastic federal

funding cuts; it also legitimates the socially constructed

perception of aging as a medical (physiological) problem.

There has been a shift toward targeting services for the

frail or homebound eligible -- those who are Medicare

eligible or privately insured. The trend is toward offering

services that assure reimbursement and away from offering

services for the poor (Wood and Estes, 1988). Following the

implementation of DRG policy, the discharge of elderly

patients from the hospital "quicker and sicker" has

fostered the creation of a new market in health-care

industry -- the home. A new labor force is being recruited

to work in this new market -- volunteer caregivers --

placing the burden of care on family members, primarily

women, in an effort to hold down health-care costs of

government and business (Estes and Binney, 1988).

This chapter has presented the policy context for

the dissertation research on foundation grantmaking for the

elderly for 1985. The next chapter provides background

material on foundation grantmaking in health and in aging.
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CHAPTER IV

BACKGROUND: FOUNDATIONS IN AGING AND FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH,
AND THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN COST-CONTAINMENT POLICY AND ISSUES

This chapter provides background material on the role

of foundations in two areas: aging and health care. The

first section reviews studies on grantmaking in aging from

1976 to the mid-1980s. The second section provides an

historical overview of foundations' role in health. The

final section reviews studies on health-related grantmaking

and discusses the role of foundations in health grantmaking

in the present era of cost-containment health policy.

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

STUDIES IN GRAN KING IN AGING B URDEN FOUNDATION

In 1979, the Florence V. Burden Foundation undertook

what was probably the first major research of foundation

grantmaking in the field of aging (1980). The study was

initiated to determine what other foundations were doing in

the field and to use the information to shape its own

grantmaking program in aging, as well as provide information

useful to other foundations interested in aging.

The study used data provided by the Foundation Center

on the activities of 400 large foundations whose grants are

tracked by the Center. For 1976 and 1977, 167 foundations
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allocated 544 grants for the elderly, about 5 percent of

total grantmaking (identified in the Foundation Center

database). Because innovation is an important role that

foundations have defined for themselves, a major question of

the research was the extent to which foundation grantmaking

in aging was innovative. The study concluded that, overall,

only 20 percent of grantmaking in aging could be considered

"innovative" (innovation was defined as most grants for

research, new services, model programs, training, and

advocacy); and that only a few foundations were acting as

innovators (participating in "innovative" grantmaking) in

the field (Warm, 1980). Other important findings include

the following:

1. Expenditures are somewhat unstable; only a
relatively small number of foundations (65)
awarded grants during both years of the study.

2. Eighty percent of funding went to maintain
existing services; this was especially true of
medium-size foundations which allocated only 10
percent of aging dollars for "innovative"
projects.

3. The share of total funding allocated for aging
varied by foundation size (operationalized as
total grantmaking expenditures) with large
foundations allocating only 2.7 percent of total
expenditures for aging (average grant $56,000),
medium-size foundations allocating 4 percent
(average grant $32,000), and small foundations
averaging 9.2 percent (average grant $14,000).

4. Grants for general support and for capital
expenditure accounted for two-thirds of aging
allocations.
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5. Residential health care programs (hospitals and
nursing homes) received the largest share of
funding (30%); non-institutional health care
received 10 percent and leisure, volunteer, and
educational programs accounted for 13.8 percent
of allocations (Florence V. Burden Foundation,
1980).

A recent report by the Burden Foundation (Nee and

Bracco, 1986) updates grantmaking in aging for 1978 to 1982.

The research consisted of two parts: 1) an analysis of grant

allocations using the Foundation Center data base, and 2)

analysis of trends and projections based on responses from

two questionnaires which were distributed to 50 foundations

identified as consistent givers in the field of aging (50%

response rate). As with the earlier Burden study, a major

question of the research was the extent to which foundations

fund programs that innovate or test concepts to address

future changes and "programs that strive to lay the

groundwork for the inevitable changes that face society's

elderly population, and society as a whole" (Nee and Bracco,

p. 18). Major findings of the study are:

1. Between 1978 and 1982 there was a 330 percent
increase in expenditures and a 180 percent
increase in the number of grants; however, the
percent of total allocations for aging increased
only slightly.

2. There was increased funding by a relatively
stable base of very large foundations (assets
greater than $1 million); these foundations
accounted for approximately 60% of all aging
dollars.

3. Increased funding occurred because the number of
foundations active in aging increased by 65
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percent, with almost one-third (70) entering the
field in 1981 and 1982.

There were no major shifts in funding for issues,
with approximately the same percentage of funding
allocated for health, social services, recreation
and education, and non-medical housing in 1978 as
in 1982.

There was a significant increase, however, in
funding for public policy (120%), mostly in 1982;
however, policy allocations accounted for only 4
percent of total aging allocations.

Overall, funding focused on maintaining existing
and traditional programs, in fact, a higher
percentage went to traditional programs in 1982
than in 1978; the majority of new foundations in
the field awarded small grants to ongoing
programs.

Health care was the only issue area to receive
substantial funds for innovation; over half the
foundations in aging gave to health programs.

Health giving is very concentrated, with 13
percent of the foundations awarding over 50
percent of grants for health, and six foundations
allocating over 50 percent of all health funds in
aging.

In response to questionnaires, foundation leaders
identified long-term health care, housing, and
public policy as the three most pressing issues
facing society; they reported innovation most
needed in long-term care, housing, and social
services; and they reported believing that their
own foundation's best funding opportunity lay in
the area of long term care, social service, and
housing.

The authors conclude that foundations may be able to make

their greatest contribution to the field of aging by forming

coalitions with other foundations or nonprofit groups.

There is a need to replicate and refine recently developed
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model programs; this need is particularly appropriate for

smaller or community programs.

As a result of their research, the Burden Foundation

redefined its goals to: 1) educate both young and older

persons to ways to ensure their financial and social

independence in old age; 2) promote intergenerational

programs and encourage volunteering; and 3) promote

employment, paid and unpaid, of older workers.

RESEARCH FROM THE INSTITUTE FOR HEA AND AGING

As part of a major research project on the impact of

policy changes since 1981 on nonprofit organizations

providing community-based services for the elderly, the

Institute for Health and Aging surveyed over 250 foundations

in 32 communities in 8 states (Mahoney and Estes, 1987).

During the 1983 and 1984 study period, foundations reported

that the greatest impact of federal funding cutbacks on

their organization was a marked increase in the number of

requests they had received for funding. Foundations reported

increasing their funding in areas that were experiencing

cutbacks, attempting to provide emergency assistance and to

"fill in" for funding cuts while making few changes in their

grantmaking operation. More than two-thirds of the

foundations surveyed reported funding aging organizations

with housing and health organizations as the types of
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organizations most often funded. Less than one-third of the

foundations in the study characterized their own work as

innovative grantmaking; few foundations reported making

changes in their funding priorities, or in the amount,

number, or duration of their grant awards. While only one

quarter of the foundations mentioned collaborative activity,

working in collaboration with other foundations appears to

be the hallmark of a new and changing role for foundations,

particularly in areas experiencing government cutbacks.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH

AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The Early Years: The Development of Scientific Medicine

Foundations were the major influencing factor in the

development of American medicine in its formative period.

Through their granting and withholding of gifts, early

philanthropists were able to determine the course of medical

education and the very practice of medicine (Berliner,

1985). According to Berliner, foundations' role in health

has involved three phases of participation. The first, from

the 1980s to 1910, includes the development of the

infrastructure, the laboratories, facilities and manpower,

for a system of scientific medicine. The second era,

beginning with the publication of the Carnegie Corporation

funded Flexner Report, is a period of expansion of
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scientific medical education and the institutionalization of

modern medicine in the U. S. . The third phase, extending to

the present is an era of foundation involvement with medical

policy changes. During the first two periods, the

Rockefeller foundations were the single largest source of

capital funding the development of medical science, the

conversion of medical education to a scientific research

model, and the development of public health programs in the

United States and abroad (Brown, 1979).

Four major foundations joined the field of health

philanthropy between 1920 and 1930: Milbank Memorial Fund,

The Commonwealth Fund, the Duke Endowment and the Kellogg

Foundation (Buck, n.d.). The success of these foundations

in supporting local health organizations was generally

regarded as "evidence that social problems could be attacked

and solved through clearly thought out, carefully planned,

precisely targeted, properly managed assistance to local

programs" (Buck, p. 8). However, with the advent of the

depression in the 1930s, communities increasingly looked to

the federal government for support and foundations moved

into a position of secondary power in the health field

(Buck, Ginzberg, 1987).

Foundations were the early leaders in the field of

biomedical research. Just prior to World War II,
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foundations accounted for almost 30 percent of total

expenditures for biomedical research. However, federal

funding in this area expanded significantly during World War

II, and has continued to expand, increasing 240 percent from

1945 to 1986 (Ginzberg, 1987).

Since World War II: Expansion of the Health Industry

The period following World War II from 1945 into the

mid- or late 1970s was a period of rapid expansion of the

health care industry. In contrast to earlier periods, the

efforts of foundtions in health began to be overshadowed by

increased federal spending as the GNP's share for health

expenditures rose from 4.7% in 1950 to 7.7% in 1972.

Funding from private insurance, federal, state, and local

government appropriations, and out-of-pocket payments all

dwarfed foundations' allocations in the field of health and

medicine. Foundations contributed to construction and

equipment of hospitals and academic health centers,

supported biomedical research and training of research

personnel, and encouraged recruitment of personnel to meet

needs for service. However, according to Ginzberg (1987),

foundations were not among the leaders in the health arena,

nor were they active in studying, evaluating, or criticizing

the impact of changes in the production and delivery of

medical and health care undertaken during this period.
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FO ATIONS E O CONT T HEALT OLICY

Beginning with the mid- or late 1970s, the emphasis

in the health arena shifted from expansion and concern with

issues of equity and access to a focus on cost containment

and more economical ways of providing care (see Chapter III

for extended discussion of the emergence of cost-containment

policy). According to Ginzberg (1987), foundations have

played a more important role during the period from 1975 to

1983 than they did during the expansionist post-World War II

era. Foundations have had a major impact in health service

research where they have gained recognition in the field "by

supporting experimental and demonstration programs aimed at

developing new models for delivering care and by financing

projects in health services research whose results promised

to point a direction for making the system more efficient

and equitable" (Ginzberg, p. 132).

Grantmaking in Health: 1975 - 1983

Research on health giving of philanthropic

foundations for 1975, 1980, and 1983, funded by the Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation, described foundation allocations

for health during the early period of cost containment

policy (Dooley, 1987). Between 1975 and 1983 allocations

for health did not keep pace with total allocations among

foundations of any size; in real terms, health allocations

actually declined from 22 percent in 1975 to 16 percent in
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1983. During this period a number of foundations ceased

allocating dollars for health-related grants and moved their

resources into other areas (social welfare, world peace, the

environment, and fine arts, among others); other foundations

reduced their proportion for health. According to Dooley,

a major impetus for shifts to social welfare came from

concern with actual and projected federal cutbacks in human

services, an increase in the number of requests, and

difficulty in filling gaps left by deceased federal funding.

The research on health philanthropy from 1978 to 1983

(Dooley, 1987) shows that dollar allocations for health have

become slightly smaller, on the average, and there have been

important changes in the specified categories receiving

allocations. Two different dimensions of grantmaking

received increasing allocations: current services and

innovations in health care delivery. Dooley notes that

"These shifts are consistent with foundations' arguments

that their giving is responsive to changes in the economy,

in federal policy, and in the needs of their communities"

(p. 156). Allocations for current services (for medical

care and direct operating support), after declining 13

percent from 1975 to 1980, increased 39 percent between 1980

and 1983. This increase occurred during the first wave of

federal cutbacks. In 1983, allocations for current services

accounted for almost one-third of total health giving.
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Allocations for health services research, planning and

development increased 68 percent between 1975 and 1980 and

another 4 percent to 1983. This category encompasses most

"innovation" in grantmaking with allocations for new

programs, for demonstrations, and for evaluations of new and

different approaches to health service delivery. In 1983,

$17 million was allocated for health service research by

foundations; this amounted to two-thirds the amount

allocated by the federal government, giving foundations a

significant role in the creation of "innovation" in health

care organization, financing, and delivery in an era

identified with a cost containing focus. While only a few

foundations fund planning and development, their allocations

($3.7 million in 1983) are extremely important because they

explore alternative approaches to health care delivery and

provide for systems planning (linking service delivery

components). These grants often target specific populations

and function as "joint ventures" or collaborative efforts

linking foundations with other foundations, with state and

local governments, and/or with local business or community

groups.

The research on grantmaking in health documented

other changes between 1975 and 1983, signifying further

response to the emergence of a more defined health policy

focus on cost containment (Dooley, 1987). Allocations for
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construction and equipment fell by 55 percent from 1975 to

1983 (from 40.2% to 20.7%). Allocations for research rose

from 16.6 percent in 1975 to 22.4 percent in 1980, and

remained about the same for 1983 (22.3%). For 1983,

allocations for research ranked second behind allocations

for current services. Within that larger category, funding

for biomedical research rose from 15.0 percent to 20.3

percent, then dropped to 18.7 percent, whereas funding for

behavioral research almost tripled (from 0.6% to 1.7%).

Funding from health professions education and training

remained fairly constant (14.2%, 15.5%, 13.0%). Hospitals

and universities received over 60 percent of all dollar

allocations from 1975 to 1983. In 1983, almost one-half of

all health dollars came from the foundations located in the

northeastern region of the U.S. (from four states); however,

there has been an increase in funding coming from

foundations in the midwest (17%) and in the west (10% in

1983).

Grantmaking in Health: 1982 = 1983

A survey of leading foundations engaged in health

grantmaking in 1982 and 1983 was commissioned by Grantmakers

in Health (Louis Harris and Associates, 1983) to describe

health-related grantmaking and study the potential for

collaborative funding. Most of the 43 foundations surveyed

reported higher health appropriations in 1982 than in
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previous years, and a majority reported an increase in the

number of requests over the past two years. A majority

(64%) reported that they appropriated 26 percent or more of

their 1982 dollars within the same state or states in which

their headquarters or branches are located. The general

public was identified as the first priority population group

to benefit from allocations, and the elderly was identified

as second (61 percent reported making some allocations in

aging, most allocating from 1 to 25% of total budget going

to aging). For 1983, a higher percentage of foundations

anticipated allocating resources to the financing of

alternative health service. Over 65 percent of the

foundations participated in jointly funded health programs

in 1982, and 72 percent indicated an interest in more

collaborative projects.

COST=CONTAINMENT INITIATIVES

In response to the Reagan administration's cutbacks

in public spending, foundations are rethinking their

spending priorities (David Rogers quoted in U.S. News and

World Report, 1983, p. 45). Health grantmakers, in

particular, have reevaluated their roles in health policy

and have shifted their funding priorities to find a special

niche in the rapidly changing field (Kehrer, Aiken, Blendon,

and Rogers, 1984). Before 1980, the goal of foundations and

public policy was to provide access to health care for all
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citizens; now the chief issue is how to contain health care

costs (Wallace, 1984). Health foundations' agendas vary;

however, certain themes appear consistently: cost

containment, care of the elderly and indigent, and

prevention and wellness. There also seems to be consensus

that foundations should cease funding health facility

construction and renovation, and should slow down their

support of biomedical research.

A 1982 Foundation News survey of foundations (Unger,

1982) reports that foundations were giving high priority to

the issue of cost containment. Foundations reported

employing five major strategies to address the problem of

cost containment: innovation in health care finance,

organization, and delivery; health services research;

interdisciplinary health policy analysis and development;

education about cost containment; and disease prevention and

health promotion. The next section reviews briefly the

initiatives reported by foundations in the Foundation News

article for each of these categories. These categories are

discussed at length in Chapter XI.

Innovation in Health Care Finance and organization

Foundations report (Unger, 1982) sponsoring a wide

variety of alternative approaches to the delivery and

financing of health care: supporting HMOs (The Henry J.
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Kaiser Family Foundation); developing primary care networks

(The John A. Hartford Foundation, The Commonwealth Fund and

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation); sponsoring community

projects to slow the rate of increase in health care costs

(The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation); supporting birthing

centers and hospice program and working with local

businesses to support private sector community coalitions to

stimulate competition (The John A. Hartford Foundation). An

interesting report on the "coalition movement" within

private philanthropy documents the early initiatives of The

John A. Hartford Foundation (and the later work of The

Commonwealth Fund) to fund community coalitions along with

others community demonstration projects to support market

reform strategies to address the problem of cost containment

(Craig, Jr., 1983).

Health Services Research to Increase Efficiency

Several foundations (Milbank Memorial Fund, The Henry

J. Kaiser Family Foundation, Pew Memorial Trust, The

Commonwealth Fund, The John A. Hartford Foundation, The

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, The Duke Endowment, and the

W. K. Kellogg Foundation) report sponsoring research and

demonstration programs aimed at measuring the effectiveness

of delivery of personal and medical care.
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Interdiscipli Health Poli ànalysi

Major efforts in health policy analysis dealing with

cost containment have been undertaken through the Institute

of Medicine, which enjoys strong financial support from the

Commonwealth, Johnson, Kellogg, Andrew. W. Mellon, Richard

King Mellon, Rockefeller, and Kaiser Family foundations.

Several other policy research institutes have received

foundation support through The Pew Memorial Trust to address

national health policy issues.

Education about Cost Containment

Cost containment education has received the support

of many foundations through funding for the National Fund

for Medical Education (NFME) which is promoting educating

physicians about the economic consequences of clinical

decisions. The Kellogg foundation has extended cost

containment education to medical school faculty, dentists,

nurses, nurse practitioners, and social workers.

Programs to Prevent Disease and Promote a Healthy Lifestyle

Finally, foundations support the prevention of

disease and the promotion of health as the ultimate long

term goal in reducing health care costs.
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HEALTH TRENDS AND PROJECTIONS

In a recent paper prepared for the Center for

Effective Philanthropy, Beinecke (1985) identifies the

number one challenge facing foundations in the health field

in the present era as leveraging limited resources to

achieve a maximum effect. Citing data from The Foundation

Grants Index, 15th edition (1986), Beinecke shows how total

foundation giving for health has remained relatively

constant at between 21 and 23 percent, since 1980. He notes

that there has been a slight decrease from 1982 to 1985 in

the percent of dollars allocated for medical care and

treatment (9.8% to 7.7%), and for medical and health

education (5.1% to 3.7%) . with an increase shown for the

proportion of funds allocated for medical research (3.3% to

6.0%) and for public health (1.1% to 3.4%). Beinecke

suggests a broad range of opportunities for foundations to

leverage their resources to produce maximum results:

1. Controlling costs by funding alternative
community based services;

2. Documenting changes in access to care likely to
result from efforts to control costs. Noting that
equal access will most probably be replaced by a
system in which some patients receive minimal
levels and others high amounts of care, and that
poor people are likely to get the minimum and
rich people the maximum, at least in the near
future, Beinecke suggests that foundations can
ask if our citizens want to move toward such a
two-tiered system and can test out methods of
lessening the disparities;

3. Stressing the links between socio-economic
problems and health;
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5.

6.

Assessing the impact of medical technology and
the relationship of technology to ethics and
policy in such areas as nuclear war, toxic waste,
health financing, and the privitization of health
Care ;

Populations in need: the poor, minorities, and
the elderly; and

Prevention (pp. 16-23).

Beinecke also recommends major strategies for foundations to

increase their leverage and maximize their impact:

1.

4.

Targeting resources carefully so as to make an
impact and not just contributing to the areas
already funded by government, or provided by
private industry, especially areas tested and
demonstrated to be effective and likely to be
profitable and therefore made available by
government or corporate health providers: home
health is one example;

Collecting data to "fill the gap" of reduced
federal role and also to evaluate effectiveness
of changes in health care services and treatment;

Acting as observers, advocates and critics
concerning the role of government and private
industry as the private sector moves directly
into health care; and

Asking difficult questions and providing
leadership.

A recent release by officers of the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation (Merrill and Somers, 1986) calls

attention to challenges facing foundations because of

changes in the American health care system: increased

competition, changes in reimbursement, and reduction in

public funding. Noting that foundation grantmaking accounts

for only .2 percent of total health expenditures (1983

data), the authors call for foundations to target their
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allocations in areas where they can have the greatest

impact:

As public support declines, there will be a
greater need to focus in areas where funding
can make a significant difference both to
"pick up the slack" and to help identify new
problem-solving approaches that will be less
dependent on traditional, but dwindling,
sources of support (Merrill and Somers, p.
317).

Health service research is identified as an example

of an area for potential impact. While funding for health

services research has experienced decreased federal

allocations, [1] foundation funding has grown threefold from

1975 to 1983, accounting for almost $29 million in 1983.

The picture is similar with funding for health services

planning and development. This category is also recommended

as an arena of potential impact for foundation funding; this

is because of the decrease in public funding and the

dramatic increase in foundation funding from 1975 to 1983.

Four principles are suggested to guide foundation

grantmaking in health: 1) obtain the best information and

accept reality; 2) find the manageable gaps and fill them;

3) leverage resources and build partnerships; and 4)

identify early trends and act as venture capitalists

(Merrill and Somers, 1986).

Ginzberg (1987) also offers suggestions for

foundations role in health in the cost containment policy
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environment. He suggests caution in funding demonstrations

to improve delivery of health care, noting that such

projects are costly and difficult to replicate. He suggests

instead that funding go to the planning and policy arenas to

assess the strengths and weaknesses of the existing system.

This chapter completes the background section for

this dissertation. The next chapter presents the

methodology for the research of foundation grantmaking in

aging for 1985.
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[1]

NOTES

The Health Care Finance Administration's budget

request for 1985 was $34 million for health

service research compared to $22 million

expenditures in 1984, data cited in Merrill and

Somers (1986).
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CHAPTER V

METHODOLOGY

Babbie reminds us that, "for the social scientist,

understanding the social world means discovering the

regularities of social behavior through the use of careful

observation and measurement, the discovery of relationships

and the framing of models and theories" (1973, p. 9). In

practice, this involves both inductive and deductive

reasoning and a constant shifting back and forth between

theory and empirical observation.

This chapter explains the methodology undertaken by the

researcher to understand the social world of foundation

philanthropy. The chapter begins with a review of the major

themes that have emerged in the background material

presented in the first four chapters of this dissertation.

Next, the major questions that are to be addressed in this

research are presented. Then, hypotheses are developed to

address the research questions. The chapter presents the

research design, the research database, and the type of data

analysis to be used in testing hypotheses. Methodological

processes employed in this research demand both inductive

and deductive reasoning and call for a constant balancing of

theorizing and empirical observation.
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A REVIEW OF THE BACKGROUND MATERIAL:

THE EMERGENCE OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES

MAJOR THEMES

A major concern of this research is the effect on the

elderly of a national health policy that emphasizes

controlling health care expenditures. This is an important

question because the elderly population consumes a large

share of health resources and that the elderly population is

the fastest growing segment of the total population. The

particular concern of this research is how and to what

extent private philanthropic foundations that award grants

for the elderly focus on controlling health care costs

within the field of aging. Estes (1979) has pointed out

that how the elderly are treated in society is reflected in

social policy. The extent to which private foundations that

support the elderly (through the allocation of their

grantmaking resources) award grants in the field of aging

that address cost containment issues is the question to be

examined here. It is problematic in two ways. First,

although the extent of foundation support for the elderly is

known (indexed in Foundation Center databases), the extent

of foundation commitment to cost containment within the

field of aging is not known. Second, the effects on the

elderly of the present health policy emphasis on controlling

costs is not yet known.
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The research is set within the political economy

theoretical framework because this framework takes into

account change at the level of society and recognizes the

dynamic interplay of political, economic, and social forces

in a changing society. This is important because: 1) a

"demographic revolution" is taking place in the aging of

society (Pifer and Bronte, 1986); and 2) a major

"transformation" (Starr, 1982) or "revolution" (Califano,

Jr., 1986) is occurring within the American health care

system which is now reflected in the national health policy,

which advocates control of health care costs as its dominant

focus. Moreover, the political economy framework, it has

been argued, is an appropriate framework for the analysis of

foundations' role in society (Berman, 1986; Schervish,

Herman, and Rhenish, 1986).

From the review of the literature on the nonprofit

sector, philanthropy, and foundations (particularly the

review of foundations' involvement in public policy in the

United States), we know that their role is closely tied to

the accumulation and distribution of wealth in society

(Vidich, 1963b), and that foundations cannot exist in

society without inequities of wealth (Thompson, 1985).

Inequities of wealth generate a need for those services

which foundations provide (theoretically without limit,

given the potential magnitude of need and foundations'
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potential for accumulation). The role of foundations is

closely tied to changes in society (Yankelovich, 1982). The

role of foundations is best measured by the extent to which

foundations reproduce or transform the social system, and in

what direction, and by the extent to which foundations both

reproduce and transform the social system (Schervish, et

al., 1986). The history and importance of foundations in

this country is not generally known (Nielsen, 1972, 1985),

even though foundation history has been a topic of extensive

research. With the exception of a few large foundations

that rise to prominence periodically in times of crisis

(most recently in efforts to gain public support for the

work of the nonprofit sector of which they are a major

contributor), the "work" of foundations has taken place in

relative obscurity (Nielsen, 1985). Their contribution to

society is generally not recognized; this is particularly

true in the case of the impact of a few large foundations in

creating public policy agendas (Colwell, 1980) and setting

the intellectual agenda (Arnove, 1982; Berman, 1986).

Foundation leaders often describe the foundation

philanthropy as separate and unique from government and

business. They argue that foundations' most important

contribution of foundations is "social innovation" -- the

testing and evaluating of potential solutions to social

problems, which, when "successful," are then incorporated

into the work of the public sector (Payton, 1984). When
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profitable, those solutions may be incorporated into the

private, for-profit sector (Thompson, 1985).

The policy context wherein foundations choose to

allocate resources for aging reflects society's perceptions

about the elderly and how the elderly should be treated in

society. That the elderly are afforded a low status in this

society is reflected in aging policy. Under the Reagan

administration, the public debate on issues of aging involve

more than demographics; it involves the politics of

redistribution of resources. The health policy focus also

involves a question of redistribution of resources, given

the efforts of government to reduce expenditures overall,

and particularly to reduce Medicare expenditures for the

elderly. The health policy focus on cost containment also

involves redistribution of resources within the for-profit

business sector. Business supports cost-containment efforts

and endorses competition to reduce expenses for the health

of its employees and retirees as a strategy to increase

profits. The roles of government and of the for-profit

corporate sector in supporting a national health policy

focus on cost containment are clear; the role of

philanthropic foundations in supporting cost containment is

less known, and somewhat problematic, given their historical

record of contribution to "people in need." The role of
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foundation support for cost containment in the field of

aging is the subject of this dissertation research.

What is known is that foundations have historically

contributed only a small share of their total resources for

aging, and that, for the period 1978 to 1982, a small number

of foundations dominated the allocation of resources,

particularly in health-related grantmaking in aging (Nee and

Bracco, 1986). In response to policy shifts since 1981,

foundations that allocate resources for aging have made

awards to "fill in" for government cuts and have reported

little innovation in their grantmaking overall, in spite of

an increased number of requests for funding (Mahoney and

Estes, 1986). In the field of health, foundations have made

major contributions. Moreover, in contrast to aging which

receives only a small share of resources, health and medical

care have traditionally received a major share of total

foundation resources (20% to 30% of dollars since 1970)

(Ylvisaker, 1987).

THE MAJOR RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Four major research questions are addressed in this

dissertation.
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1. What is the role of philanthropic foundations in
aging, given the national policy of cost
containment?

2. To what extent and in what ways are foundations in
the field of aging focusing on cost containment
issues?

3. What are the patterns and variations of
foundations' role in the field of aging and what
can be said about the relationship of foundations
in aging to cost containment policy?

4. What are the patterns and variations of grant
allocations in aging and what can be said about the
relationship of grantmaking in aging and cost
containment health policy?

THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES

The development of hypotheses to answer the research

questions involves both theoretical and empirical work. The

data provide the raw material in the form of "cases" which

equal a number of observations about the phenomenon being

studied. The theoretical perspective shapes not only the

questions that are asked but also the formulation of

hypotheses for study. The hypotheses are then tested by

analyzing the data to address the research questions.

This research examines the role of foundations in the

field of aging, looking specifically at the role of

foundations in health-related grantmaking in aging. Within

health-related grantmaking, this research focuses on the

role of foundations that address cost containment issues.

The patterns and variations of grantmaking in aging are
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examined, focusing first on health-related grantmaking and,

then, within health, on cost-containment grantmaking. Six

major hypotheses are tested:

H1. Foundations will allocate only a small share of
their total resources for aging for 1985.

H2. Within the field of aging, there will be variation
in foundation support for aging by foundation size
and by type: larger foundations will be more
likely to allocate resources than smaller
foundations; independent foundations will be the
type most likely to allocate resources and
corporate foundations will be the type least
likely to allocate resources.

H3. Compared to foundations that do not allocate
resources for health-related grants, foundations
allocating resources for health-related grants
are :

1. larger,
2. independent,
3. national,
4. those with a stated interest in health,

and

5. stronger in the field of aging.

H4. Compared to non-health related grants in aging,
health related grants are:

1. larger,
2. awarded by larger foundations,
3. awarded by independent foundations,
4. awarded by national foundations,
5. awarded by foundations with a stated

interest in health, and
6. awarded by foundations with a strong

position in aging.

H5. Compared to health-related foundations that do not
allocate resources for cost containment,
foundations that do allocate resources for cost
containment are:

1. larger,
2. independent,
3. national,
4. those with a stated interest in health,

and

5. stronger in the field of aging.
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H6. Compared to health-related grants that are not
cost containment related, grants that are focused
on cost containment are:

1. larger,
2. awarded by larger foundations,
3. awarded by independent foundations,
4. awarded by national foundations,
5. awarded by foundations with a stated

interest in health, and
6. awarded by foundations with a strong

position in the field.

RATIONALE FOR HYPOTHESES

This section provides an introductory presentation of

the rationale for the six hypotheses tested in this

research. A more extensive discussion of the rationale for

each hypothesis is presented in each chapter of analysis.

The grantmaking record of foundations in aging shows

that foundations consistently (since 1950) have allocated

only a small percent of their resources for the elderly.

Because the elderly population is not highly valued in this

society (Butler, 1975), it could be argued that the funding

record of foundations historically affirms this position:

hence, my hypothesis is that the same pattern will be found

to exist for foundation grantmaking for the period selected

for studying 1985 (H1). It is also expected that there will

be considerable variation in foundation grantmaking within

aging and that foundations that have more resources

available will be more likely to allocate at least some

share of those resources for aging than will foundations
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that have fewer resources at their discretion, overall, for

grantmaking (H2).

Health is the number one concern of the elderly

population (Williams, 1986). Moreover, and perhaps most

important for this dissertation, health-related grantmaking

accounts for the largest share of aging allocations of any

issue area from 1978 to 1982 (Nee and Bracco, 1986). The

Burden Report describes health grantmaking in aging as very

concentrated in a few large foundations. While foundations

like to describe their role in society as contributing to

"innovation" (Payton, 1984), studies by the Burden

Foundation of grantmaking in aging (Nee and Bracco; Warm,

1980) suggest that aging grantmaking is not particularly

innovative, except in the area of health where grants tend

to be larger and more "innovative" than in other issue areas

in the field of aging. It is expected that these pattern

will continue. It is hypothesized that foundation

participation in the field of aging for health-related

issues will show significant variation based on foundation

characteristics (H3) and that there will be significant

variation in health-related grantmaking for grant year 1985

(H4).

Beginning in the mid-1970s the emphasis of national

health policy began to shift from a concern with equity and
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access to health care for all citizens to a preoccupation

with rising health care expenditures facing government and

private business. By the early 1980s, media reports

described foundations' role in supporting health grantmaking

as an "investment" in the future (Dooley, Jackson, Merrill,

Reuther, and Tyson, 1983; Iglehart, 1983) Other media

stories reported that (some) foundations were beginning to

redefine their goals to address the problem of cost

containment (Kehrer, Aiken, Blendon, and Rogers, 1984;

Unger, 1982; Wallace, 1984). Given this background, it was

expected that by 1985, within health grantmaking in aging,

foundation allocations for cost-containment issues would

have a major impact in aging grantmaking and that larger,

national foundations identified in the media reports would

be more likely to be involved in cost-containment

grantmaking than smaller, local foundations (H5). It was

also expected that there would be significant variation in

grants for cost-containment issues and that the variation

would follow the trends identified for health grantmaking

overall (grantmaking in all areas, not just in the field of

aging) (H6).
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RESEARCH DESIGN

DATABASE

The data utilized in this dissertation are drawn from

the database maintained by The Foundation Center. As Babbie

points out, the analysis of existing data has the great

advantage of economy, however, it also has disadvantages:

"the researcher is limited to data that have been collected

and compiled and those data may not adequately represent the

variables of interest" (1973, p. 36). Using the data from

The Foundation Center secondary database was deemed more

appropriate than the primary collection of new data from

foundations for the dissertation for several reasons.

First, The Foundation Center is recognized by government,

nonprofit organizations, foundations, and the general public

as the central information source for data about

foundations. Second, the data are readily available to the

researcher and are available at no cost. Third, using data

from The Foundation Center database will permit important

comparisons with other data and research generated by The

Foundation Center itself and by others. The limitations of

these data are discussed in a later section of this chapter.

The Foundation Center

The Foundation Center is a nonprofit, non-membership

organization established in 1956 to provide free, publicly
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accessible information on private foundations in the United

States. It was established and is supported by grants from

private foundations and corporate grantmakers. The main

office and resource library of The Foundation Center is

located in New York City; a second national library is

located in Washington, D.C.; field offices are located in

Cleveland and San Francisco; and there is a network of 170

cooperating libraries throughout the country (Foundation

Center, 1984, 1987; Williams, 1984).

The Center is supported by foundation and corporation

monies. While it works closely with The Council on

Foundations and the Internal Revenue Service, it prides

itself on its independence and accountability to the larger

public. It describes itself as an

information service organization for the
philanthropic and nonprofit communities, . . .
leading publisher and analyst of comprehensive,
factual data on foundations and their grants . . .
actively involved in disseminating information on
private foundation and corporate giving to the
public through a nationwide network of cooperating
libraries (Foundation Center, 1984, p. 3).

The Foundation Center publishes over one hundred reference

works and maintains four online computerized database

services on foundations and their grants (Foundation Center,

1987, p. 9).
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Time-Frame

This research looks at the phenomenon of foundation

funding in aging at a single moment in time. The grant

reporting year of 1985 has been selected as the time period

for this research for a number of reasons. First, the

grant-reporting year of 1985 is the first year that The

Foundation Center indexed and reported a separate category

to identify grants awarded for "cost containment" and issued

a special report on that subject (COMSEARCH Report #5).

Second, reporting year 1985 is the latest year for which a

separate report on grants in aging is available through The

Foundation Center. The Center has indexed grants for aging

in The Foundation Grants Index since 1973; it has published

an annual listing of foundation grants in the field of aging

as part of its COMSEARCH printout series since 1974. It has

tracked foundation giving in the field of aging for the

period 1980 - 1985. However, for grant reporting year 1986,

although a separate COMSEARCH report was issued for cost

containment, a COMSEARCH document was not published for the

field of aging, nor has a separate report of grantmaking in

aging been issued through The Foundation Center. Although

it is possible to search Foundation Center databases

manually or by computer to identify grants in aging for

grant-reporting year 1986 and subsequent years, The

Foundation Center did not identify aging as a separate

category in either its COMSEARCH: Broad Topics Reports (25
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reports for 1986) or its COMSEARCH: Subjects Printouts (67

for 1986). It is interesting to note that the special

computerized reports by TOPICS dropped the aging category in

1986 after having produced such a search capability

consistently between 1980 and 1985. Thus reporting year

1985 is an important year in terms of Foundation Center

grant reporting because it identifies two important grant

reporting categories in a state of transition: aging and

cost containment.

DATA SOURCE

The primary data source for this dissertation is the

1987 publication, National Guide to Funding in Aging (Weiss

and Mahlmann, 1987). This document, published as a

cooperative effort of Long Island University, Nassau County

Department of Senior Citizen Affairs, and The Foundation

Center, reports aging grants for grant-reporting year 1985.

Identified in the National Guide are national programs that

fund programs in aging and 369 foundations that either have

a specific stated interest in the field of aging or have

awarded grants for projects serving the aged as part of a

broader giving program. Data on 226 of the 369 foundations

and on 974 grants awarded by those 226 foundations for

grant-reporting year 1985 are reported in detail in the

National Guide.
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The National Guide to Funding in Aging identifies the

two Foundation Center database resources that were used in

preparing the chapter on foundation funding (Read, 1987):

The Foundation Directory (10th ed., 1985) and The

Foundations Grants Index Annual (15th ed., 1986). These two

documents are also important resources for this research.

The Foundation Directory, Tenth Edition, (Foundation

Center, 1985a) is the database identified in the National

Guide (1987) for information on foundations. It covers

4, 402 foundations accounting for $63. 1 billion in
assets and $4.1 billion in annual giving. . .
[Comprising] only 18.7 percent of all active
grantmaking foundations, it represents
approximately 97 percent of the total assets and
85 percent of the total grant dollars awarded by
private foundations in 1983 (p. v).

The Directory covers only foundations with assets of at

least $1 million or total giving of $100,000 or more.

The Foundation Grants Index, 15th Edition (Foundation

Center, 1986), is identified as the data source for the 974

grants reported in the National Guide (1987). It is a

companion publication to The Directory (1985a) and

represents fully 50 percent of the total giving reported in

that database. The Preface to The 15th Edition states that

The Index contains all of the grants information collected

during the previous year, including grant information

previously published in the 1985 issues of The Foundation
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Grants Index Bimonthly, as well as newly reported grant

information published for the first time (p. v).

The Index (1986) is based on data provided voluntarily

by foundations by way of grant reporting forms, newsletters,

annual reports or other grants lists; grant data from the

top 100 foundations is supplemented with information

provided on foundation returns filed with the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS form 990-PF). The following table

shows sources of information for grants reported in The

Index database.

TABLE 5. 1

SOURCES OF GRANT INFORMATION

REPORT TYPE FOUNDATIONS GRANTS

Type # $ # $

Foundation center form 80 17. T 4,052 11.2

Annual reports * 3.25 71.7 |28, 553 78. 6

IRS form 990-F 48 10. 6 3, 715 10. 2

TOTAL 453 k # 100. 0 || 36, 320 100.0

Source: The Foundation Grants Index, 15th ed., 1986, p. v.

* Includes newsletters, news releases, grants lists, etc.
** Nine foundations used two reporting forms.

The Index covers 36, 320 grants of $5,000 or more

awarded by 444 private, corporate and community foundations,

including grants of $5,000 or more awarded by the 100
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largest U.S. foundations. The actual determination of the

set of top 100 foundations is based on total giving,

consequently the number of largest foundations and the

specific top 100 grantmakers varies slightly from year to

year. The Index reports grants from the 99 largest

foundations. It reports on 84 percent of all foundations

with assets of $100 million or more and almost 50 percent of

all foundations in the $25 million to under $100 million

asset category (p. vii).

Although The Index includes grants awarded by community

foundations, it does not include grants awarded by other

public charities and other nonprofit organizations not

classified by the Internal Revenue Service as private

foundations. Similarly, it includes grants by a number of

corporate foundations, but excludes grants awarded by direct

corporate giving programs. It also does not cover grants

made directly to individuals, grants for projects managed

directly by foundations, or grants awarded to other private

or community foundations.

UNIVERSE, POPULATION, AND SAMPLE

The only Foundation Center publication (database) that

provides information on all foundations currently active in

the United States is 1985 The National Data Book (Foundation

Center, 1985b). The following table, drawing on data from
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The Foundation Center databases, identifies for grant

reporting year 1985 foundations by type for 1) the universe

of U.S. foundations, 2) the population of foundations

available for research, and 3) the sample of foundations

making grants in the field of aging. The universe of

foundations identified by the Foundation Center databases

excludes the universe of corporate foundations. However,

723 corporate foundations are identified in the population

database (The Directory) from which foundations identified

in the sample were drawn, that is The Index.

TABLE 5.2

CATEGORIES OF FOUNDATIONS, UNIVERSE, POPULATION, AND SAMPLE
OF FOUNDATIONS IN AGING BY TYPE AS IDENTIFIED IN FOUNDATION
CENTER DATABASES, 1985

TYPE UNIVERSE k POPULATION # * SAMPLE k + k

Independent 23,578 3, 466 152

Community 201 134 43

Corporate 723 31

Operating 1, 309 79 O

TOTAL 25,088 4, 402 226

Sources: * National Data Book 1985.

+ ºr The Foundation Directory, 10th ed., 1985.
+ ºr ºf The Foundation Grants Index, 15th ed., 1986.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA

Limitations to The Foundation Center Database

Although The Foundation Center Grants Index (1986) is

the chosen database for this research project, there are two

major limitations to that database that need to be

addressed.

First, the data on foundations and grants is limited in

scope to larger foundations and giving, thus weighing the

research in the direction of grantmaking by the larger

foundations. This limitation is recognized by The

Foundation Center and is addressed in introductions to both

The Foundation Grants Index (1986) and The Foundation

Directory (1985a) (see prior section on data sources). It

is important to recognize that because Foundation Center

sources rely heavily on data from larger foundations, the

sample is not representative of the universe of foundations

and foundation giving, although it does represent a high

percentage of giving from the larger foundations.

Second, the overall quality of The Foundation Center

data varies greatly. Foundations that use the Center

reporting form generally provide the most complete data on

the scope, duration, purpose, and location of grants. In

contrast, data from IRS descriptions are usually brief,

often with little or no information beyond the names of the
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grantee organization and dollar amount of the grants. The

Foundation Center staff attempts to compensate for

incomplete IRS data by consulting outside reference sources

(The Foundation Center, 1986).

Limitations Specific to Data on Aging

Limitations of the data specific to aging have been

more problematic in this research than limitations of The

Foundation Center database. The National Guide states that

there were 974 grants awarded in aging for grant reporting

year 1985 and that these grant had a total dollar value of

$55.9 million (p. 136); however, the grants listed in that

publication number only 972 for a total of $55, 708, 368.

Review of a report "Statistics for 1986 Grants for the Aged"

(from Grants Index, Ed. 15 set) from The Foundation Center,

identifies 978 grants with a total of $55,902, 200 from 227

foundations. While this lack of complete reliability of the

data between sources been troubling, this dissertation has

identified two (of six) grants that were not included in the

National Guide (1987), but which were included in The

Foundation Center statistical report. Information about

two grants was located in The Index. Information about the

two grantmaking foundations was located in The Directory,

and in The National Data Book (1985b). The addition of

these two grants with the 972 grants in the National Guide

brought the sample number into congruence with the number of
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grants (974) and the total dollar amount ($55,818, 368)

reported in the National Guide (p. 136), which is also the

number reported in The Index (p. xii). Four grants (from

one foundation) identified in the statistical report were

not included in the dissertation sample because it was not

possible to locate information on the foundation in either

The Directory or The National Data Book.

CODING THE DATA

For the purpose of coding the data, each grant entry

and each foundation entry was treated as a completed survey

research questionnaire. Table II explains the origin of

data in The Grants Index, the primary data source for the

sample for this research. The development of a coding

scheme to categorize the characteristics of the 974 grant

entries and the 226 foundation entries was an important part

of the research process. According to Babbie, "The coding

of survey responses is essentially an instance of content

analysis" (1973, p. 49).

The coding scheme developed specifically for this

research is adapted from that used by The Foundation Center

to code foundation and grant entries into its databases,

from the coding scheme developed by the Burden Foundation

for its 1986 report on funding for the elderly (Nee and

Bracco, 1986), and from the codes in the "National Taxonomy
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of Exempt Entities" developed by the National Center for

Charitable Statistics (Independent Sector, 1987). Twenty

four codes are recorded for each grant entry.

1. Foundation Name: full legal name of the foundation
awarding the grant.

2. Foundation location: city and state in which the
foundation is located.

3. Year Established.

4. Foundation Type: legally designated type: independent,
community, corporate or operating. Only two
foundations in the sample were designated as operating
foundations; because their aging grants were grantee
and not foundation administered, they were not coded as
operating foundations. The Milbank Memorial Fund was
coded as an independent foundation and the Fund of the
City of New York, Inc. was coded as a community
foundation. (Definition of foundation types is located
in the section on variables.)

5. Assets: total value of the foundation's investments,
generally reported at the market value at the year end
date of the accounting period.

6. Total Amount of Grants: the total amount of grants paid
by the foundation within the year of record.

7. Total Number of Grants: total grants paid by the
foundation.

8. Total Amount of Aging Grants: total amount of all
grants in aging paid by the foundation for grant
reporting year 1985 (total of all grants listed).

9. Total Number of Aging Grants: total number of all
grants in aging paid by the foundation.

10. Foundation Purpose: code designates whether the
foundation identified aging or health in its stated
purpose: Aging if the word aging, aged, elderly or
senior was used; Health if the word health, medical or
hospital was used; or both or neither.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Foundation Scope: the general geographic area of
foundation activity: national, regional, state or local
(metropolitan area, city, or county).

Foundation Limits: most foundations limit their
funding activity in some manner; for this research what
is coded is geographic limits (or areas of primary
giving, or emphasis in giving): regional, state, local ;
company if giving is restricted or emphasized in area
of company operations; or other.

Staff: total number of staff, including staff
designated full-time and part-time.

Cost-Containment Foundation: whether the foundation is
so identified in the Foundation Center's COMSEARCH
Printout #5 for reporting year 1985 (report not limited
to aging grants).

Grantee: name of the organization receiving the grant.

Grantee Location: city and state in which grantee is
located.

Grant Amount: dollar amount of the grant awarded.

Grantee Religious Affiliation: whether or not the
grantee or grant award had a religious affiliation.

Grant Scope: geographic area of grant activity:
international, national, regional, state, local or not
known.

Year of Grant: year grant authorized, usually 1984 or
1985.

Joint Grant Activity: codes for another foundation,
grantee, or other organization identified in the grant
description.

Grantee Population: all grants included in the sample
related to the elderly population, this category codes
special populations if they are mentioned in the grant
description.

a . elderly at risk of institutionalization, frail,
homebound, persons needing care at home

b. elderly blacks, minorities, women, or poor
C. elderly disabled, including Alzheimer's

patients
d. elderly volunteers
e. retired elderly
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other groups also identified (e.g. disabled,
poor)
youth and children also identified
other persons as volunteers for the elderly

23. Grant Purpose: refers to how grant fund are to be
used, how the action is to be carried out to implement
the grant:

a •

b.
C.

d.
e -

f.

9 •

h.
i.
j.

k.

l.

advocacy, including outreach
capital expenditure
fund raising, matching funds, "PR" and
marketing
general operating funds
information: conferences, publications, films
planning, coordination, evaluation, and
analysis
program funds if grant purpose or project
title stated to indicate subject of grant
renewal funds
research

start-up funds, "seed" monies, demonstration
funds

training funds, consultation, technical
assistance
not identified

24. Issue or Subject Area: refers to what the grant is
about, what subject area is addressed; up to two
issues are coded for each grant:

a •

b.
C.

d.

e -

f.

9 •
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
Ill e

Il .

O .

P .
GI
IC .

S •

administrative issues

adult day care
advocacy or outreach (rights, access)
alternative housing, shared housing, repair
alternative models of health
organization/delivery
Alzheimer's disease
arts, culture, humanities (theater, concerts)
biomedical research
caregiving
community-based care
consumer health cost-containment education
cost-of-care

eduction activities (especially higher
education)
emergency services (food, shelter, heating)
emergency response systems
employment, career options
environment or neighborhood beautification
facilities (housing or nursing)
fund-raising, marketing, special
administration
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t. gerontology and geriatric education
u. guardianship
V.

W.

X.

Y.
Z .

da •

bb.
CC.

dd.
ee e

ff.

99 •
hh.
ii.
jj.
kk.
ll.

IIllul.

In In ,

OO .

PP.
QIGI
Irr.

SS •

tt.
Ulll .

VV.

WW.

XX.

DEFINITION Of

health promotion (wellness)
health services research
homelessness
home-delivered meals

homes for the aged, retirement housing
hospice
hospital services
income
information (public)
in-home care
intergenerational (teens, youth and seniors)
leadership, empowerment
legal services
long-term care
medical care, treatment
mental health (care, centers)
mortgage refinancing
nursing homes
nutrition
policy analysis and development
recreation
rehabilitation
respite care
retirement
senior centers, programs
substitute (cheaper) labor for aging services
support services, social services (in a
center)
transportation
volunteer activity

MAJOR VARIABLES

This research is concerned with foundation grantmaking

for the elderly for 1985 and the relationship of that

grantmaking to the national health policy emphasis on cost

containment. Definitions for variables relating to

foundations and to grantmaking are based on definitions and

criteria developed by The Foundation Center and by the

authors of the 1986 Burden Report (Nee and Bracco) on

grantmaking for the elderly. Definitions relating to
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variables that describe and explain foundation initiatives

in the area of cost containment are based on findings from a

1982 "Foundation News survey of the foundation community"

(Unger, 1982) which describes five categories of initiatives

undertaken by foundations to address the problem of cost

containment (see Chapter V for a more complete description

of cost-containment issues). The following is a list of

definitions of the major variables used in the research:

1. Foundation: a nonprofit, nongovernmental
organization with a principal fund or endowment of
its own which maintains or aids charitable,
educational, religious or other activities serving
the public good, primarily by making grants to
other nonprofit organizations (Read, 1986, p. 135).

Independent foundation: a grantmaking organization
whose funds generally come from an individual, a
family, or a group of individuals. It is operated
under the direction of the donor or members of the

donor's family, or under an independent board of
directors. Independent foundations typically have
broad charters; however, most limit their
grantmaking to a relatively few areas of interest
or a specific geographic area.

Community foundation: a (public) foundation that
receives support from and is limited in its
operations to a specific community or region.
Funding typically comes from a variety of donors;
endowments may be composed of a number of different
trust funds, some of which bear their donor's
names. Grantmaking activities are usually
administered by a governing body or distribution
committee representative of community interests.
Grants are generally restricted to charitable
organizations in the local community or region.

Company-sponsored (corporate) foundation: a
foundation created and funded by a for-profit
corporate organization (business corporation) for
the purpose of making grants and undertaking other
philanthropic activities. It is a separate legal
entity from the sponsoring corporation and is
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10.

11.

governed by the same federal rules and regulations
that govern private independent foundations. It is
generally managed by a board of directors which
usually includes corporate officials but many also
include individuals without corporate affiliation.
Grantmaking is often limited to communities where
the company has operations and to research and
eduction related to company activities.
Operating foundation: is a private foundation whose
primary purpose is operating research, social
welfare, or other charitable programs designated by
the donor or governing body. Grants may be made
outside the foundation; however, most of the
foundation's funds are expended for its own
programs.

Foundation size: measured by the size of its
assets. This corresponds to most measures of size
used in analyses of grantmaking by The Foundation
Center.

Very large foundations: => $100,000,000
Large foundations: => $25,000, 000 <00,000,000
Medium foundations: => $10,000,000 <$25,000,000
Small foundations: < $10,000, 000.

Scope: refers to the geographic range of foundation
activities: national, regional, state or local
alrea •

Foundation with a stated interest in health; those
foundations that indicated in their statement of
purpose that they had an interest in health,
medical care, hospitals, nursing homes, or care for
the sick and infirm.

Position in the field of aging: Foundations'
strength in the field of aging was ascertained by
two measures: number of grants in aging and by
total dollars allocated in aging.

Grant issue refers to the subject area (s) for which
grantmaking funds were allocated. Up to 2 issues
were identified for each grant. Grants were coded
into many categories. Any grant where one (or
both) of the issues was coded for any health issue
was classified as a health grant.

Cost containment refers to the focus of the health
related subject issue. Five sub-categories of cost
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containment focus were identified based on the 1982
Foundation News survey:

a. health services research
b. policy analysis and development
c. alternatives for organization, finance and
d. delivery cost containment education
e. health promotion and disease prevention.

ANALYSIS O DA a HYPO SIS TESTING

Analysis of the data focuses on describing the patterns

and variations in foundation funding in aging for grant

reporting year 1985. Cross tabulations and chi square tests

of significance are used to describe foundations'

allocations of resources and grant awards in aging.

Correlation and regression analyses and logistic regression

are used to test hypotheses to explain the patterns of

variation in foundation grantmaking for the elderly and to

explain the relationship of foundation allocations to cost

containment health policy.
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CHAPTER VI

THE NATIONAL PICTURE

The focus of this dissertation is on the role of

foundations and their allocation of grant resources for the

elderly for grant reporting year 1985. This chapter

presents a brief overview of the universe of U.S.

foundations; it describes foundations by type, size,

location, and patterns and variations of grant allocations.

THE UNIVERSE OF U. S. FOUNDATIONS

Describing the universe of U.S. foundations is an

important first step in an analysis of foundation

grantmaking. For 1985, the Foundation Center identified a

universe of 23,578 private foundations (excluding corporate

foundations) based on Internal Revenue Service (IRS) files

(Foundation Center, 1985b). According to Landrum Bolling,

former chairman of the Council on Foundations, most

foundations can best be described as "little more than a

file folder in a lawyer's desk drawer" (Lanouette, 1979, p.

17). Foundations are characterized as "a mere speck on the

canvas of American society" (Ylvisaker, 1987, p. 360) in

comparison to the total number of nonprofit organizations

and the wealth of both the public sector and that of the

wealthiest individuals in the private sector. Nevertheless,
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foundations are generally recognized as playing a

disproportionately influential role in both the public and

private sectors of American society (Cuninggim, 1981;

Nielsen, 1985; Ylvisaker), even though their actions

generally remain hidden from public view and scrutiny

(Lanouette; Nielsen).

Foundations are most generally described in term of

their type, size, location, and the patterns and variations

of their grantmaking activity. These characteristics are

important variables used in this research to describe and

analyze the role of foundations in grantmaking for the

elderly in relationship to the present health policy of cost

containment. The universe of U.S. foundations analyzed by

The Foundation Center is not the same as the universe of

approximately 24,000 foundations identified in the National

Data Book, 10th Edition (1985b) ; rather it is the population

of largest foundations having assets of $1 million or more

or grantmaking in excess of $100,000 for the latest year of

record. For 1985, The Foundation Center identified 4,402

foundations meeting this criteria for inclusion in The

Foundation Directory, 10th Edition (1985a); this population

comprises 18.7 percent of the universe of foundations; it

nevertheless represents approximately 97 percent of total

assets and 85 percent of total giving. This database is the

major reference source accessed by editors of the National
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Guide to Funding in Aging (Weiss and Mahlmann, 1987) to

describe the 226 foundations that awarded grants in aging

for 1985. The following description of foundations refers

to this population of 4,402 largest foundations identified

in The Directory (1985a).

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY TYPE

Foundations are classified into four types which

differentiate aspects of their legal status, purpose, mode

of operations, source of funding, and grantmaking

limitations.

ependent unda S

Most U.S. foundations are independent foundations.

Their assets come from endowments from either a single

individual or family. They operate with a great deal of

latitude under private charter as either "general purpose"

or "special purpose" grantmaking organizations under the

direction of the family or a designated board. Independent

foundations account for 80 percent of the 4,402 largest

foundations; they hold 83.6 percent of the assets and award

71.0 percent of total number of grants. Independent

foundations account for 14 of the 15 foundations with assets

of $500 million or more (the exception being the J. Paul

Getty Trust, an operating foundation with assets over $2.7

billion). About 70 percent of independent foundations limit
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grantmaking to the local area where they are located

(Foundation Center, 1985a).

Corporate Foundations

These private foundations derive funds from an

endowment or annual contributions of a profit making

corporation. Legally they are indistinguishable from

independent corporations; however, as Ylvisaker (1987)

points out, corporate or company foundations operate within

a "corporate culture," which necessitates justifying to

stockholders that distributions are made in the interest of

the corporation. According to Ylvisaker, this has come to

be accepted as meaning that " what is in the general

public's interest is also in the corporation's" (p. 361).

Galaskiewicz (1985) suggests that the concern of corporate

philanthropy is to support the community in a way that

benefits the business community and the free enterprise

system as a whole. There are 723 corporate foundations

large enough to be included among the 4,402 foundations

identified in The Directory (1985a); corporate foundations

account for 16.4 percent of assets and 19.7 percent of total

grantmaking of the largest foundations.

Community Foundations

Community foundations are similar to independent and

corporate private foundations in purpose and operation
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although they are generally classified under tax law as

public charities. Their funds are derived from many donors

rather than a single source; grantmaking is restricted to a

geographic area designated in the charter and operations are

governed by a board that is representative of the community.

Community foundations are the fastest growing foundation

type. Most are modest in size; they represent only 3.1

percent (134) of the 4,402 foundations included in The

Directory (1985a), and account for 4.4% of assets and 5.9%

of total grantmaking. Over half of the 134 community

foundations in the Directory hold assets under $5 million;

only 11 have assets over $50 million.

Operating Foundations

Operating foundations are the smallest foundation

type; only 79 meet criteria for inclusion in The Directory

(1985a). Operating foundation grantmaking accounts for only

a small percent of total expenditure of foundation

resources; most of the philanthropic activity is performed

in-house rather than through distributing resources to

nonprofit organizations. Only two foundations classified

in the National Guide (1987) as operating foundations

awarded grants in aging in 1985: Fund of the City of New

York (two grants for a total of $12,300) and Milbank

Memorial Fund (one grant for $25,000). A sub-sample size of

two presents problems for analysis, yet it was deemed
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important to include these two foundations in the analysis.

The decision was made to re-code: Fund for the City of New

York was coded as a community foundation because it is

limited in its charter to activity in the New York City

area; Milbank Memorial Fund was re-coded as an independent

foundation based on three factors: 1) it is not limited to a

specific geographic area, 2) it does not receive its funds

from a corporate source, and 3) it allocated 40 percent of

its total expenditure to external grantmaking.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY SIZE

Assets

The most frequently used measure of foundation size

is its assets. Corporate foundations are an exception

because they frequently maintain small endowments and

distribute resources based on contributions received from

the parent corporation (Foundation Center, 1985a). Total

U.S. foundation assets are in excess of $64.5 billion

according to data reported in The Directory (1985a). Asset

distribution is very skewed. The 4,402 largest foundations

(18.7% of total foundations) with assets of $1 million or

more or annual giving of $100,000 account for 97 percent

($63. 1 billion) of total assets. Within this population of

largest foundations, there is even greater concentration of

size as measured by assets; 96 foundations (0.4 # of all

foundations) with assets in excess of $100 million account
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for over 50 percent of total foundation assets. Fifteen

foundations with individual assets of $500 million or more

account for approximately 28.2 percent of total assets;

seven foundations with assets over $1 billion account for

20.0% of all assets (Foundation Center, 1985a).

Amount of Total Giving

A second measure of size is total giving, designated

by either the total number of grants or the total amount of

grant dollars. Almost five billion dollars ($4.8) total

giving was reported for grant year 1983 (Foundation Center,

1985b). Size of total giving as measured by the total

amount of grant dollars is also marked by skewed

distribution. The 4,402 largest foundations account for

$4.1 billion in annual giving, approximately 85 percent of

total grant dollars. The 96 foundations with assets of at

least $100 million account for 35.8 percent of total grant

dollars made by the 4, 402 foundations. Fifteen foundations,

each with assets of $500 million or more, account for 13.6

percent of total grant dollars, and the seven foundations

with assets of $1 billion or more account for 9.8% of total

grantmaking dollars.

Characterizing foundations by size, whether measured

by assets or total giving, points to two variables that are

important descriptors of the foundations and foundation
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grantmaking: diversity and concentration. Ylvisaker (1987)

describes foundations as characterized by size as bimodal

and highly concentrated. Bimodal refers to the pattern of

foundation size: at one end of the continuum there is a

large number of foundations with small assets and/or small

total giving, and at the other end there is a small number

of foundations with very large assets and/or total giving.

This bimodal pattern of diversity and concentration means

that a few very large foundations dominate the field of

aging overall, while a large number of smaller foundations

have little or no impact on the field as a whole.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

The geographic distribution of foundations also shows

diversity and concentration. According to Nielsen,

geographic distribution "on the whole, but not precisely,

reflects the distribution of millionaires" (1985, p. 11).

Almost half (47.4%) of the 4,402 largest foundations are

located in two geographic regions: the Middle Atlantic

states and East North Central states; foundations in these

two regions (8 states) account for 65.5 percent of assets

and 55.3 percent of total giving of the foundations

identified in the Directory (1985b). Almost 20 percent

(19.4) of the 4,402 largest foundations are located in New

York. California ranks second with 371 foundations (8.4%),

and Illinois ranks third (278), followed by Ohio (273),
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Texas (264), and Pennsylvania (261). This pattern of

unequal geographic distribution of foundation resources is

rooted in and mirrors the unequal distribution of personal

wealth that marks the economic history of industrialization

and capital accumulation in this country.

TRENDS AND PATTERNS

Members of the foundation world frequently trace the

concept of philanthropy back to ancient times and begin the

history of U.S. philanthropy with the enactment of the

Statute of Charitable Uses in England (Foundation Center,

1985a : Payton, 1984). However, the emergence of large,

incorporated, private foundations and grantmaking in its

present form (what Howe (1980) calls "scientific

philanthropy") dates to the late nineteenth century and

early twentieth century. During the last two decades, there

has been considerable change in the birth, growth, decline,

and termination of the ranks of the largest foundations.

Changes in Growth Rate

A total of 51 percent of foundations with assets of

$100 million or more were founded between 1940 and 1959, and

over one half (56%) of the foundations with assets over $1

million were formed between 1950 and 1969 (Foundation

Center, 1985b). The total number of foundations with assets

of $1 million or more has grown steadily since 1977 while
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the total number of foundations has remained relatively

stable at around 22,000 - 24,000. The Foundation Center

(1985b) attributes this growth to two factors: 1) the

establishment of a large number of foundations (685) in the

1970s and early 1980s and the increase in endowments of

foundations founded at an earlier date; and 2) economic

conditions over the past decade. Inflation has appreciated

assets in current dollars when converted to constant

dollars, and the declining dollar value has in effect

lowered financial criteria for inclusion in the listing of

foundations with assets over $1 million. Between 1979 and

1981 there was a gradual decline in the growth of new

foundations; this has generally been attributed to increased

regulation and taxation of private foundations following the

1969 Tax Reform Act. However, between 1981 and 1983, the

total number of foundations increased by 10.4 percent

following the liberalization of the 1969 Tax Act (Hodgkinson

and Weitzman, 1986).

Growth rates have varied by foundation type.

Independent foundations fared the worst with the declining

foundation birthrate in the 1970s, a period of economic

recession overall. From 1981 to 1983, however, independent

foundation assets grew by $11.2 billion in current dollars,

the first increase in constant dollars since 1975.

Grantmaking grew by 12.2 percent ($312 current dollars). In
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1983, independent foundations received over $1.3 billion in

gifts or additions to endowments, over half of these going

to 23 foundations. Corporate foundations fared better.

Between 1975 and 1983, corporate foundations with assets

over $1 million grew from 462 to 723 (56.5%) and assets more

than doubled in current dollars. Grantmaking increased by

229.2 percent in current dollars. Community foundations

grew at the fastest rate since 1975. The number of

community foundations with assets over $1 million grew by

86 percent, assets by 140 percent in current dollars, and

grants by 250 percent (current dollars) (Ylvisaker, 1987).

Overall, for the nation's largest foundations, there

has been considerable diversity in growth rates and a high

degree of displacement since the 1960s. The number of big

private foundations has grown from 64 to 88 by 1982 with an

184 percent increase in assets; however, the overall share

of national financial holdings of the big foundations has

declined. This growth has been attributed to four factors:

1) increased endowment and/or growth of already established

foundations; 2) establishment of new foundations with large

endowments; 3) the failure of some of the largest

foundations to maintain their wealth and position; and 4)

the liquidation and termination of some large foundations.

Most importantly, the concentration of assets held by a

relatively small number of large foundations actually
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declined significantly between 1962 and 1981, with the

result that smaller and medium-sized foundations occupied a

relatively greater position in the universe of foundations

in 1981 than they did in 1962. Only 17 of the 64 largest

foundations in 1962 were larger in 1982 (in real dollars)

(Nelson, 1987).

Foundation Grantmaking over Time

Discussion of aggregate grantmaking for any time

frame, and particularly over time, reflects and often hides

the diversity of grantmaking of U.S. foundations. The

Foundation Center tracks and indexes grants over $5,000 by

the hundred largest foundations and approximately 350 other

large foundations. However, (see Methodology chapter for

discussion of limitations of data) even that limited data

set, biased as it is in favor of the grantmaking activities

of the larger foundations, is further limited by reporting

failures, differing classification schemes, and

incomparability of data over time, all of which plague any

discussion of trends in grantmaking. Nevertheless, trends

can be observed. Ylvisaker (1987) puts forth several cogent

observations that he says reflect a "historical sweep of

large foundation activity." He relies on two data sets: 1)

data from previously unpublished research for the Twentieth

Century Foundation (Shepard, 1981) on total grantmaking of

the 47 largest independent foundations from 1955 to 1979,
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and 2) data from The Foundation Center (1984). He reports

these trends:

1.

10.

11.

Most grantmaking has been to domestic institutions
engaged in education, health and cultural
activities.

Education's share has steadily diminished;
welfare's share has increased markedly in recent
years; health's share peaked in the 1970s.

Shares going to the physical and social sciences
fell gradually until the late 1970s and then began
rising, particularly from the larger foundations.

Grants for public policy have increased, especially
since the late 1960s.

Grantmaking for special populations consistently
has remained very small.

Colleges and universities have been the major
beneficiaries of grantmaking, but their share
of total funding has declined in recent years.

Primary and secondary schools have received only a
small percentage of monies over the years.

International grantmaking has declined; 95% of
current grantmaking goes for domestic affairs.

Regional grantmaking variation has declined, with
an increase in grantmaking in the West-Southwest.

The share going to individuals has steadily
declined.

Overall, foundation grantmaking "does not emerge as
a force out in front of --- certainly not at odds
with --- American society and its other
institutions." (pp. 370-371).

OF G

The Foundation Center indexing system (Foundation

Center, 1986) tracks awards of grants of over $5,000 for a
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sub-set of the largest foundations. The Foundation Grants

Index, 15th Edition (1986) describes grants of at least

$5,000 of the largest foundations including the 99 largest

foundations and another 345 of the largest foundations.

This is the database used to identify foundation grantmaking

in aging for 1985 as reported in the National Guide (1987).

The Index (1986) uses seven broad categories to

describe grant activity or subject focus: cultural

activities, education, health, religion, science, social

sciences, and welfare. For grant-reporting year 1985, the

highest percentage (33.4%) of number of grants was allocated

for the general welfare category, followed by cultural

activities (17.2%), education (16.8%), and health (16.6%).

For total dollar value, the highest percentage of grant

dollars (26.2%) was also allocated for the general welfare

category, followed by health (23.5%), then by education

(23.5%) and cultural activities (14.6%). The general welfare

category has received the largest share of grantmaking

resources, both number of grants and dollar value of grants,

since 1980. Education has been declining as a proportion of

giving since 1980. Giving in health has remained fairly

constant for the past five years, with slight decrease in

the percentage of dollars awarded for medical care and

treatment, and a slight increase in the proportion awarded

for mental health, public health, and medical research.
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Grant allocations for cultural programs has also remained

fairly constant from 1980 to 1985.

Educational institutions received the largest share

(35.5%) of grant dollar allocations and the second largest

share (26.8%) of total number of grants. Direct service

agencies received the largest number of grants and the

second largest amount of total dollar allocations. The

share of resources allocated to direct service agencies has

been increasing since 1980. Two categories, "research

institutes and hospitals" and "medical care facilities" each

received a larger share of funding in 1985 (9.4% and 7.0%

respectively) compared to the share of the number of grants

(5.2% and 5.1%), indicating the larger-than-average size of

the dollar amount awarded per grant in these categories.

Funding allocated for research institutes, many of which are

active in political science and public policy studies, rose

from 5.2 percent in 1982 to 9.4 percent in 1985 (Foundation

Center, 1985a).

The Foundation Center uses eight categories to describe

the purpose or process for which grant dollars are

allocated: capital expenditures, continuing funding,

endowments, fellowships/scholarships, general/operating

funds, matching grants, program development, and research.

For grant-reporting year 1985, grants for program
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development received the largest share of the number of

grants and of the amount of dollars, followed by awards for

continuing support. Capital support received a higher share

of total amount of dollars, followed by general operations

and research, while general operations led capital, and then

research, in the number of grants awarded.

Since 1980, the Foundation Center has tracked

separately the grantmaking activity of the 100 largest

foundations (Foundation Center, 1986). For grant reporting

year 1985, grantmaking of the 99 largest foundations is

reported; this category includes 70 independent foundations,

8 community foundations, and 21 corporate foundations. This

category of 99 largest foundations accounts for 54 percent

of the total number of grants identified in The Index and 74

percent of the total dollars. The Foundation Center

distinguishes grantmaking patterns and trends of these 99

foundations compared to the patterns of the other 345

foundations identified in The Index. The 99 largest

foundations include 59 with assets over $50 million and 40

with assets in the over-$25-million category. Overall, the

99 largest foundations allocate more resources in the

academic and research fields, especially in technology and

science, medical education and research, political science

and higher education. Larger foundations tend to support

universities, hospitals, research institutes, and libraries,
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whereas the comparatively smaller foundations (of the total

444) tend to have a more local focus and to allocate more

resources to specific community needs, including public

health, community affairs, cultural programs, and elementary

and secondary education. The comparatively smaller

foundations identified in The Index are stronger supporters

of direct service agencies (Foundation Center, 1986).

SUMMARY

The description of U.S. foundations has shown that

there is considerable variation by foundation type, size,

and geographic location. There is also considerable

variation in grantmaking activity and, over the past two

decades, considerable change in the birth, growth, decline,

and termination of the ranks of the largest foundations.
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CHAPTER VII

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AS A SHARE OF TOTAL GRANTMAKING

This chapter presents an analysis of foundation

grantmaking in aging by describing foundation participation

in the field of aging and the allocation of resources for

the elderly. Grantmaking in aging is compared to total U.S.

foundation grantmaking. The analysis addresses these

questions:

1. What posture might be expected of the foundation
world toward the elderly given a health policy
focus emphasizing the control of public and private
health care expenditures?

2. To what extent would we expect foundations to
commit their resources to benefit the elderly
population in the mid-1980s?

THE ELDERLY'S SHARE OF FOUNDATION GRANTMAKING RESOURCES

It is hypothesized (H1) that foundations will allocate

only a small share of their resources for the elderly for

1985. As expected, this hypothesis is supported:

foundations allocated only a very small percent of their

total grantmaking resources for the elderly for grant

reporting year 1985. Table 7. 1 shows the relationship of

total foundation grantmaking and grantmaking in aging in

three areas: 1) the number of foundations, 2) the number of

grants, and 3) the total dollar amount of grant awards for

1875 for the 444 foundations reported in The Index (1986)
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and for the 226 foundations allocating grant awards in aging

as reported in the National Guide (1987). Although more

than half (50.90%) of the foundations identified in The

Index (1986) allocated resources in the field of aging (that

is, they awarded at least one grant of at least $5,000 in

aging), this accounted for only 2.68 percent of the total

number of grants and only 2.77 percent of the total dollars.

This share of total grantmaking resources allocated for the

elderly is considerably smaller than the proportion of

elderly in the total population, 11.9 percent in 1985 (U.S.

Bureau of Census, 1986).

TABLE 7. 1

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AND TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING: NUMBER OF

FOUNDATIONS+, NUMBER AND DOLLAR AMOUNT OF GRANTS, GRANT
REPORTING YEAR 1985 (amount in thousands)

GRANT AWARDS

FOUNDATIONS

TOTAL AGING” $ AGING

Foundations 444 226 50. 90

Grants 36, 320 974 2. 68

Dollars 2,013, 401 55,818 2. 77

Sources: Foundation Grants Index, 15th edition, p. vi.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

That only a small share of total foundation resources

is designated for the elderly is consistent with the history
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of foundation grantmaking in aging. The Burden Report (Nee

and Bracco (1986) notes that, while funding for the elderly

increased 330 percent between 1977 and 1982, there has not

been a substantial increase in the proportion of total

dollars allocated for the aged, and the share of total

grantmaking has remained consistently low (between 1 and 2%

for that time period). The small share of total resources

allocated for 1985 is consistent with this trend. It is

also consistent with the overall low status afforded the

elderly in this society.

The small allocation of foundation resources for aging

is surprising only if viewed in terms of the expressed

philosophy of the foundation community. Foundations pride

themselves on their role in addressing important social

issues and coming up with innovative solutions to deal with

major concerns of society (Payton, 1984; Warm, 1980). As a

major philanthropic force in society, foundations consider

their role unique to their structural position in society as

financial supporters of a third sector that is distinct and

separate from government and business (Rockefeller III,

1978). Several foundations have taken note of the "graying

of America" (Allen, 1984). An important study by the

Carnegie Corporation of population aging focused on the

impact of aging on society. The (socially constructed)

concept of aging that emerged from that study identified the
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"graying of America" as a "demographic revolution" that

would affect every individual and institution in the society

(Pifer and Bronte, 1986). That foundations allocate only a

very small share of their total available resources to

issues of aging, given the importance of the phenomenon to

society, renders problematic the self-defined role of

foundations as "innovators" of creative solutions to

important social issues facing society -- for the case of

the aging of society as an important social issue.

The share of foundation grantmaking resources allocated

for the elderly and societal issues of aging is small, not

only in comparison to the share of elderly in the total

population, but also in comparison to foundation allocations

to another population cohort -- children and youth. Table

7.2 compares the allocations of dollars for the two cohorts

between 1981 and 1985 using data from the Foundation Center

Index database (1986). For the aging cohort, the total

dollar amount has more than doubled, while the percentage of

total giving has remained relatively constant; for children

and youth, the dollar amount has almost doubled, and again,

the percentage of total resources has remained relatively

constant. Comparison of resource allocations to population

for the two cohorts for 1985 (Table 7. 2) shows that for 1985

the aged receive only about one-fourth as many dollars as do

children and youth and yet make up about one-half the
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population size of children and youth; children and youth

receive about twice as many grantmaking dollars relative to

their population size as do the elderly. (Census data show

the elderly comprise 11.9% of the total population, and

persons under 18 years of age comprise 26.3% of the

population [U.S. Bureau of Census, 1986]).

TABLE 7. 2

COMPARISON OF GRANTMAKING DOLLAR ALLOCATIONS: TWO POPULATION

GROUPS: ELDERLY AND CHILDREN AND YOUTH, 1981 - 1985, (amount
in thousands)

ELDERLY CHILDREN + YOUTH
YEAR

DOLLARS # TOTAL $ DOLLARS # TOTAL $

1981 $18,011 1.4 $123,553 9. 8

1982 31, 197 2. 1 132,381 8.9

1983 38,959 2.2 181,303 10.1

1984 53, 583 3. 3 177,474 10.8

1985 55, 818 2.8 216, 288 10. 7

Source: Foundation Grants Index, 15th edition, p. xiii.

Since 1980, resources allocated for the elderly have

increased about three times while resources for children and

youth have about doubled. Although both population cohorts

have grown, the differences are not sufficient to account

for the fact that children and youth still receive about

twice as many foundation dollars as the elderly relative to

their population.
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Analysis of a sub-set of data, total grantmaking (all

grants) of 47 of the largest independent foundations for the

period of 1959 to 1979, based on a longitudinal study by the

Twentieth Century Fund (Shepard, 1981), also documents a

pattern of consistently small allocation of foundation

dollars for the elderly dating back to 1959. Again, there

is a considerable difference between the percent of total

grantmaking (both numbers and dollar amount of grants)

allocated for the elderly and for children and youth for the

1955 to 1979 period (see Table 7.3 below).

TABLE 7. 3

COMPARISON OF GRANTMAKING ALLOCATIONS FOR TWO GROUPS:

ELDERLY AND CHILDREN AND YOUTH, 1955 – 1979, PERCENT OF THE
NUMBER OF GRANTS AND PERCENT OF DOLLARS FOR THE 47 LARGEST
INDEPENDENT FOUNDATIONS

$ No. GRANTS $ $ GRANTS
YEAR

ELDERLY CHILDREN ELDERLY CHILDREN

1955 1... O 30. 8 ... 5 49.3

1960 ... 8 40. 5 ... 6 47. O

1965 1 - 1 41.9 1.2 59 - O

1970 ... 4 43. 6 • 3 35. 6

1975 1.4 38.5 1.0 36. 0

1979 2.2 34. 7 1. 9 37. 6

Source: "Twentieth Century Fund - 47 Independent
Foundations" in Ylvisaaker, Paul N., Foundations
and Nonprofit organizations. p. 368.
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While some might question whether or not children and

youth are accorded a higher status than the elderly in this

society, the fact that children and youth have historically

received a larger share of foundation resources is

noteworthy. One possible explanation lies in the

relationship of the two groups to the popular perception of

their potential for contribution to productivity in

capitalist society. Whereas children and youth are

considered to have income producing potential, the elderly

are not. In capitalist society, one's relationship to the

labor force structures one's position in society, whether

that relationship is future-oriented, present-oriented, or

past-oriented. It may be argued that the low status and

economic dependency of the elderly relates to their

structural position in society, particularly their position

outside the labor market, a position that is, in part,

socially constructed by way of required retirement (Myles,

1984).

VARIATION IN AGING GRANTMAKING TO TOTAL GRANTMAKING
BY FOUNDATION CHARACTERISTICS

This section describes patterns and variations in

foundation grantmaking in aging by comparing grantmaking in

aging to total foundation grantmaking for each of three

foundation characteristics: type, size, and geographic
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location. Data do not allow for control for any of these

factors when considering the effects of the others.

It is hypothesized (H2) that there will be significant

variation by foundation type in the proportion of

grantmaking in aging to total grantmaking. Specifically, it

is expected that corporate foundation will allocate a

smaller share of their resources to the elderly than do

independent or community foundations. This is expected

because the elderly represent a population group that has

little labor force value for the corporation or for

capitalist society overall. Moreover, for the corporate

sector, the elderly exist as an "expense" item on the

balance sheet, a factor limiting their potential for

maximizing profits. According to a recent article in The

Wall Street Journal (Bennett, 1988), the growth of the

elderly population represents an increasing "cost" item for

the corporation, particularly for retiree health benefits.

Retiree health costs not only do not contribute to

productivity, profitability, or capital accumulation, they

represent a growing liability for corporations as the

retiree to worker ratios shifts with the aging of the

population. Finally, corporate foundations generally make

allocations in areas related to corporate activities

(Foundation Center, 1985a).
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It is also expected that community foundations will

allocate a larger share of their resources to aging than do

corporate or independent foundations. This expectation is

rooted in the history of philanthropic giving in this

country. The giving of aid to the elderly at the local

level has a long tradition, dating back to the Colonial

Period when local charities provided alms for the poor and

elderly even before local government was formally organized.

Table 7.4 shows the allocation of foundation resources

by type. Thirty-one foundations (44.9 percent of corporate

foundations identified in The Index) allocated resources for

aging. Those 31 foundation allocated only one percent of

their total number of grants and less than one percent

(0.7%) of their total dollars to the elderly. Corporate

grantmaking accounted for only 12.3 percent of the total

number of grants in aging and only 3.9 percent of the total

dollars in the field of aging.
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TABLE 7. 4

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AND TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING: NUMBER OF

FOUNDATIONS*, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS BY FOUNDATION
TYPE, 1985 (amount in thousands)

FOUNDATION GRANTMAKING

TYPE
TOTAL AGING $ AGING+ +

INDEPENDENT

Foundations 309 152 49.2

Grants 21, 016 685 3. 3

Dollars 1,612, 393 46, 808 2.9

COMMUNITY

Foundations 62 43 69. 3

Grants 3,478 169 4. 0

Dollars 112, 147 6,830 6. 1

CORPORATE

Foundations 69 31 44. 9

Grants 11, 753 120 1. 0

Dollars 287, 146 2, 180 ... 7

Sources: Foundation Grant Index, 15th edition, p. xv.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

In Table 7.4 we see that 69.3 percent of the

community foundations in the Index allocated resources for

the elderly; those 43 foundations awarded 4.9 percent of

their total number of grants and 6.1 percent of their total
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dollars for the elderly, a share larger than that allocated

by either independent or corporate foundations. Community

grantmaking in aging accounted for 17.3 percent of the total

number of grants in aging and 12.2 percent of total dollars

in aging for 1985.

Logistic regression tests upheld the hypotheses showing

grantmaking allocations for the aged to vary significantly

by type, with the greatest share of resources allocated by

community foundations and the least share of resources

allocated by corporate foundations compared to independent

foundations for 1985. The difference between community and

independent foundations is significant at the . 01 level in

the direction hypothesized, while that between independent

and corporate foundations is significant at the . 05 level,

also in the direction hypothesized.

Table 7.4 shows us that, although the percent of

independent foundations allocating grantmaking resources for

the elderly was smaller than the percent of community

foundations (49.2% compared to 69.3%), independent

foundations account for the largest share of both the total

number of grants in aging (70.3%) and the largest share of

total dollars awarded in aging (83.9%) for 1985, as well as

the largest share of grantmaking allocations overall, in

both number of grants and dollars. Even though independent
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foundations are not the type most likely to allocate

resources for aging, they are still the most important

foundation type in aging because they account for over 70

percent of grants and over 80 percent of grant dollars in

the field. If independent foundations allocated resources

for aging at a rate similar to that of community

foundations, the elderly would receive a much larger share

of foundation resources overall, and a share more

appropriate to their proportion of the total population.

Size is a most important descriptor of foundations,

given their extreme bimodal size distribution and the

concentration of grantmaking in a relatively few very large

foundations. It is hypothesized (H2) that grantmaking in

aging as compared to total grantmaking will also vary

significantly by size of foundations: larger foundations

should have higher proportions of grantmaking in aging than

smaller foundations.
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TABLE 7.5

GRANTMAKING IN AGING+ AND TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING: NUMBER OF

FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTs, BY FOUNDATION
ASSETS, 1985 (amount in thousands)

FOUNDATIONS ASSETS TOTAL AGING+ + $AGINGºk kºk

100M+
Foundations 81 60 74.1

Grants 12, 753 4.09 3.2
Dollars 1, 289, 955 36,265 2.8

500M -> 10OM
Foundations 59 37 62. 7

Grants 6, 530 204 3. 1

Dollars 265, 269 11,686 4. 4

25M -> 50M
Foundations 69 38 55. 1

Grants 5,466 105 1.9
Dollars 200,051 2, 477 1.2

1OM -> 25M
Foundations 85 40 47. 1

Grants 6,077 172 2.8

Dollars 150, 543 3, 467 2. 3

Under 10M
Foundations 150 49 32.7

Grants 5,494 81 1.5
Dollars 107, 583 1,814 1. 7

Source: Foundation Grant Index, 15th Edition, p. vi.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Two foundations in aging did not report assets, n=224.
** Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

*** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

Table 7.5 shows that the percent of foundations in

aging compared to total number of foundations increases

monotonically with increasing asset size as expected. The

greatest participation in the field of aging (74.1%) is
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among the very largest foundations, those with assets over

$100 million; participation grows smaller with decreasing

asset size. In terms of the number of grants allocated,

again the very largest foundations, those with assets over

$100, 00 million and also those with assets over $50 million,

allocate a larger share of grants for aging than do the

smaller foundations. This is also the pattern for

allocation of dollars, with the largest foundations

allocating a larger share of dollars for aging than the

smaller foundations.

That the very largest foundations among the population

of the 444 largest foundations are more likely to allocate

resources for aging is not surprising. Larger foundations

have more resources available to impact even those areas,

like aging, that receive only a small share of total

foundation resources -- that is, they have the resources to

make a large impact in aging, without expending a

particularly large share of their total resources. Thus

they may have a greater motivation to award grants for the

elderly than do smaller foundations.

Table 7.6 shows the percent of resources allocated for

the elderly of the eleven largest foundations by type: aging

as a percent of total grantmaking for number of grants and

dollar amount of grants. With few exceptions (The Robert
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Wood Johnson Foundation, Pew Memorial Trust, and the San

Francisco Foundation) the allocations for the elderly of

these largest foundations are comparable to, or below, the

average allocation by type identified in Table 7. 4. What is

most noticeable is the absence of any grantmaking in aging

(as identified in The Index) by some of the largest and best

known foundations. Two independent foundations (Rockefeller

Foundation and Andrew W. Mellon Foundation), one community

foundation (Hartford Foundation), and four corporate

foundations (General Motors, Exxon Education Fund, Ford

Motor Company, and McDonnell Douglas) allocated no resources

for aging in 1985. It is interesting to note that only two

of the eleven largest corporate foundations allocated more

than 0.5 percent of their total grantmaking dollars for

aging. These two foundations (The Metropolitan Life

Foundation and the Prudential Foundation) each allocated

almost four percent of their total dollar resources for

aging, allocations considerably greater than the average for

corporate foundations overall (0.7%). The larger

allocations of these two foundations are not surprising,

given the obvious interests in aging of the parent

corporations and the tradition of corporate philanthropy of
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TABLE 7. 6

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING:

ELEVEN LARGEST FOUNDATIONS, RANKED BY TYPE AND BY ASSETS,
1985: NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS

F--------------------------------- T----------------------------- T

| TYPE | AG 1 NG AS PER CENT OF To TAL |
H---------------------------------4--------------T--------------
| 1 NDEPENDENT |# GRAN T S AG ING | $ GRANTs AG ING |
H--------------------------------- +-------------- +-------------- H
| Ford Foundation | 0.8 | 1 .. 4 |
| MacArthur Foundation | 0.6 | 0 - 1 |
| W. K. Kel logg Foundation | 1. 1 | 4. 2 |
| Robert Wood Johnson Mem. Trust 16 - 5 | 12. 1 |
| Pew Memorial Trust | 4 - 9 | 2.5 |
| Rockefell er Found at i on | - O - | - 0 - |
| Andrew W. Me l l on Found at i on | 0 - | - O - |
| Li l l y Endowment | 0 - 5 | 0.6 |
| Kresge Found at i on | 3 - 3 | 3.0 |
| Charles Stewart Mott Foundation | 2. 0 | - 0 - |
| Duke Endowment | 0.7 | 0. 9 |
H--------------------------------- +-------------- +-------------- H
| cow Mun i T Y | | |
H--------------------------------- +-------------- +-------------- H
| San Francisco | 4. 2 | 7.5 |
| New York community | 1 - 9 | 1 .. 3 |
| Clevel and | 2.4 | 4 - 1 |
| Chicago Community | 2.2 | 3.4 |
| Boston 1 .. 3 | 2.8 |
| Communities Foundation of Texas 0.2 | 0.3 |
| Hart for d Found at i on | - 0 - | - 0 - |
| Saint Paul | 0.6 | 0.7 |
| Pittsburgh | 0.8 | 3. 7 |
| Columbus | 0.4 | 1 - 9 |
| New Haven | 1 - 9 | 2.6 |
H--------------------------------- +-------------- +-------------- H
| corpor ATE | | |
H--------------------------------- +-------------- +-------------- H
| Alco a | - O - | 0.4 |
| General Motors | - O - | - 0 - |
| AT&T | 0.3 | 0 - 1 |
| Amoco | 0.06 | 0.0 |
| Metropol it an Life | 1 .. 3 | 3. 8 |
| Exxon Education | - O - | - O - |
| General Electric | 0 - 1 | 0 - 0 |
| She l l Companies | 0.2 | 0.0 |
| Ford Motor | - 0 - | - O - |
| McDonnel I Douglas | - 0 - | - 0 - |
| Prudential | 0. 9 | 3. 7 |
!--------------------------------- 1-------------- +-------------- J

Source: The Foundation Directory, 10th edition.
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allocating resources in the parent corporation's area of

interest -- in this case, the area of interest is the

insurance business.

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF FOUNDATIONS

Table 7.7 shows the distribution of foundation

grantmaking in aging compared to total grantmaking for the

nine geographic regions identified by the Foundation Center.

In most regions the percent of foundations making

allocations for aging is close to the national average, 50.9

percent. In the Pacific region (excluding Hawaii), the

percent of foundation participation in aging is

particularly high, 65.4 percent; on the other hand, the

percent of foundations in aging in the East South Central

region, represented by only one state, Tennessee, and one

foundation within that state, is particularly low. There is

some variation by region in the percent of the number of

grants allocated for aging, with the Pacific Region

allocating a somewhat greater share (3.9%) of number of

grants than the other regions, particularly compared to the

West South Central (1.6%), New England (1.4%) and East South

Central (0.8%). What appears most noticeable is the very

small share of total dollars allocated for aging in several

regions: New England (1.1%), West North Central and East

South Central (0.9%), and West South Central (0.7%).

Overall, there is a greater share of grantmaking in aging in
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the two regions with the largest number of foundations and

the greatest grantmaking activity overall, Mid Atlantic and

East North Central.

TABLE 7. T

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING

BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, AND NUMBER AND
AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985 (amount in thousands)

r-------------- T--------------- T--------------- T--------------- T

| | Foun DAT I on sº * G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| RE GI ON H------- T------- +------- T------- +------- T------- +
| | AG ING | x 7 or AL | A G 1 N G | x 7 of AL | AG ING | x 7 of AL |
H-------------- +------- +------- +––––––– +------- +------- +------- +
| Mid-Atlant ic | 71 || 49.7 | 375 2.6 |28, 190 3.2

H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +
| E. N. Central | 42 50.0 | 189 | 2.9 || 13, 781 | 3.4 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| Pacific | 34 || 65.4 195 | 3.9 || 7,468 2.9 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +
| W. S. Central * | 14 || 50.0 33 1.6 | 1,001 | 7 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| s. At l antic * | 21 | 56.7 | 60 2.8 || 2,421 | 2.6 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| W. N. Central | 20 | 57.1 | 67 2.7 | 944 9 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| New England 11 || 4.0. 7 | 27 | 1.4 | 746 | 1.1 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| Mount a in | 5 55.5 14 2.5 | 502 | 2. 1 |
H-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- H
| E. S. West | 1 || 33.3 1 | .8 | 5 | .9 |
|-------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +------- J

Sources: The Foundation Directory, 10th edition, p. x.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Missing data in national database.
** Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

There is also variation in the share of resources

allocated for the aged among the states within the regions.

Table 7.8 ranks the ten states with the largest number

of foundations in aging for 1985; it compares total
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foundation grantmaking and grantmaking in aging for number

of foundations, number of grants, and amount of grant

dollars. These ten states with the most foundations in

aging are the same ten states with the most foundations

identified in The Index database (1986). New York and

California are the two states having the most foundations in

aging, the most foundations of the 444 largest foundations,

and the most foundations of the 4,402 large foundations).

Table 7.9 compares total grantmaking and grantmaking in

aging for all states.

The average share of number of grants allocated to

aging for these 10 states with the most foundations in aging

(and most foundations overall) is 2.85 percent, about the

same as the average for allocation of number of grants to

aging overall, 2.68 percent. The average dollar allocation

for aging is 3.2 percent, a somewhat greater share than the

average of 2.77 percent for allocation of grantmaking

dollars overall. However, if New Jersey is excluded, the

average is only 2.47 percent, slightly below the average

nationwide. The high percentage of grant dollars allocated

to aging in New Jersey (9.5%) is accounted for by the New

Jersey-based Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, which allocates

94.8 percent of the total dollars in aging. The Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation allocated the most resources to aging of

any foundation for 1985. With the exception of New Jersey
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and the grantmaking of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,

there is little variation with grantmaking allocations of

foundations in the ten states with the most foundation

resources, in aging, and overall, compared to total

grantmaking allocations.

TABLE 7. 8

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING:

NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, TEN
STATES RANKED BY THE NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS IN AGING, 1985
(amount in thousands)

r––––––––– T-–––––––––––––––– T-–––––––––––––––– T----------------- T

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| S T A T E H-------- T-------- +-------- T-------- +-------- T-------- +
| | #AG ING | XT OTAL | #AG ING | XT OTAL | #AG ING | XT OTAL |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| NY | 46 | 48.2 | 232 2.3 | 12,916 | 2.4 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| CA | 29 | 61. 7 | 78 | 3.9 || 6,951 | 3. 1 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +
| PA | 18 | 58. 1 79 | 2.6 || 6, 814 | 2.7 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +
| M N | 16 | 61.5 | 52 2.4 | 682 | 1.0
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| O H | 15 53. 6 | 40 | 2. 1 | 1,005 | 2.0
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| M I | 12 48. 0 | 32 | 2.0 | 7,036 | 3.9 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| TX | 11 57.9 | 29 | 1.7 | 773 | .7 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| I L | 9 | 45.0 96 | 3.9 || 5, 167 | 4. 1 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| DC | 8 | 57.1 26 | 3.2 | 497 | 2.4 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +
| N J | 7 | 4.1.2 | 64 4.4 || 8,460 | 9.5
L––––––––– +-------- +-------- +-------- 1-------- 1–––––––– +-------- l

Sources: Foundation Grant Index, 15th edition, p. viii.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.
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TABLE 7. 9

GRANTMAKING IN AGING AND TOTAL U. S. GRANTMAKING:

NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS,
ALPHABETICALLY BY STATE, 1985

FOUNDATIONS GRANIS DOLIARS

STATE

TOTAL AGE TOTAL AGE TOTAL AGE

#k | #kk # #kk # #kk

Adansas 1 1 | 100.0 47 1 | 2.1 1,723 17 | 1.0

California 47 29 || 61.7 || 4,528 78 || 3.9 || 228,013 || 6,951 || 3.1
Colorado 9 5 || 58.5 564 || 14 || 2.5 23,297 502 || 2.1

Connecticut 12 5 || 41.7 || 1,262 || 10 .8 47,858 210 .4

Delaware l 1 || 100.0 62 1 | 1.6 7,203 125 | 1.7

D. C. 14 8 || 57.1 811 || 26 || 3.2 20,088 497 || 2.4
Florida 8 4 || 50.0 322 9 || 2.8 23,253 739 || 3.2
Georgiakºs 4 320 9 || 2.8 15,935 726 || 4.6
Hawaiikkk 6 3 || 50.0 4 3,772 34 .9

Illinois 20 9 || 45.0 || 2,429 || 96 || 3.9 || 125,356 || 5,167 || 4.1
Indiana 6 2 || 33.3 323 4 | 1.2 41,641 204 .5
Louisiana 5 1 | 20.0 35 1 || 2.8 1,512 10 .7

Maryland 3 1 || 33.3 84 3 || 3.6 1,615 87 || 5.4
Massachusetts 9 2 22.2 497 || 12 || 2.4 14,213 461 || 3.2

Midnigan 25 12 || 48.0 || 1,570 || 32 || 2.0 || 180,130 || 7,036 || 3.9
Minnesota 26 16 || 61.5 || 2,175 52 2.4 65,789 682 | 1.0
Missouri 7 3 || 42.8 200 | 12 || 6.0 22,166 187 .8

Nebraska 2 1 || 50.0 94 3 || 3.2 15,066 76 .5
New Hampshire 3 3 || 100.0 54 4 || 7.4 480 25 || 5.2
New Jersey 17 7 || 41.2 || 1,448 || 64 || 4.4 89,060 | 8,460 | 9.5
New York 95 46 || 48.2 || 10,044 || 232 || 2.3 || 547,621 | 12,916 || 2.4
North Carolina 9 6 | 66.6 817 | 20 || 2.4 38,951 965 || 2.5

Chio 28 15 53.6 || 1,935 | 40 || 2.1 50,339 || 1,005 || 2.0
Oklahoma 3 1 || 33.3 253 2 .9 28,128 200 .4

Oregon 3 3 || 100.0 225 9 || 4.0 10,559 402 || 3.8
Rennsylvania 31 18 || 58.1 || 3,062 || 79 || 2.6 || 247,590 || 6,814 || 2.7
Rhode Island 3 1 || 33.3 102 1 | 1.0 7,481 51 .7
South Carolina 2 1 || 50.0 33 1 || 3.0 806 8 | 1.0

Tennessee 3 1 || 33.3 123 l .8 5,308 5 .9

Texas 19 11 || 57.9 || 1,706 || 29 | 1.7 || 108,880 773 .7
Washington 2 2 || 100.0 195 8 || 4.1 16,100 115 .7
Wisconsin 5 4 || 80.0 305 || 17 || 5.6 10,582 368 || 3.5

Sources: Foundation Grants Index, 15th edition, p. vi.
National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

* * * Missing data in national database.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined descriptive characteristics

of foundations and has compared total foundation grantmaking

to grantmaking in aging. Analysis of total foundation

grantmaking for grants over $5,000 (444 foundations in The

Index database) and of the grantmaking in aging (226

foundations in the National Guide database) shows, as

hypothesized, that only a small percent of grantmaking

resources are allocated for the elderly. Although more than

half of the largest foundations allocate grantmaking

resources for the elderly, this accounts for only 2.68

percent of the total number of grants and 2.77 percent of

total grant dollars allocated. This small allocation of

resources suggests that foundations, through their

grantmaking resource distribution, appear to reflect the low

status ascribed to the elderly in this society.

The distribution of foundation resources in the field

of aging, like the distribution of foundation resources in

all fields, varies by foundation type, by foundation size,

by geographic location of the foundation, and by variation

in patterns of resource distribution. It was expected that

there would be considerable variation by foundation type in

comparing grantmaking in aging to total grantmaking. As

expected, corporate foundations allocate the smallest share
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of their resources for aging, compared to community

foundations and independent foundations. Also as expected,

community foundations allocated the largest share of their

resources to aging. However, even though independent

foundations were the type least likely to allocate resources

for aging, they are the most important type overall because

they are responsible for over 70 percent of the grants

allocated and almost 84 percent of all dollars in aging.

Total grantmaking also varies by foundation size

(measured by assets). As expected, grantmaking in aging

also varies by size with increased involvement in the field

of aging by foundations with the largest assets; as asset

size increases, the share of foundations in aging also

increases as hypothesized. In general larger foundations

allocate a larger share of their resources for aging than do

smaller foundations; this is true for both the number of

grants and the dollar amount of grants. What this means is

that even though 50 percent of all U.S. foundations award at

least one grant in the field of aging, grantmaking in aging,

like total grantmaking, is concentrated in a few large

foundations.

Both grantmaking in aging and total grantmaking are

also skewed by geographic location. The two regions with

the largest number of foundations allocate a greater share
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of grants and dollars in aging than the national average and

the regions with fewer foundations. There is also variation

by state within regions. The ten states with the largest

number of foundations are the same ten states with the

largest number of foundations in aging. These is little

variation overall, with the share of number of grants

allocated to aging for these ten states compared to

allocations for aging overall. In terms of allocation of

grantmaking dollars, the states with the most foundations

are slightly above average in terms of dollar allocation;

however, if New Jersey is excluded, the average dollar

allocation is slightly below the average allocation for

aging nationwide.

The next chapter looks inside the world of foundation

grantmaking in aging to describe the population of

foundations in the field of aging.
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CHAPTER VIII

GRANTMAKING IN AGING: PATTERNS AND WARIATIONS

Chapter VI described total U.S. grantmaking and

compared total grantmaking to grantmaking in aging. This

chapter and the following chapters focus on grantmaking in

aging. The emphasis is on the "supply side" of grantmaking

and the role of foundations. This chapter describes the

characteristics of the foundations involved in the field of

aging, the patterns and variations of grantmaking resource

distribution: the subject areas or issues for which

foundations make grant allocations, and the strategies of

grantees. Finally, it looks at the designated population

groups that benefit from grant allocations.

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

National Guide to Funding in Aging (Weiss and Mahlmann,

1987) describes 364 foundations with an interest in aging.

Of these, 226 reported grants for 1985. This section

describes those 226 foundations by type, size, location,

scope of grantmaking activity, stated area of interest, and

their position within the field of aging.
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FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY TYPE

Independent foundations account for the largest share

(67.3%) of foundations in the field of aging, followed by

community foundations (19. $) and corporate foundations

(13.7%) (Table 8.1). Independent foundations also account

for the largest share of number of grants allocated in aging

(71.3%) and the largest share of dollars (83.9%) in aging.

Independent foundations allocate larger than average dollars

per grant ($68,333 compared to $57,308).

TABLE 8.1

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY FOUNDATION TYPE :

NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985

r––––––––––––– T--------------- T--------------- T----------------- T

| Found AT I on | Foun DAT 1 on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| Ty PE H------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ H
|

-

| # | x | # | x | # | x |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| Independent | 152 | 67.3 | 685 | 71.3 |46, 808, 338 || 83.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| community | 43 | 19.0 | 169 || 17.3 | 6, 829, 869 | 12.2
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| Corporate | 31 | 13.7 | 120 | 12.4 2, 180, 161 | 3.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| To TAL | 226 100.0 | 974 100.0 |55, 818, 368 || 100.0 |
!------------- +------- 1––––––– +------- +------- +---------- 1–––––– J

Source: Nati Guide to F
-

in Aqing.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

Community foundations account for 17.3 percent of total

grants and 12.6 percent of total dollars in the field of

aging. Even though community foundations account for a

significantly larger participation rate in the field of
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aging, a larger percentage of grants, and a larger

percentage of dollars compared to total U.S. grantmaking for

their type than do independent or corporate foundations, the

average dollar amount ($40,413) of the community foundation

allocated grant is smaller than average dollars allocated

per grant in aging. Community foundations are generally

modest sized and their grants are, on the average, smaller

than grants allocated by independent foundations.

Corporate foundations represent the smallest share of

the foundations in aging population, accounting for only

13.7 percent. In terms of their share of total dollars

allocated for aging, they account for only 3.9 percent,

whereas they account for 12.3 percent of total grants,

indicating a smaller than average dollar value per grant.

Corporate grants in aging averaged $18,168, only 31.7

percent of the average grant in aging. That corporate

foundations account for the smallest share of foundations,

grants and grant dollars in aging is not surprising, given

that corporate foundations allocate the smallest percent of

their grantmaking resources, foundations, grants, and

dollars to aging compared to community and independent

foundations.

Analysis of resource allocations for the elderly by

type has shown that independent foundations dominate the
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field; independent foundations maintain this dominance

within the field of aging even though they allocate a

smaller share of their total grants and dollars for aging

than do community foundations. That the field of aging is

dominated by independent foundations suggests that

grantmaking in aging is not a community-controlled

enterprise, rather it is subject to the decision-making of a

diverse number of boards and staffs throughout the country

with no required accountability to the local community.

That corporate foundations are so little involved in the

field suggests that aging and the aged have low priority in

the interests of the corporation. (See Appendix A for a

list of the foundations in the field of aging, 1985, by

type. )

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY SIZE

Amount of assets is the most common measure used in the

field of aging to rank foundations by size (Nee and Bracco,

1986). The distribution of the 226 foundations in the field

of aging characterized by size of assets (Table 8. 2) shows

that over half (57.1%) have assets under 50 million.

Slightly more than one quarter (26.7%) have assets over 100

million; only 2.7 percent (6) have assets over one billion.

The distribution of number of grants and dollars of grants

does not follow the pattern of distribution of foundations

by size of assets in the foundations in aging population.
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The largest foundations (26.7%) account for 42.0 percent of

the grants and 64.9 percent of the dollars allocated in

aging. Thus we see great concentration in resource

allocation by size of assets. There is even greater

concentration in grantmaking resource distribution in aging

among the six foundations with assets of $1 billion or

greater; these large foundations (6 of 7 foundations with

assets over $1 billion identified in The Directory (1985a)

account for 7.7 percent of total number of grants and 25.6

percent of total dollars in aging). (See Appendix B for a

list of foundations in the field of aging, 1985, ranked by

asset size.)
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TABLE 8.2

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY FOUNDATION ASSET SIZE:

NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985,
n=224 k

F------------- T-------------- T--------------- T------------------ T

| | Foun DAT I on s” ” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| Found AT I on H------ T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------- H
| Ass ET s | # | % | # | % | # | %

H------------- +------ +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------- H
| => 1 B | 6 | 2.7 75 | 7.7 | 1.4, 305,246 || 25.7 |
H------------- +------ +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------- H
| 100M - « 1 B | 54 || 24. 1 || 334 || 34.4 || 21, 959, 800 || 39.4 |
H------------- +------ +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------- H
| 50M - « 100M | 37 | 16.6 | 204 || 21.0 | 11, 685, 862 | 21.0 |
H------------- +------ +------- +------- +------- +–––––––––– +------- H
| 1 M - «50M | 124 || 55.3 || 353 || 36.4 || 7, 717, 461 | 13.8
H------------- +–––––– +––––––– +------- +------- +---------- +––––––– H
| < 1 M | 3 | 1.3 5 5 35,000 | 1
H------------- +------ +------- +------- +––––––– +---------- +------- H
| To TAL | 224 | 100.0 | 971 | 100.0 |55,703,368 || 100.0
!------------- 1–––––– +------- +------- +------- +----------4------- J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Two foundations did not report assets.
** Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

That the largest foundations account for the greatest

share of grants and dollars allocated in aging is consistent

with the data reported by the Burden Foundation (Nee and

Bracco, 1986) which documents increased foundation dollar

allocations for aging from 1978 to 1982. This report

suggests that the increase could be attributed to the

increased number of foundations in the field and the

increased amount of dollars allocated by the very large

foundations (those with assets greater than $100 million),

noting that dollar allocations from these large foundations

accounted for approximately 60 percent of all dollars in
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aging. For grant year 1985, dollar allocations from these

foundations accounted for 64.9 percent of all dollars in

aging.

That grantmaking in the field of aging is concentrated

in a few very large foundations is not surprising given the

greater likelihood that the largest foundations will

allocate resources for the aged and the overall pattern of

total grantmaking concentration in a few foundations. The

domination of the largest foundations in the field of aging

has implications for the distribution of grant resources,

given that the largest foundations tend to distribute their

resources differently than smaller foundations.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY LOCATION

Table 8.3 shows the geographic distribution of

foundations in aging by region for 1985. Over half (51.6%)

of the foundations in aging are located in two regions;

together these two regions account for 58.5 percent of all

grants and 76.2 percent of all dollars in aging. This is

the same pattern of skewed distribution that characterized

the geographic location of the 4,402 largest foundations.

The distribution of foundations in aging by state

(Table 8.4a) also shows skewed distribution marked by both

diversity and concentration: a few states have many
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foundations in aging and most states have few or no

foundations active in the field of aging located within

their boundaries. Foundations in seven states (New York,

California, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Ohio, Michigan, and

Texas) account for 65.0 of all foundations in aging.

Foundations in just three states: New York, California, and

Pennsylvania account for 41.1 percent of all foundations in

aging. No foundations making allocations in aging are

located in 19 states; only one foundation in aging is

located in each of nine states. This paucity of large

foundations in some states is also evident in total

grantmaking; ten states show no foundations meeting criteria

for inclusion in the 444 largest foundations tracked in The

Index database (1986).
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TABLE 8. 3

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

BY REGION: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, 1985

r––––––––––––– T--------------- T--------------- T----------------- l

| | Foun DAT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| RE G 1 on H------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ H
| | # | x | # | x # | X |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +––––––– +---------- +------
| Mid Atlantic | 71 || 31.4 || 375 | 38.5 | 28, 196,013 || 56.5 |
H------------- +------- +––––––– +------- +------- +---------- +------
| E. N. central || 42 | 18.6 | 189 || 19.4 || 13,780, 704 || 24.7 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| Pacific | 37 | 16.4 | 199 || 20.4 || 7,502,158 || 13.4 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| W. S. Central | 1.4 || 6.2 || 33 || 3.4 | 1,001, 065 | 1.8 |
H------------- +––––––– +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| s. At l antic 25 | 1 1. 1 || 69 || 7. 1 || 3, 146,526 || 5.6 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| W. N. Central | 20 | 8.8 || 67 || 6.9 || 944, 427 | 1.7 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| New England 11 | 4.9 | 27 2.8 | 746,420 | 1.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| Mount a in | 5 2.2 || 14 | 1.4 502, 005 || 0.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| E. S. Central | 1 | 0.4 | 1 | 0.4 | 5,000 | 0 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------
| T or AL | 226 | 100.0 | 974 | 100.0 |55, 818, 368 || 100.0 |
L––––––––––––– +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.

In terms of resource distribution of grantmaking in

aging by state, Table 8.4b lists foundations, number, and

amount of grants for the ten states with the largest number

of foundations in aging. Foundations in New York, (20.3% of

total foundations in aging) account for 23.8 percent of all

aging grants and 23.1 percent of all aging dollars.
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Foundations in Illinois (4.0% of foundations in aging)

account for the next largest number of grants, 96 (9.9%).

Foundations in New York also account for the largest share

of dollars allocated, 23.1 percent. New Jersey, with only

seven foundations (3.1%), ranks next with dollar allocations

for aging (15.2); however, if the funding of the Robert Wood

Johnson Foundation is subtracted, the other six foundations

in New Jersey account for only 0.08 percent of total aging

dollars. California and Pennsylvania each account for over

12 percent of the dollars allocated for aging.

TABLE 8.4 a

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF

AGING, NUMBER OF STATES RANKED BY NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS IN
THE FIELD OF AGING, 1985

F------------------------------------------------ T---------------- T

| | |
| NUM BER OF STATES | NUM B E R O F |
| | Found AT I on s
H------------------------------------------------ +---------------- H
| 2 CA, NY | 21 + |
| 5 M I, MN, O H, PA, TX | 1 1 - 20 |
| 4 I L., DC, N J , NC | 6 - 10 |
| 12 CO, CT, FL, GA., H I , I N, MA, MD, NC, N H , OR, WA | 2 - 5 |
| 9 AR, DE, LA, MD, NE, OK, R I, SC, TN | 1 on ly |
| 9 AZ, KS, MS, NV, NM, UT, V.T., VA, WV | O |
|------------------------------------------------ 1---------------- J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.
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TABLE 8.4b

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING

BY STATES: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, RANKED FOR TEN STATES WITH THE MOST FOUNDATIONS IN
AGING, 1985

F--------- T----------------- T----------------- T----------------- T

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | Dol LAR's " " " |
| St A T E H -------- T-------- +-------- T-------- +-------- T-------- H
| | #AG ING | x * * | #AG 1 N G | x * * | #AG 1 N G | x * * |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| NY | 46 20.3 | 232 | 23.8 | 12,916 | 23. 1 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| CA | 29 | 12.8 | 78 | 8.0 | 6,951 | 12.5 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| PA | 18 8.0 | 79 | 8. 1 || 6, 814 | 12. 2

H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +
| M N | 16 | 7.1 52 5.3 | 6.82 1.2
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +
| O H | 15 6.6 | 40 | 4. 1 | 1,005 | 1 .. 8

H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| M I | 12 | 5.3 | 32 | 3.3 || 7,036 12.6

H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| TX | 11 | 4.9 | 29 | 3.0 773 | 1.4 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| I L | 9 | 4.0 | 96 | 9.9 || 5, 167 | 9.3 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| D.C | 8 | 3.5 | 26 | 2.7 497 .9 |
H--------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- H
| N J | 7 3. 1 | 64 | 6.6 || 8, 460 | 15.2 |
!--------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1–––––––– +-------- J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

*** Amount in thousands.

What is evident in describing foundations in aging by

geographic location is that there is great diversity by

region and by state; the foundations, the number of grants,

and the dollars allocated are also very concentrated

geographically. What this means for the aged is that

grantmaking in aging is a very "supply side" enterprise with
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distribution of resources varying greatly by region and by

state based on the location of the foundation in the field.

That many states do not have any foundations large enough to

be included in The Index (1986) database is evidence of the

unequal distribution of total foundation resources; that

grantmaking in aging follows that same pattern of unequal

distribution is not surprising; it also speaks to the

difficulty of access to foundation resources by the elderly

throughout the country.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY SCOPE OF ACTIVITY

An important dimension of foundations is the geographic

scope of their activity, the extent to which they make

allocations nationally, regionally, within a state (or part

of a state), or locally. Many corporate foundations make

allocations primarily in the geographic area of corporate

operations. Table 8.5 shows the distribution in the field

of aging for foundations, number of grants, and dollar

allocations for 1985 by scope of activity. (See Appendix C

for a list of foundations in aging by scope of activity.)
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TABLE 8.5

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY SCOPE OF FOUNDATION

ACTIVITY: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, 1985

F------------- T--------------- T--------------- T----------------- l

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| Fou N DAT I O N H ------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ H
| sco PE | # | % | # | % | # | x |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| Nation a l | 63 27.9 | 400 || 41.1 28,958, 0.97 || 51.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| Region a l | 32 | 1.4.1 | 112 || 1 1.4 || 8,014,928 || 14.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| State | 53 || 23.5 | 138 || 14.2 5,709, 250 | 10.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| Local | 78 || 34.5 || 324 || 33.3 |13, 136,093 || 23.5 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +–––––––––– +------ H
| T or AL | 226 100.0 | 974 || 100.0 |55, 818, 368 || 100.0
-------------- +------- +------- 1––––––– +------- +---------- +------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

Most of the foundations in aging allocate their

resources locally to the city, metropolitan area, county, or

counties where the foundation is located. However, in terms

of distribution of grant resources, foundations that make

allocations nationally (27.9%) account for both the largest

share of the number of grants allocated (41.1%) and the

largest share of dollars (51.9%) . National and regional

foundations make larger dollar allocations per foundation

and larger grants on the average than state or local

foundations. The average dollar allocation for a national

foundation is $459, 652, with an average grant of $72, 395;

for regional foundations the average allocation is $250, 466,
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with a grant average of $71,561. Foundations that limit

grantmaking to the state allocate an average of only

$107, 721 for aging, with an average grant of $41, 371; local

foundations allocate an average of $168,411, slightly more,

on the average, than state foundations; local foundations

allocate the smallest average grant, $40,543. That local or

state foundations comprise over half (58.0%) of the

foundations in the field points to the diversity in the

field. That national foundations comprise only 27.9 percent

of the field yet account for 41.1 percent of grants and over

half (51.9%) of the dollars in aging points to the

concentration of resources in the field. The majority of

foundations (58.0%) in aging limit their grantmaking

allocations to their own community or state; however, the

foundations that make allocations nationally dominate the

number of grants and the total dollars allocated for aging.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED BY STATED AREA OF INTEREST

The National Guide's (Weiss and Mahlmann, 1987) listing

of foundations in aging for 1985 includes a brief

description of the major areas of interest for each

foundation (identified as purpose and activities). Four

areas of interest identified as important for this research

were coded for analysis: 1) a stated interest in aging

(elderly, seniors, gerontology, geriatrics, old age); 2) a

stated interest in health care, medical care, hospitals,
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nursing homes, public health; 3) a stated interest in both

aging and health; and 4) no interest stated in aging or

health.

Table 8.6 shows the distribution of the areas of

interest for the 226 foundations in the field of aging for

1985. Three things stand out: 1) the small percent of

foundations with a stated interest solely in aging; 2) that

over one-fourth of the foundations in the field show no

special interest in either aging or health; and 3) the

dominance of foundations with an interest in health. Only

3.1 percent of foundations have stated interest only in

aging, whereas 25.7 percent of the foundations allocating

resources for aging for 1985 do not have a stated interest

in aging or in health. The 3.1 percent of foundations with

a special interest in aging accounted for only 4.5 percent

of grants and 1.6 percent of dollars compared to 15.2

percent of grants and 12.0 percent of dollars allocated by

foundations that did not have a special interest in aging,

or aging and health.
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TABLE 8. 6

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY STATED INTEREST OF THE
FOUNDATION: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, 1985

F------------- T--------------- T--------------- T----------------- T

| | Foun DAT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| Foun DAT I ow's H------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ H
| 1 N T E RE st | # | % | # | % | # | x
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| Aging | 7 3. 1 | 44 | 4.5 911, 253 | 1.6
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| He at th | 130 || 57.5 || 534 54.8 |35, 183,457 | 63.0
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ +
| Both | 31 | 13.7 | 248 || 25.5 | 13,038, 555 || 23.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| Neither | 58 || 25.7 | 1.48 || 15.2 | 6,685, 103 | 12. 0 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| T or AL | 226 || 100.0 | 974 100. 0 |55, 818, 368 100.0
!------------- +------- +------- +––––––– +------- +---------- +------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

What may be most important for the field of aging is

the dominance of foundations with a stated interest in

health -- of the 226 foundations allocating resources for

aging for 1985, 57.5 percent stated an interest in health,

while another 13.7 percent with a stated interest in health

also state an interest in aging. The 57.5 percent of the

foundations in aging account for over half (54.8%) of all

grants in the field and almost two-thirds (63.0%) of the

dollars allocated to aging. The 71.2 percent accounts for

over 80 percent of the grants and over 86 percent of all

dollars in aging. The dominance of foundations in health in

the field of aging has important implications for the field
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of aging and for the aged. Analysis of this phenomenon will

be explored further in the next chapter.

FOUNDATIONS CHARACTERIZED THEIR POSITION IN AGING

As noted above, foundations are characterized by

unequal distribution of size of resources (assets) and

amount of total giving; this is true for 1) the 4, 402

largest foundations with assets of $1 million or more or

annual giving of at least $100,000, 2) the sub-population of

444 foundations identified in The Index (1986), and 3) the

226 foundations in the field of aging. Grantmaking

distribution, the number of grants and the dollar amount of

grants are also characterized by unequal distribution based

on size, that is, grantmaking of the largest foundations in

the U.S. and of the largest foundations in aging is

concentrated in a few very large foundations. This section

looks at the concentration of grantmaking in aging, in terms

of the concentration of resource distribution within aging,

looking first at distribution of the number of grants and

then at the distribution of dollars. (See Appendix D for a

list of the foundations that awarded five or more grants in

the field and Appendix E for a list of foundations that

awarded $25,000 or more in the field in 1985.)
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Position Measured by Total Number of Grants in Aging

Table 8.7 shows the number of foundations, the number

of grants and the dollar amount of grants according to the

distribution of number of grants in aging. The mean was 4.3

grants per foundation. Over half (55.8%) of the foundations

allocated only one or two grants in aging (of 79

foundations, 35 % allocated only one grant in the field).

At the other end of the spectrum, six foundations (2.7%)

allocated more than 20 grants each; 14 foundations (6.2%)

allocated 10-19 grants each; and 22 (25.7%) allocated 6-9

grants in the field.

The six foundations that each allocate large numbers of

grants (20+) in aging account for 24.3 percent of all grants

in the field and 30.3 percent of all dollars allocated in

aging, showing great concentration of resource distribution

within the field of aging in the control of just 2.7 percent

of foundations in the field. Concentration is also

demonstrated in the 20 foundations that each allocate ten or

more grants in aging; these ten account for less than 10

percent (8.3%) of all foundations in the field, yet they

account for 43.2 percent of the total grants in the field,

and for an even higher share of total dollars allotted in

aging, 45.9 percent. The 55.8 percent of foundations in

aging that allocate only one or two grants in aging account

for only 17.8 percent of all grants and only 19.0 percent of

the total dollars in aging.
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TABLE 8. 7

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY TOTAL NUMBER OF

FOUNDATION GRANT AWARDS IN AGING: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS,
NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985

F------------- T--------------- T--------------- T----------------- T

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| NUMBER OF H------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ H
| GRAN T S AG ING | # | X. | # | X | # | x
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| 20 - 69 | 6 | 2.7 || 237 24.3 | 16, 922, 656 || 30.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| 10 - 19 | 14 6.2 | 184 | 18.9 | 8,729, 295 | 15.6 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| 6 - 9 | 22 | 9.7 | 159 | 16.3 || 9,565,523 17. 1
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +––––––– +–––––––––– +------ H
| 3 - 5 | 58 || 25.7 221 22.7 | 16,008, 004 || 17.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| 2 | 47 | 20.8 | 94 9.7 || 5,951, 0.29 || 10.7 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| 1 | 79 || 35.0 79 | 8. 1 || 4, 641, 861 | 8.3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| To TAL | 226 || 100.0 | 974 | 100.0 |55, 818, 368 || 100.0
L------------- +------- +------- 1------- +------- +---------- 1------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

The Burden Report (Nee and Bracco, 1986) identifies 16

foundations that gave one-third of the grants in aging from

1978 - 1982, each foundation awarding at least 40 grants in

that period. (See Appendix F for the list of the 16

foundations identified in the Burden Report.) Data for 1985

show one-third of the grants in aging were awarded by 11

foundations, with each awarding 14 or more grants,

indicating greater concentration in grantmaking by fewer

foundations. Only eight of these 11 are listed in the

Burden list of 16 most influential foundations in terms of
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number of grants awarded from 1978 to 1982 (listed in order

of number of grants awarded in 1985: Retirement Research

Foundation, Gannett Foundation, Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation, San Francisco Foundation, New York Community

Trust, Calder Foundation, Levi Strauss Foundation, and the

Cleveland Foundation). With the exception of the W. W. Smith

Foundation, which allocated no grants in aging for 1985, the

other eight foundations identified in the Burden Report each

allocated six or more grants in aging for 1985, showing

continued strong support for aging.

Position Measured by Total Dollars Allocated in Aging

Table 8.8 shows the distribution of foundations, number

of grants, and dollars by total dollars allocated in aging.

This distribution shows the dollar concentration within the

field.

The average dollar amount allocated to aging by the 226

foundations is $246,984. Over half (50.9%) of the

foundations allocate under $50,000 for aging, whereas 12

foundations (5.3%) each allocate equal to or over $1 million

for aging; another dozen each allocate equal to or over

$500,000, showing a pattern of diversity and concentration

of dollar share within aging. Not only are the total

dollars in aging concentrated within a very few foundations,

these few foundations, the top 24 (10.6%), account for 37.3
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percent of the number of grants and 72.6 percent of the

dollars in the field. On the other end of the field, the

115 foundations that allocate equal to or under $50,000 in

aging account for only 19.2 percent of grants in the field

and only 3.6 percent of the dollars.

TABLE 8.8

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING BY TOTAL DOLLARS AWARDED
IN AGING: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, 1985

r––––––––––––– T--------------- +--------------- T----------------- T

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| Foun DAT I ON H ------- T------- +------- T------- +---------- T------ +
| $ AWARD s | # | % | # | X | # | x |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| => 1, 000, 000 | 12 5.3 | 213 | 21.9 |33,627,029 || 59.2
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| => 500,000 | 12 5.3 | 150 | 15.4 || 7,500, 860 | 13.4
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| => 100,000 53 || 23.5 || 303 || 31.1 | 10, 989, 505 | 19.7 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| => 50,000 | 34 | 15.0 | 121 | 12.4 2, 276, 416 || 4.0 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| => 1 0, 000 | 84 || 37.2 | 156 | 16.0 | 1, 84 1,075 3 |
H------------- +------- +------- +------- +------- +---------- +------ H
| To TAL | 226 | 100.0 | 974 || 100.0 |55, 818, 368 || 100.0
!------------- 1------- +------- +------- +------- 1---------- +------ J

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

The Burden Report (Nee and Bracco, 1986) identifies 32

foundations that allocated two-thirds of the funds allocated

for the elderly from 1978 to 1982. For 1985, there is

considerably greater concentration of grantmaking dollars in

the field of aging; 16 foundations account for almost two

thirds (64. *) of all dollars allocated, with each foundation
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allocating $700,000 or more. Six foundations (ranked in

order of dollars allocated for aging) -- Medical Trust, Ford

Foundation, Dow Foundation, Midland Foundation, Gannett, and

Pew Freedom Trust -- were not identified in the list of 32

influential foundations listed as major funders of grants in

aging from 1978 to 1982. There appears to be both greater

concentration of dollars and shifting of influence within

the field of aging for 1985, compared to the 1978-1982

period.

Position in Aging: Foundations that Dominate the Field

Table 8.9 lists 18 foundations that have the strongest

position in the field of aging. These foundations have the

greatest potential for leveraging their resources to achieve

influence within the field. The criteria for inclusion in

this category of most influential foundations in Aging for

1985 are: 1) allocating $1 million or more in the field and

2) awarding five or more grants in the field; the criteria

for inclusion in the next most influential foundations

category are: 1) allocating over $500,000 in the field and

2) awarding five or more grants in the field. Table 8.9

below lists the number of grants and dollar amount of the 18

most influential foundations in the field of aging, ranked

by dollars allocated.
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TABLE 8.9

EIGHTEEN FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING THAT DOMINATE THE
FIELD BY NUMBER OF GRANTS IN AGING AND TOTAL DOLLARS IN

AGING, RANKED BY NUMBER OF GRANTS IN AGING, 1985

r---------------------------------------- T-------- T------------- T

| Foun DAT I on s | GRAN T S D O L L A RS |
H---------------------------------------- +-------- +------------- H
| The Retirement Research Foundation | 69 | $4,211, 210 |
| Gannett Foundation, Inc. | 46 | 772, 705 |
| The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation | 4.5 | 8, 021,088
| The San Francisco Found at i on | 28 | 2, 860,053 |
| The Atlant ic Rich field Found at i on | 26 | 518, 600
| The New York community Trust | 23 | 539,000 |
| The Medical Trust | 16 | 2, 115, 600
| The C level and Foundation | 15 | 653,480 |
| The John A. Hart for d Foundation, Inc. 13 | 2,052, 920
| The Henry J. Ka is er Family Found at i on 12 | 526, 550
| The Pew Memorial Trust | 10 | 1, 228,000 |
| The Ford Found at i on | 9 | 1, 960, 949 |
| The Chicago Community Trust | 9 | 610, 275
| The will iam Penn Foundation | 8 | 1,210,000
| W. K. Kel logg Foundation | 7 | 2, 852, 209 |
| The Kresge Foundation | 5 | 1, 280,000 |
| Claude worth ington Benedum Foundation | 5 | 700, 250
| The commonwealth Fund | 5 | 669,000 |
|---------------------------------------- 1-------- +------------- J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging

PATTERNS AND WARIATION OF GRANTMAKING DISTRIBUTION

Grantmaking varies not only by "supply side"

characteristics, but also by characteristics of grant

allocations. This section describes grantmaking in aging by

subject area, by purpose of the grant, and by special

population groups benefiting from the award.
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DISTRIBUTION BY SUBJECT AREA OF THE GRANT

This section of the analysis of total aging grants

describes the subject areas or issues for which foundations

awarded grants for 1985. Because it was not possible to

identify an issue or subject area (or purpose) for 23 of the

aging grants, the total number of grants included in the

analysis of issues in aging is 951 (219 foundations

allocated $55,492, 651). Whenever possible, two issues are

coded for each grant. For example, grants for Retired

Senior Volunteer Programs (RSVP) are coded for both

retirement and for volunteer. Many grants address both

health issues and non-health issues; for example, grants

that address volunteer caregiving are counted as a non

health issue (volunteering) and a health issue (caregiving).

Table 8.10a lists the various subject-issue areas for

all 951 grants with identifiable issues; issues are grouped

by interest. In Table 8.10a all health issues are grouped

under one category, whereas 18 categories are used to

describe the range of non-health issues (health issues are

described in the chapters on health-related grantmaking and

cost-containment-related grantmaking). Table 8.10b,

however, focuses on non-health issues; it compares ranking

for the non-health related issues by foundation

participation, by the number of grants, by the number of

dollars allocated, and by the average grant size.
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TABLE 8.10a

SUBJECT ISSUES OF ALL GRANTS AWARDED IN THE FIELD OF AGING

BY FOUNDATION PARTICIPATION*, NUMBER, AMOUNT OF GRANTS, AND
AVERAGE GRANT SIZE, 1985: ISSUES GROUPED BY INTEREST AREAS,
n=951 k +

r---------------------- T------------ T---------- T---------- T------------ T

| ALL I SSUES | Foun DAT I on s | # GRANTs | Dol LARs | Av ERAGE |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| He alth | 129 | 422 |33, 679,082 || 79,808 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Homes for Aged | 59 | 89 | 11, 313, 738 | 127, 121
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ +
| Alternative Hous in g 24 | 33 | 1, 226, 955 37, 180
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Mortgage Ref in ancing 9 | 11 | 410,577| 37, 325
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Senior Centers | 60 | 102 | 2, 286, 818 22, 420
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Social Services | 57 | 94. | 2,060,064 | 21, 915
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Emergency services | 13 | 18 | 326, 850 | 18, 158 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Legal Services | 10 | 12 | 276,363 | 23,030
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Arts, Recreat ion | 42 | 53 | 1, 198,037 22, 604 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ +
| Income, Guardian ship | 12 | 13 | 394, 265 | 30,328 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ +
| Employment | 4 1 | 56 | 1,475, 133 | 26, 342 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Volunteering | 40 | 84 | 5, 299, 684 63,091 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Substitute Labor | 10 | 13 | 1,516,655 | 116,666
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Leadership 12 | 19 | 5 10, 732 | 26, 88.1 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Retirement | 20 | 23 | 647, 160 28, 137 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Inter generational | 16 | 28 | 599, 704 | 21, 418 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Education | 16 | 20 | 1,032, 005 || 51,600 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Advocacy, Public Info | 38 | 57 | 2, 286, 378 | 40, 112
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Administ ration | 17 | 21 || 3:03, 359 | 15, 286
L---------------------- 1------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.
* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** It was not possible to identify an issue for 23 grants.
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TABLE 8.10b

SUBJECT ISSUES OF NON-HEALTH GRANTS AWARDED IN THE FIELD OF

AGING: RANKING OF FOUNDATION PARTICIPATION* IN AGING, NUMBER
OF GRANTS, AMOUNT OF GRANTS, AND AVERAGE GRANT SIZE FOR EACH
ISSUE, 1985, n=951* *

r–––––––––––––––––––––– T----------------------------------------------- T

| | R A N XI N G |
| Non - HEAL T H issues H------------ T---------- T---------- T------------ H
| | Foun DAT I on s | # GRANT's $ GRAN T S | Av. $ GRANT |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Homes for Aged | 2 | 3 | 1 | 1 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Alternative Housing | 8 | 8 | 8 | 7 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Mortgage Ref in ancing | 15 | 17 | 14 | 6 |
H---------------------- +–––––––––––– +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Senior Centers | 1 | 1 | 2 | 1 4 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Social Services | 3 | 2 | 5 | 15 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Emergency services | 12 | 1 4 | 16 | 17 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Legal Services | 1 4 | 16 | 18 | 12 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Arts, Recreation | 4 | 7 | 9 | 13 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Income, Guardian ship | 13 | 15 | 15 | 8 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Employment | 5 | 6 | 7 | 11 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Volunteer ing | 6 | 4 | 2 | 3 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ +
| Substitute Labor | 1 4 | 15 | 6 | 2 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Leadership | 13 | 13 | 13 | 10 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Retirement | 9 | 10 | 11 | 9 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Inter generation a l | 11 | 9 | 12 | 16 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Education | 11 | 12 | 10 | 5 |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Advocacy, Public Info 7 | 5 | 4. | 4. |
H---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ H
| Administ ration | 10 | 11 | 17 | 18 |
|---------------------- +------------ +---------- +---------- +------------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.
* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

** It was not possible to identify an issue for 23 grants.
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The next section describes the subject issues of non-health

related grants; health-related grants are described in the

next chapter.

Housing Grants

Grants for homes for the aged and for senior housing

are allocated the most total dollars and account for the

largest average grant of all non-health grants in aging.

This may be partially explained by the fact that a high

percentage of housing grants are for capital expenditures.

Moreover, the single largest grant in aging ($3,675,000),

awarded by the Surdna Foundation, is for continued support

of The John A. Andrus Home for the Aged (average grant for

homes for the aged is $86,804 without this grant). Grants

for homes for the aged are traditional subject areas for

aging grants; it is not surprising that homes for the aged

ranks second for foundation participation in non-health

issues and third in the number of non-health grants awarded

in aging. In contrast to traditional housing grants, the 33

grants awarded by 24 foundations for alternatives to

institutionalized homes for the aged (and senior housing)

average only $37,180. These grants rarely involve capital

expenditure and are more likely to be innovative, designated

for start-up or demonstration or for planning. Only nine

foundations made awards for mortgage conversion programs for

the elderly (11 grants), an area that in 1985 was very
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"innovative" grantmaking. In the area of housing, it

appears that grantmaking in aging is very traditional in

terms of the number of foundations participating, the number

of grants awarded, the dollars awarded, and the average

grant size.

Senior Centers and Senior Support Programs

More foundations in aging award grants for senior

centers than for any other non-health category; senior

centers are awarded more grants than any other category.

Although grants for senior centers rank third in total non

health dollars in aging, they rank fourteenth in average

size. They are less than 40 percent as large ($22,420) as

the average aging grant ($57,308); this is in spite of the

fact that many senior center grants are for capital

improvement. Grants for social services, including

transportation, rank third in foundation participation,

second in the number of non-health grants, but fifth in the

amount of non-health dollars and fifteenth in average grant

size. Grants for emergency services (food and shelter) and

for programs for the homeless were awarded by only 13

foundations, and account for only 18 grants and the second

smallest average non-health grant in aging. Grants for

legal services are also awarded by a very small number of

foundations (10), and account for a small number of awards

(12) and for the smallest total dollars of any non-health
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category. This larger category of special (non-health)

programs for the elderly accounts for both the largest

number of foundations and the largest number of grants in

aging (for senior centers). Grants for social services also

account for a large number of foundations and grants;

however, grants for the homeless (and other emergency

programs) and for legal services receive little foundation

support. Although many grants for Social Services are for

start-up and demonstrations and for planning and evaluation,

most grants are for program operation and general support.

These non-health grants are also traditional areas of

foundation support for the elderly. Overall, although many

foundations participate in awarding many grants in the area

of special programs for the elderly, the grants are on the

average considerably smaller than the average aging grant.

Grants for Arts, Cultural Programs, and Recreation

Grants in this area rank fourth in foundation

participation for non-health issues, seventh in the number

of non-health grants, and ninth in dollars awarded for non

health related issues. The average grant is small. This

area is also traditional for aging grantmaking; most grants

are awarded for program operations or for general funding.
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Income Proqrams. Employment, and Volunteerin

Only a small number of foundations make allocations for

grants that address income issues including the subject of

guardianship. Income ranks fourteenth as the subject of

both the number of non-health grants and dollars.

Employment programs, however, rank fifth in foundation

participation, sixth in number of grants, and seventh in the

amount of dollars in aging. Grants for employment issues

support programs promoting work that provides a paid wage

for the older person.

In contrast, grants for volunteering issues support

programs that do not provide a paid wage for the older

"worker" who voluntarily "works" without monetary

compensation, contributing services as part of an unpaid or

informal labor force that contributes to productivity,

profitability, and capital accumulation. Volunteering ranks

sixth in foundation participation among non-health issues,

fourth in the number of grants, and second in the dollars

awarded in aging for non-health issues; the average grant

ranked third largest for non-health issues. This may be

accounted for by the fact that this category includes 28

grants awarded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for its

Interfaith Volunteer Caregiver Initiative. These 28 grants

average $150,000.
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Ten foundations awarded 13 grants that specifically

address the substitution of cheaper labor for more expensive

labor in the provision of services for the elderly. Grants

in this area represent the second largest average grant. An

example of this category is an award for $5,000 by the

Gannett Foundation to establish a program to employ young

people from disadvantaged families to provide services for

low-income elderly persons. Three of these grants (awarded

by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, each one for over $250, 000)

addresses the use (and cost-effectiveness) of geriatric

nurse practitioners in providing quality long term care for

the elderly. Many grants identified as "intergenerational"

provide free labor for services for the elderly. Although

grantmaking for intergenerational programs is not totally

new on the aging agenda (compared to volunteer caregiving),

it is considerably less traditional than grantmaking for

senior centers. Intergenerational grants are on the average

small ($21,418). Intergenerational grants can be sub

divided into two categories: those that use youth to provide

services for the elderly and those that provide services for

both young people and for the elderly. Funding to remodel a

center to be used for seniors and for young people is an

example of a grant in the latter category.

A small number of foundations made awards

addressing issues of senior leadership and empowerment.
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Examples of leadership grants are two grants by the New York

Foundation. One grant for $20,000 provided training and

development for boards and staff of senior-citizen agencies,

and another grant provided $20,000 for a consumer coalition

addressing statewide issues of nursing home care. Overall,

the 23 grants for retirement, awarded by 20 foundations, are

less likely to be "innovative" than the 19 grants for

leadership or empowerment.

Grants for Advocacy, Education and Administration

Grants for advocacy and public information ranks

seventh in foundation participation for non-health issues,

fifth in the number of grants awarded, fourth in the amount

of dollars allocated, and fifth in the size of the average

grant for non-health related issues. Although grants for

education ranked lower in foundation participation (11th),

in the number of grants awarded (12th), and in the amount of

dollars allocated (10th), in size of the average grant,

education ranked fourth. Grants for projects related to

program administration projects and for public relations and

marketing were the smallest on the average of any issue.

Several of these projects were for computerizing data

systems.
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D ON

This variable refers to the purpose of the grant, and

the method or strategy undertaken to address the issue for

which funds were allocated. Analysis of distribution of

grantmaking in aging for this variable is hampered by the

limitations of the data, primarily the incomplete reporting

of information reported to The Foundation Center for

inclusion in The Index (1986) database for grants reported

in the National Guide (1987). In most grants, a single,

primary purpose was clearly stated; for example, for capital

expenditure, for advocacy, or for research, and grants were

coded to identify the primary (first identified) purpose of

the grant. However, it was not possible to identify a

purpose for all grants, and 23 grants were excluded from

this analysis. The construction of a special category,

"program operations," allowed the inclusion of grants where

either the program or the organization was clearly

identified and no other purpose was stated (the assumption

being that the grant was allocated to carry out activities

relevant to the program or grantee goals). "General

support" is a category including grants that were

specifically designated in the description as being for

general support, general operations, or on-going operations;

"general support" is a designated category, "program

operations" is a constructed category. Figure 8.1 lists the
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11 categories that were used to describe the purpose of

grants in aging.

FIGURE 8.1

CATEGORIES DESCRIBING THE PURPOSE OF GRANTS IN AGING

1.

8.

9.

10.

11.

advocacy or outreach, efforts to achieve access to
services or programs
capital expenditures
general support for operations or administration
information dissemination, funds for developing and
preparing materials for the public, for public
media and for conferences and seminars
organizational improvements, funds for computer
upgrading and fundraising, matching and challenge
grants
planning, coordination, marketing, or evaluation of
a program or service (distinguished from research
planning or evaluation)
program operations, funds for the program, not
specified for any purpose, whether for general
operations, administration or direct program
services (often reported as $ for xxx program)
renewal, expansion, continuation or replication
research

start-up or program development, demonstration
training or education of staff, volunteers or the
public; also development of training materials

Table 8.11a shows the distribution of all grants in

aging (n=951, for health and non-health related issues) by

purpose of the grant. Table 8.11b compares the ranking of

all grants in aging by purpose for foundation participation,

the number of grants, the amount of grants, and the average

grant size.
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TABLE 8.11a

PURPOSE OF ALL GRANTS IN THE FIELD OF AGING: NUMBER OF

FOUNDATIONS*, NUMBER OF GRANTS, AMOUNT OF GRANTS, AND
AVERAGE GRANT SIZE, 1985, n=951* *

FOUNDATIONS GRANIS DOLIARS AVERAGE

GRANT $ SIZE
RURROSE # % # % # %

Advocacy 25 | 11.1 || 31 3.3 | 1,712,501 3.1 || 55,242

Capital 76 || 33.6 || 144 15.2 || 9,338,302| 16.8 64,849

General Support| 82 || 36.3 | 168 17.7 || 3,254,218, 5.9 19,370

Information 28 || 12.4 33 3.0 | 1,798,524| 3.2 54,501

Matching 23 || 10.2 28 2.9 | 664,692| 1.2 23,739

Plan/Evaluation 29 || 12.8 || 42 4.4 || 3,302,157 6.0 | 78,623

Program 104 || 46.1 | 212 22.3 || 6,066,623| 10.9 || 28,616

Renewal 24 || 10.6 || 56 5.9 || 5,991,577| 10.8 || 106,992

Research 26 || 11.5 || 67 7.1 |10,434,993| 18.8 || 155,746

Startup/Damo 50 | 22.1 | 124 13.1 || 8,420,997 15.2 67,911

Training 23 || 10.2 || 46 4.8 || 4,508,067| 8.1 98,001

TOTAL *** | *** | 95l 100.0 |55,492,651|100.0 58,352

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** No purpose was identified for 23 grants.

*** Totals for foundation participation are not applicable
because foundations that award more than one grant in the
field may award grants that fall in more than one purpose
category.
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TABLE 8.11b

PURPOSE OF ALL GRANTS AWARDED IN THE FIELD OF AGING: RANKED

BY THE NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS+, NUMBER OF GRANTS, AMOUNT OF
GRANTS, AND THE AVERAGE GRANT SIZE, 1985, n=951* *

r------------------ T-------------------------------------------- T

| | R A N K I N G |
| Issue H------------ T---------- T--------- T---------- +
| | Foun DAT I OMs | # GRAN T S | DOLLAR s | AVERA GE $
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- +
| Advocacy | 8 | 10 | 10 | 7

H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Cap it a l | 4 | 3 | 2 | 6 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Gener a l Support | 2 | 2 | 8 | 11 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| informat i on | 6 | 9 | 9 | 8 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +–––––––––– +
| Match in g, Mark et 1 O | 11 | 11 | 10 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Plan, Eva luation 5 | 8 | 7 | 4 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Program Funds | 1 1 | 4 | 9 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +–––––––––– H
| Renewal | 9 | 6 | 5 | 2 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Rese arch | 7 | 5 | 1 | 1 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| start - up/Demo | 4 | 3 | 3 | 5 |
H------------------ +------------ +---------- +--------- +---------- H
| Training | 10 | 7 | 6 | 3 |
!------------------ +------------ 1---------- +--------- +---------- J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* It was not possible to identify a purpose for 23 grants.
* * Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.

Grants designated for program operation, general

support, and capital expenditures receive the greatest share

of foundation participation and the largest number of grants

awarded in the field of aging. However, more dollars are

allocated for research, followed by allocations for capital
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expenditure and then for start-up and demonstration

programs. Research grants are the largest average size,

followed by renewal grants. The large average size renewal

grant may be accounted for by a single renewal grant of

$3,675,000 by the Surdna Foundation for a home for the aged;

if this grant is not included in this category (because it

skews the data), the second largest average grant is for

training, followed by grants for planning and evaluation,

and for start-up and demonstration, capital expenditures,

advocacy, information dissemination, and then for renewal, a

ranking that is more characteristic of the nature of aging

grantmaking overall.

Looking at the number of grants and amount of dollars

by the number of foundations provides a picture of the

extent of foundation commitment to different strategies for

addressing issues in aging. Of the 951 grants with

identifiable purposes, the average allocation per foundation

is $253,351; the average grant is $58,352. For example, the

26 foundations making allocations for research allocated an

average of $401, 345 each, and $155, 746 per grant; this is

larger than average allocations for capital expenditure of

$122,872 per foundation and $64,849 per grant.

In examining the distribution of grants in aging by

purpose, it is interesting to note the large percentage of
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grants allocated to traditional areas: for program operation

(not otherwise designated as funding for a new program,

start-up funds or funding for a demonstration project), for

general support, and for renewal. While it is not possible

to directly compare this data with data for grantmaking in

aging from 1978 to 1982 in The Burden Report (Nee and

Bracco, 1986) because each data set uses a different coding

scheme for the "purpose" variable, it is interesting to note

the differences and similarities (particularly regarding

allocations for research and capital expenditures,

categories that probably were coded the same in the two

studies). From 1978 - 1982, general support received the

largest share of grants in aging, followed by grants for

capital expenditure, then for grants for start-up. In terms

of dollar allocations by purpose, The Burden Report shows

considerable variation in allocations for the five years of

the study. For 1982, the last year covered in that study,

funding for start-up programs ranked first, followed by

funding for general support, capital expenditures, and then

research. This research shows that the largest percentage

of dollars for 1985 was allocated for research, followed by

dollars for capital expenditure, and then for start-up and

demonstration programs. If the two categories of program

operation and general support were combined they would rank

first as in the Burden study; however, it is still

significant that, for 1985, research received a share larger
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of dollars than in any previous year reported and a share

larger than capital expenditures for any year reported in

the Burden research. Also of interest for 1985 and for the

earlier period is the small percentage of grants and dollars

allocated for advocacy, given the elderly population's lack

of ready access to society's resources for health and well

being.

D T O S L PO

TABLE 8. 12

GRANTMAKING IN THE FIELD OF AGING: DISTRIBUTION TO SUB

GROUPS OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION: NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS,
NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985, n=351

r-------------------T--------------- T-------------- T----------------- T

| | Found AT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| sus - Groups H------- T------- +------ T------- +---------- T------ H
| ELDERLY | * | x• * | * | x• * # | x• *
H------------------- +------- +------- +------4------- +---------- +------ H
| special Pops * * * | 54 || 23.9 | 99 || 10.2 | 6, 777, 660 | 12. 1 |
H------------------- +------- +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| At R is k, F rail | 51 22.6 || 1 1 0 | 11.3 || 4, 887,079 || 8.7 |
H------------------- +------- +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| D is a b led * * * * | 4 1 | 18. 1 | 69 || 7.1 || 4,412, 149 || 7.9 |
H------------------- +------- +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| Elder l y Volunteer 32 | 1.4. 1 || 4 1 | 4. 2 | 1, 128,341 || 2.0 |
H------------------- +------- +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| Retired | 26 || 1 1.5 || 32 || 3.3 | 1, 247, 380 | 2.2 |
!------------------- +------- 1------- +------ 1------- 1----------1------ l

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

*** Blacks, minorities, women, gays/lesbians, elderly poor.
**** Physically disabled, blind, hearing impaired, mentally

impaired, elderly with Alzheimer's disease.

Table 8.12 shows the distribution of grants to special

populations among the elderly. Only 351 (36.0%) of the 974
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grants reported for the year identified special populations

among the aged as beneficiaries of resource allocations.

Fifty-four foundations targeted one of the following special

groups of elderly: blacks, other minorities, women,

gays/lesbians, or the poor elderly. Fifty-one foundations

identified more recently targeted groups of elders: the

frail, homebound, isolated seniors "at-risk" of

institutionalization. In terms of resource allocation, the

well-elderly (special groups, elderly volunteers and retired

elderly) were recipients of almost as many grants (172) and

dollars ($9,153.381) as the frail and disabled groups (179

grants and $9,299,228).

Aging grants indexed by The Foundation Center were not

necessarily limited to those uniquely benefiting the aged

population; grants often benefited other population groups

in addition to the aged (Table 8.13). Eight percent of the

grants in aging (and 3.8% of the dollars) also benefitted

children and youth. Grants that also identified children

and youth often include grants addressing intergenerational

issues. Another 7.6 percent of the grants (4.2% of

dollars) benefited other population groups, for example:

women, blacks, minorities, disabled, and the poor. Grants

identifying aging and other groups were often grants for

cultural or recreational events, for example tickets for the

symphony. What this means for the elderly is that all the
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resources reported for grantmaking in aging do not

necessarily benefit the elderly; the share of total

resources allocated for aging may, in actuality, be smaller,

to some unknown extent, than the $55,818, 365 reported for

1985.

TABLE 8. 13

GRANTMAKING IN THE FIELD OF AGING: DISTRIBUTION TO OTHER

POPULATION GROUPS INCLUDED IN AGING GRANTS : NUMBER OF

FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF GRANTS, 1985, n=155

r—----------------- T-------------- T------------- T----------------- T

| | Foun DAT 1 on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| G R O U P S H------ T------- +----- T------- +---------- T------ H
| | # | x• * | * | x• * | # | x**
H------------------ +------ +------- +----- +------- +---------- +------ +
| special Pops * * * | 36 | 15.9 || 74 | 7.6 || 2,351, 359 || 4.2 |
H------------------ +------ +------- +----- +------- +---------- +------

-

| children/ Youth * * * * | 46 | 20.3 | 81 | 8.3 || 2, 129,500 || 3.8 |
!------------------ +------ +------- +----- +------- 1---------- 1------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant.
** Aging grantmaking as a percent of total grantmaking.

*** Blacks, minorities, women, gays/lesbians, elderly poor.
* * * * Physically disabled, blind, hearing impaired, mentally

impaired, elderly with Alzheimer's disease.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has described the "supply side" of

grantmaking in aging. It has shown important variation by

type, by size, by geographic location, by scope of

foundation activity, by the areas of interest of foundations

in the field, and by the share of the field controlled by
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different foundations. The pattern shows considerable

variation with resources concentrated in a few foundations.

Type and Size

Independent foundations are clearly the dominate type

of foundations in the field (67.3), even though a greater

share of community foundations make allocations in the

field. Independent foundations also dominate the number of

grants (71.3%) and dollars (83.9%) in the field.

There is also considerable variation by size among the

foundations in aging. Over half of the foundations in the

field have assets of less than $50 million; these

foundations, however, account for only a small share of

resource allocations. Grantmaking is concentrated among the

largest foundations. The largest foundations, those with

assets over $1 million (26.7%) account for 42.0 percent of

total grants and 64.9 percent of dollars in aging. There is

even greater concentration in terms of dollars among the six

foundations (2.7%) that have assets over $1 billion.

Although these six foundations fund only 7.7 percent of all

grants, this amounts to over one-fourth (25.6%) of all

dollars in the field. This pattern of skewed distribution

of foundations by size in the field of aging is not

surprising. It is consistent with the hypothesis tested in

Chapter VI that larger foundations are more likely to
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participate in aging than smaller foundations. The

dominance of the largest foundations in the field of aging

mirrors the skewed distribution by foundation size and the

concentration of grantmaking in a few of the largest

foundations; this concentration of grantmaking in a few

foundations also mirrors the skewed distribution of wealth

in this country.

Location

Foundations and grantmaking in aging is also

concentrated geographically. Half of the foundations are

located in two regions: the Mid Atlantic region and the East

North Central region; these two regions account for over

half (57.9%) of the grants and over three-fourths (75.2%) of

the dollars. There is also considerable variation within

regions and concentration within states: New York and

California each have over 21 foundations in the field

whereas 19 states have only one or no foundations in aging.

Geographic location is important; over half (58.0%) of

foundations in aging make allocations only in the local area

in which they are located or in their home state. In

geographic areas where there are few foundations, grantees

are limited not only because of the scarcity of local

foundations, but also because local and state foundations

account for half the foundations in the field. However, in
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terms of grant allocations, foundations with a national

scope account for most grantmaking -- 41.1 percent of grants

and 51.9 percent of dollars. Therefore, grantees in

geographic areas with a high concentration of foundations

have a considerably greater likelihood of accessing

resources, not only the foundations with national scope

accessible to everyone, but also local and state foundations

accessible only in certain areas.

Area of Interest

Few foundations make grants in all fields. Although

50.9 percent of the 444 foundations in The Index (1986)

database awarded grants in aging in 1985, only a small

percent (3.1) indicated a special interest in the elderly;

whereas over half (57.5%) indicated an interest in health

(another 13.7% indicated an interest in both health and

aging). Foundations with an interest in health (including

foundations with an interest in health and aging) clearly

dominate resource allocation in aging: 80.3% of grants and

86.3 percent of dollars. Three of the largest health

foundations, each with assets over $100,000,000, are

relative newcomers in aging, having entered the field in the

early 1980s: the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the John A.

Hartford Foundation, and the Commonwealth Foundation. For

grant year 1985, these three foundations accounted for 6.5

percent of all grants and 19.2 percent of all dollars in the
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field (Nee and Bracco, 1987). The implications of the

dominance of health foundations, particularly the large

health foundations, in aging is discussed further in the

next chapter.

Position in Aging: Concentration in Grantmaking

In the field of aging, as in grantmaking overall, there

is much diversity within the field, and grantmaking is

concentrated in a few foundations. The number of grants in

aging is concentrated: there are only six foundations that

fund more than 20 grants each in aging; these six account

for 30.3 percent of all dollars allocated. At the other end

of the distribution continuum, over half of all foundations

(55.8%) allocate only one or two grants for the elderly;

these 125 foundations account for a total of 19.0 percent of

dollars.

There is also much variation in the amount of dollars

allocated per foundation, and much concentration. By far

the majority of foundations that allocate resources in

aging, 65.9 percent, allocate less than $50,000 for the

elderly; their grants account for only 7.6 percent of the

dollars in the field. In contrast, 12 foundations, 5.3

percent, each allocate over $1,000,000 for aging; these 12

account for almost 60 percent (59.2%) of all dollars in the

field. According to the Burden Report, a third of these
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foundations are not identified among the 32 foundations that

gave two-thirds of the funds that were awarded to the

elderly from 1978 - 1982 (Nee and Bracco, 1986). Eighteen

foundations (8.0%) dominate the field in terms of both the

number of grants (5 or more) and total amount of dollars

($500,000 or more); only two of these foundations, the Ford

Foundation and The Medical Trust, were not mentioned in the

Burden Report's list of consistently influential foundations

(two grants in at least four of the seven years of the

study).

Resource Distribution: Subject, Purpose, and Beneficiaries

Grantmaking in aging also varies by subject area or

issue funded, by purpose, and by sub-groups within the

elderly population designated as beneficiaries of the grant

allocation. When issues are grouped into large headings

(health, housing, etc.), health is clearly the most

important subject area addressed in aging grantmaking (and

because of this, the next Chapter two chapters examine

health grantmaking in greater detail). The discussion of

issues in this chapter has focused on explicitly examining

grantmaking in aging that is concerned with non-health

issues. Issues relating to senior centers, homes for the

aged, and social services and support programs receive the

largest percentage of foundation participation and account

for the largest number of grants awarded for 1985. Homes
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for the aged (and senior housing), volunteering, and senior

centers account for the most dollars allocated. Homes for

the aged also account for the largest average grant,

followed by grants for substitute labor and for

volunteering. Senior centers, homes for the aged and senior

housing are traditional areas of interest for aging

philanthropy, and so is volunteering. What is interesting

is that grants addressing alternative ways to provide

services for the elderly were second only to housing grants

in average size. Volunteering, an issue that received the

second largest total dollar allocation, ranked third in

average grant size. Substituting cheaper labor for more

expensive labor in providing care and services for the

elderly, using volunteers, and supporting intergenerational

programs that promote benefits for both the young and the

old, all reduce the fiscal burden to society of providing

services for an aging population.

Foundation allocations according to the purpose of the

grant for all issues (health and non-health related) show

the largest number of foundations making allocations for

program operations and general support; these two categories

also receive the largest share of grants (22.2% and 17.6%)

for 1985. The largest share of dollars, however, is

allocated for research (18.8%), followed by allocations for

capital expenditures (16.8%), and for start-up and
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demonstration projects (15.2%). The 18.8 percent allocation

for research in 1985 is in keeping with the gradual trend

since 1979 of increased share of funding for research

identified in the Burden research. The 16.8 percent

allocation of funds for capital expenditures for 1985

appears to be about the same share allocated in 1982. The

Burden Report shows an overall decrease in funding for

capital expenditures, beginning in 1982; the report

attributes this to fewer requests for capital expenditures

because cuts in the Reagan administration's budget have put

the emphasis for nonprofit organizations on survival, not

capital expansion.

For all subject areas, only 36.0 percent of the grants

designated sub-groups of the elderly population as special

beneficiaries. Twenty-four (23.9) percent of the

foundations targeted traditional "special population" groups

of elderly: blacks, other minorities, women, gays/lesbians,

or indigent elderly; 22.6 percent targeted funding for a

more recently identified category of elders with special

needs; the frail, homebound, isolated, and elderly "at risk"

of institutionalization. In terms of resource allocation,

the well-elderly categories (special groups, elderly

volunteers, and retired elderly) were recipients of almost

as many grants (172) and dollars ($9,153,381) as the frail

and disabled sub-groups (179 grants and $9,299,228). Given
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the dominance of foundations with a focus on health in the

aging field, and the large share of funding designated for

health-related issues compared to funding for other issues,

it is surprising that the frail and disabled elderly did not

receive a significantly larger share of resources than the

well elderly.

The description of foundation grantmaking distribution

in aging has shown that there is considerable variation in

the field in terms of issues funded, the purposes funded,

and even the populations designated to benefit from grant

allocations. The description of the foundation grantmakers

as measured by type, size, geographic location, scope,

stated interest, and concentration within the field is also

characterized by variation and concentration of resources.

What is becoming apparent is that, in each variable

category, a few foundations dominate the field. The extent

to which foundations that dominate the field of aging also

dominate health grantmaking within aging is explored in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER IX

HEALTH-RELATED GRANTMAKING IN AGING: FOUNDATIONS' ROLE

The last chapter described grantmaking in aging. The

focus was on the "supply side" of grantmaking and the

characteristics of the foundations that allocate resources

in the field and on the pattern and variation of grant

allocations. Within aging, there is considerable variation

by foundation type, size, geographic location, area of

interest, scope, and position and control of resources in

the field. This chapter goes within the field of aging and

looks more closely at the role of foundations in health

grantmaking in aging.

The importance of health in grantmaking in aging is

signified by the fact that most foundations in aging, almost

60 percent (58.9%), allocate resources for health.

Moreover, health-related grants accounted for over 60

percent (60.7%) of aging dollars for 1985. This chapter

describes the characteristics of foundations that allocate

resources for health, and describes health grants by size

and by grantor "supply side" characteristics. The next

chapter describes characteristics of health-related grants

in aging.
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Data for 1985 are used to describe foundations and

grants in aging. The data on health in aging tests the

following hypotheses:

H3. compared to foundations that do not allocate
resources for health-related grants, foundations
that allocate resources for health-related grants
are :

1. independent,
2. larger,
3. national,
4. those with a stated interest in health,

and

5. stronger in the field of aging, as
measured by total number of grants and
total dollars.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH-RELATED GRANTMAKING IN AGING

Data for 1985 identifies the subject issue of 951 of

the 974 grants for 219 of the 226 foundations in the study

population. Table 9. 1 shows the distribution of resources

for health for 1985. Of the 219 foundations, 129 (58.9%)

made allocations for health-related grants for 1985. This

is a considerable increase over the 50 percent of

foundations that allocated resources for health from 1977 to

1982 (Nee and Bracco, 1986). Health grantmaking in aging

not only receives resources from a larger number of

foundations than any other subject area (and has done so

since 1978), but, according to the Burden Report, health

care is the only area to received "sustained, focused

interest by a group of very large foundations" (1986, p. 31).
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TABLE 9. 1

GRANTMAKING IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH:
NUMBER OF FOUNDATIONS, NUMBER AND DOLLAR AMOUNT OF GRANTS,
1985,

r–––––––––––––– T-------------- T-------------- T----------------- T

| | Foun DAT I on s” G R A N T S | D O L L A R S |
| GRANT MAK I N G H –––––– T------- +------ T------- +---------- T------ H
| | # | x | # | x # | x
H-------------- +------ +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| He at th | 129 || 58.9 || 422 || 44.4 |33, 679,082 | 60.7 |
H-------------- +------ +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| Non - He alth 90 || 41.1 | 529 || 55.6 |21, 8 13,569 || 39.3 |
H-------------- +------ +------- +------ +------- +---------- +------ H
| To TAL | 219 || 100.0 | 951 - " | 100.0 |55, 492, 651 | 100.0
!--------------- +------ 1––––––– +------ +------- +----------1------ J

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant in

:*# was not possible to identify an "issue" for 23
grants.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH BY TYPE

Health grantmaking is widespread, with almost 60

percent of all foundations allocating at least one grant for

a health-related issue. It is expected, nevertheless, that

there will be variation in a foundation's participation in

health-related grantmaking based on foundation type.

It is expected that independent foundations will be

more likely to allocate resources for health-related issues

in aging than community or corporate foundations. About 70

percent of independent foundations limit their allocations

to the local community (Foundation Center, 1985a) and, to

that extent, are also likely to allocate resources to
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address community needs including health-needs of the

elderly population. Moreover, large independent or family

foundations in this country have a strong history of support

in the health field. Health care is identified closely with

the names of some of the larger family foundations: Kellogg,

Kaiser, Robert Wood Johnson, and Rockefeller, to name a few.

Moreover, allocations of independent foundations are more in

line with larger allocations necessary for expensive health

and medical care projects. Independent foundations allocate

larger average size grants nationally ($62,445) and in aging

($68,333) than community foundations ($32,245, nationally,

$40,414 in aging) or corporate foundations ($24,432

nationally, $18,167 in aging).

It is expected that corporate foundations, because they

generally limit their allocations to fields related to

corporate activities and to communities in which the company

has operations (Foundation Center, 1985a), will be less

likely than independent or community foundations to make

health related grants in aging. Corporate foundations make

allocations that are likely to benefit the business of the

corporation; and until recently, health care for aging was

seen as outside the interests of the corporate enterprise

(Wall Street Journal article 1988). Larger corporate

foundations increasingly allocate their resources for
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eduction (particularly scientific and technical education)

and for the arts.

Health care for the elderly is very much a community

concern, particularly since the advent of Reaganism and

cost-containment policies that switched the burden of care

back to the local community, away from the federal

government. However, it is not expected that community

foundations will be as likely to allocate resources for

health as independent foundations because they generally

have limited resources and many demands from their local

constituency for their resources and therefore more

restrictions on their resources than independent

foundations. Moreover, within the field of aging, their

total numbers are small and the number of grants, dollars

and average grant size are smaller than independent

foundations.
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TABLE 9 - 2

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY FOUNDATION TYPE, 1985, n=219

r––––––––––––– T--------------- T------------------- T------------- T

| | 1 NDEPEND ENT | corpor A T E - commun I TY | T OT A L |
| Foun DAT I on s” H------- T------- +--------- T--------- +------ T------ H
| | # | % | # | % | # | x
H------------- +------- +------- +--------- +--------- +------ +------

-

| He alth | 92 || 62.2 | 37 | 52.1 | 129 || 58.9 |
H------------- +------- +------- +--------- +--------- +------ +------ H
| Non - Health 56 || 37.8 | 34 | 79.1 | 90 || 41.1
H------------- +------- +------- +--------- +--------- +------ +------ H
| Tot a t | 1.48 || 100.0 71 | 100.0 | 219 || 100.0
!-------------- +------- +-------1--------- +--------- +------ +------ J

Chi-square = 2.002, laf, n.s.
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Represents foundations awarding at least one grant in
agling.

The data (Table 9. 2) do not support the hypothesis that

independent foundations are more likely than community or

corporate foundations to be involved in health grantmaking

in aging (chi-square = 2.002, 1 dif, n.s.). This may be

because health grantmaking is so wide-spread that even

though community and corporate foundations award fewer

health grants than independent foundations they still award

a considerable share of grants to health-related issues.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH BY SIZE

Many aspects of health, particularly research and

education, require larger than average size allocations, and

therefore require foundations with large resources to meet

those needs. The largest foundations are more likely to
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make allocations in the areas of education and research,

particularly for scientific, technical, and medical research

and education. Data for U.S. grantmaking for 1984 show that

the average health grant is larger than the average grant

overall -- $66,054 for a health grant compared to $34,214

for an average grant overall. Data also show the average

grant of the largest foundations as larger than the average

grant of smaller foundations. Larger foundations also make

larger than average size grants in the health field nation

wide: $97, 054 compared to $36,418 ( Foundation Center,

1985a).

Moreover, as noted above, very large, independent

foundations have a strong history of participation in the

field of health (see Chapter V). According to the Burden

study (Nee and Bracco, 1986) of grantmaking from 1978 -

1980, health care within the field of aging has been the

only area to receive sustained interest by a group of very

large foundations. Some of these large foundations, while

having a long tradition in health, are relatively new to the

aging field. For example, the John A. Hartford Foundation,

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, and The Commonwealth

Fund entered the aging field in the early 1980s. The report

suggests that due to the interest of large foundations in

health and aging, and to the increase overall of the number
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of foundations in aging, health-related grantmaking may

receive an even greater share of aging funding than in 1982.

Because larger foundations have more resources to make

large allocations; because health grants are generally

larger than average; because the largest foundations make

larger-than-average grants overall; and larger average

health grants; and because of the historical interest of the

largest foundations in health, and the relatively recent

interest in aging shown by some very large health

foundations, it is hypothesized that foundations that make

health-related allocations in aging compared to foundations

that make no allocations for health are foundations with the

largest assets.
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TABLE 9. 3

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY SIZE OF FOUNDATION ASSETS, 1985, n=218+

=>25,000,000 | =>10,000,000 TOTAL
ROUNDATIONSk| =>100,000,000| <100,000,000 | <25,000,000 | <10,000,000

# $ # $ # $ # % # %

Health 45 75.0 || 47 63.5 || 25 67.6 || 12 25.5 | 129 || 59.2

Non Halth 15 25.0 || 27 36.5 | 12 32.4 || 35 74.5 | 89 || 40.8

TOTAL 60 | 100.0 || 74 || 100.0 || 37 || 100.0 || 47 || 100.0 | 218 || 100.0

Chi-square = 29.897, 3df, p <0.01
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.
** One of the 219 foundations did not reported assets.

Data for 1985 support the hypothesis (chi-square =

29. 895, 3 dif, p < . 01). The findings are not as expected,

however, since the cutting-point of asset size for

participation in health grantmaking in aging is low. Only

foundations with less than $10,000, 000 assets are

significantly absent in health-related grantmaking. This

suggests that while a certain level of resources is needed

to participate in health-grantmaking, that level is low.

What this may indicate is that in health grantmaking there

is great diversity in the nature of the grants and therefore

in the size of the grants. For example, a research grant

for Alzheimer's disease would most likely require a large

grant allocation and be awarded by a large foundation,

whereas an award for a local program to provide symphony
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tickets for persons with early-stage Alzheimer's disease

could be very small and would allow foundations with

relatively small assets to participate in health-related

grantmaking.

Table 9.3 shows the variation in foundations in aging

participation in health by asset size. Whereas 75.0 percent

of the very largest foundations (assets equal to or greater

than $100,000, 000) allocate at least some resources for

health, 63.5 percent of large foundations (assets equal to

or over $25,000, 000) and 67.6 percent of medium foundations

(assets equal to or over $10,000) also make allocations in

health. However, only 25.5 percent of small foundations

(assets under $10,000) award health grants. In spite of the

fact that health grants are, on the average, larger than

average grants in aging, only very small foundations avoid

health-related grantmaking altogether; 74.5 percent of the

smallest foundations allocated no resources for health

grants in aging for 1985.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH BY SCOPE OF FUNDING

Because the impact of philanthropy in the field of

health has been largely in projects with national scope, it

is hypothesized that foundations involved in health

grantmaking would most likely be foundations with a national

scope of activity. The foundations that have a long history
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as leaders in health grantmaking are national in scope. It

is national foundations that have undertaken nation-wide

demonstration projects in health-related grantmaking, for

the elderly and for other beneficiary groups (for example,

the project for the health care of the homeless, funded

jointly by two national foundations: The Robert Wood Johnson

Foundation and the Pew Memorial Trust). Local foundations

and foundations that allocate resources state-wide and

regionally are less likely to be involved in national health

projects. Their response to the health needs of the elderly

is more likely to be reactive and smaller, in response to a

local request. This is in contrast to grantmaking by

national foundations that is often proactive, awarding

grants for foundation-initiated, nation-wide projects in

both the field of aging and in total health grantmaking. It

is hypothesized, therefore, that health foundations that

make health awards in aging are more likely to be national

foundations than regional, state and local foundations.
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TABLE 9 - 4

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY SCOPE OF FOUNDATION ACTIVITY, 1985, n=219

NATIONAL REGIONAL TOTAL

FOUNDATIONS+ STATE, LOCAL

# $ # $ # $

Health 39 62. 9 90 57. 3 129 58. 9

Non-Health 23 37 - 1 67 42.7 90 41 - 1

Total 62 100. O 157 100.0 219 100.0

Chi-square = 0.253, 1df, n.s.
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.

Table 9.4 shows the distribution of foundations in

health-related grantmaking in aging by scope of foundation

activity. The data do not support the hypothesis. There is

no significant difference between national foundations and

regional, state, or local foundations in participation in

health grantmaking in aging. This may be because health

grantmaking in aging is diverse, with many different issues

appealing to foundations having different areas of activity.

FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH BY STATED INTEREST IN HEALTH

It was noted in Chapter VIII that the field of aging is

dominated by foundations with a stated interest in health;

71.2 percent of the 226 foundations in aging report an

interest in health in their general description. It is to
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be expected that foundations in aging that allocate

resources for health grants would more likely be among those

with a stated interest in health than among foundations with

no stated interest in health.

TABLE 9 - 5

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY FOUNDATION'S INTEREST IN HEALTH, 1985, n=219

HEALTH NO HEALTH TOTAL
FOUNDATIONS k INTEREST INTEREST

# $ # $ # $

Health 97 62. 6 32 50. O 129 58. 9

Non - Health 58 37.4 32 50. O 90 41 - 1

TOTAL 155 100. O 64 100. O 219 100. O

Chi-square = 2.962, 1 dif, n.s.
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.

The hypothesis is not supported (chi-square = 2.962, 1

df, n.s. see Table 9.5). Whereas almost 63 percent of

foundations with a stated interest in health make health

grants, fully 50 percent of the foundations without a stated

interest in health also make health-related allocations,

indicating that within the field of aging, allocating

resources for health programs and projects is a wide-spread

phenomenon, not one limited to health grantmakers.
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FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH OSI IN T IELD OF AGING

The Burden study (Nee and Bracco, 1986) of grantmaking

in aging for 1978 - 1982 reports that health was the only

issue that received continued, focused grant allocations by

a group of very large foundations. During the five years

covered by that study, 13 percent of the foundations that

gave to health care projects awarded over 50 percent of the

grants for health. Six foundations awarded over half of the

dollars allocated for health grants: The Retirement Research

Foundation, The Kellogg Foundation, The Commonwealth Fund,

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, The John A. Hartford

Foundation, and The Cleveland Foundation. The report notes

that three of the foundations are relatively newcomers to

the field of aging: the John A. Hartford Foundation, the

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and The Commonwealth Fund.

The authors suggest that as a result of the entry of these

foundations into the field of aging and the overall increase

in the number of foundations in aging (growing from 127 in

1978 to 210 in 1982), health care may now receive an even

greater percentage of aging dollars than in 1982.

For aging overall, and for total foundation grant

making, distribution of grants and dollars is characterized

by unequal distribution based on size (assets); that is,

grantmaking of the largest foundations in the U.S. and of

the largest foundations in aging is concentrated in a few
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very large foundations. In aging, 20 foundations (8.9%)

allocate 24.3 percent of the total number of grants and 30.3

percent of dollars in the field, compared to over half

(55.5%) of the foundations in the field that allocate only

one or two grants, accounting for only 17.8 percent of total

grants and 19.0 percent of dollars. Looking at dollars, the

24 foundations (10.6%) that each allocate over $500,000

account for 37.3 percent of total grants and 72.6 percent of

all dollars, compared to the 50.9 percent of foundations

that allocate $10,000 or less in the field. It is expected

that this pattern holds for health-related grantmaking

within aging for 1985.

Position Measured by Number of Grants in the Field

It is hypothesized that for 1985, foundations that

have a strong position in the aging field, as measured by

the number of grants funded in aging, are more likely than

foundations that do not have a strong position in aging to

allocate resources for health-related issues.
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TABLE 9. 6

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY NUMBER OF GRANTS IN AGING, 1985, n=219

FOUNDATIONSk =>10 6 - 9 3 - 5 1 + 2 TOTAL

# $ # $ # $ # $ # $

Health 19 || 95.0 || 21 || 95.5 || 40 || 6.9.0 || 49 || 41.2 | 129 || 58.9

Non Health | 1 5.0 | 1 4.5 | 18 || 31.0 || 70 || 58.8 || 90 || 41.1

TOTAL 20 | 100.0 | 22 || 100.0 || 58 || 100.0 | 119 || 100.0 | 219 || 100.0

Chi-spare = 40.781, 3 df, p <0.01
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.

Tables 9.6 shows the significant relationship between a

foundation's position in the field and participation in

health-related grantmaking. As hypothesized, the

probability of a foundation's participation in health

related grantmaking increases with the position of the

foundation in the field -- the larger the number of grants

in aging awarded by the foundation, the more likely the

foundation is to participate in health-related grantmaking

(chi-square = 40.781, 3 dif, p <. 01). Nineteen of the twenty

foundations that allocate ten or more grants in aging make

allocations for health issues. This category includes the

six foundations that not only allocate over 20 grants each

in aging but also allocate 100 percent of those grants for
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health issues. Those six foundations are: The Retirement

Research Foundation, Gannett Foundation, Inc., The Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation, The San Francisco Foundation, The

Atlantic Richfield Foundation, and the New York Community

Trust. Twenty-one of 22 foundations that allocate six to

nine grants in aging make health grants. However, for

foundations that allocate three to five grants in aging,

only 69 percent make allocations in health and only 4.1.1

percent of foundations that award only one or two grants in

aging make awards for health issues. The cutting point for

position as measured by number of grants in aging to affect

health-related grantmaking in aging is between five and six

grants.

Position Measured by Total Dollars in the Field

Amount of awards is another measure of position in the

field. Table 9.7 shows that total amount of dollars

allocated for aging is also strongly related to the

probability of allocations for health (chi-square 54.910, 4

df, p < . 01). Twenty-three of the 24 foundations that

allocate over $500,000 in aging, make grants for health

issues, whereas, at the other end of the scale, of the 109

foundations that award less than 50,000 for aging, only 36.7

percent made awards for health. However, the cutting-point

is also fairly low for this measure of position in aging

related to grantmaking for health. Foundations in the range
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of as low as $50,000 to $100,000 in aging are overwhelmingly

likely to make health grants -- while it is only in the

range below $50,000 in aging that foundations are fairly

unlikely to make allocations for health (see Table 9.7).

Position of the Dominant Foundations in Aging

The 18 foundations with the strongest position in the ■
field of aging by virtue of allocating at least five grants

and over $500,000 in the field all awarded grants for health

issues for 1985 (see Table 9.8a). Analysis shows a very

significant relationship between dominance in aging and a

foundation's participation in health (chi-square = 13.683, 1

df, p <0.01, Table 9.8).
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TABLE
9-7

FOUNDATIONS
INTHEFIELDOFAGING,HEALTHANDNON-HEALTH GRANTMAKING

BYTOTALDOLLARSAWARDED
INAGING,1985,n=219

==500,000>100,000==50,000=>10,000<10,000TOTAL

FOUNDATIONSk<500,000<100,000<50,000

#$#$#$#$#$#$

Health2395.8
||
3771.12,85.3
||
3536.5
5||
13.2
||
12958.9 NonHealth

14-2
||
1528.9
514.7
||
4556.5
||
24
||

82.89041.1 TOTAL24
||

100.0
||
52
||

100.0
||
33
||

100.0
|
80
||

100.0
||
29
||

100.0
||
219100.0

§

Chi-square54.910,
4dif,p
<0.001 Source:NationalGuideto

Funding
inAging.

*

Foundationsawarding
atleastonegrantinaging.



TABLE 9.8

FOUNDATIONS IN THE FIELD OF AGING, HEALTH AND NON-HEALTH
GRANTMAKING BY DOMINANCE IN AGING, 1985, n=219

DOMINANT NOT DOMINANT TOTAL

FOUNDATIONS # IN AGING IN AGING

# $ # $ # $

Health 18 100. O 111 55.2 129 58. 9

Non - Health O O 90 44 - 8 90 4.1.1

Total 18 100. O 201 100.0 219 100.0

Chi-square = 13.683, 1df, p <0.001
Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.

* Foundations awarding at least one grant in aging.

|-º
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TABLE 9.8a.

GRANTMAKING IN THE FIELD OF AGING: FOUNDATIONS THAT DOMINATE

THE FIELD OF AGING BY NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF HEALTH-RELATED

GRANTS, FOUNDATIONS RANKED BY THE NUMBER OF GRANTS IN AGING,
1985

HEALTH HEALTH

FOUNDATIONS GRANTS DOLLARS

The Retirement Research Foundation 4 $3,235,067
Gannett Foundation, Inc. 22 411, 000
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 45 8, 021,088
The San Francisco Foundation 10 670,000
The Atlantic Richfield Foundation 5 101,500
The New York Community Trust 7 185,000
The Medical Trust 14 1, 803, 600
The Cleveland Foundation 6 250, 000
The John A. Hartford Foundation, Inc. 12 1,808, 129
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation 12 526, 550
The Pew Memorial Trust 7 1,005, 000
The Ford Foundation 3 972, 000
The Chicago Community Trust 5 450,275
The William Penn Foundation 3 995, 000
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 7 2,852, 209
The Kresge Foundation l 100,000
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation 3 643, 250

3The Commonwealth Fund 514,000

Source: National Guide to Funding in Aging.
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SUMMARY: FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH

In summary, the data suggest that, as hypothesized,

larger foundations and foundations that have a strong

position in the aging field, measured by both the number of

grants in aging and the total amount of dollars in aging,

are significantly related to a foundation's participation in

health-related grantmaking. Foundation type, scope of

foundation activity, and stated interest in health do not

show significant relationship to a foundation's

participation in health grantmaking. These findings are

descriptively accurate; however, they do not explain the

probability of a foundation's participation in health

grantmaking. The next chapter describes health grants in

aging.
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